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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

“Everything changes, that is the one thing we know for sure in this world”  1 

 

For a long time, developmental psychology has emphasized the gradual character of development, 

which can be defined as “change” or as a “pattern through time”. This gradualness is expressed in the 

fact that many developmental studies show average growth curves of a group of subjects. However, 

time serial data sets -i.e. sets of repeated measurements of the same individual through time- show a 

remarkable lack of smoothness. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in this phenomenon 

of intra-individual variability, mainly due to dynamic systems theory (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert, 

1994). Traditionally, lack of stability and the presence of variability in data are considered to be the 

result of measurement error or environmental factors. However, dynamic systems theory radically 

rejects the automatic retreat to the error hypothesis and claims that variability bears important 

information about the nature of the developmental process. Thus, the theory views variability as an 

important developmental characteristic and focuses on dynamic properties of change.  

A second dynamic property of change is the ambiguity of developing behavior. In the literature, the 

concept of inter-observer agreement is used to indicate the reliability of a study. However, in practice, 

reliability is critically dependent of the concept of true behavioral categories that are mutually exclusive 

and that can be observed without subjective interpretation. The dynamic systems perspective criticizes 

the use of “crisp” categories for developing behavior. According to Thelen (1997), behavioral 

categories may impose arbitrary criteria on what is actually continuous behavior. The concept of 

ambiguous categories is closely related to Fuzzy Logic, a mathematical theory that is used to program 

computers to “make decisions” based on imprecise data and complex situations (McNeill & Freiberger, 

1993). In modern fuzzy logic, “objects” (observations, objects, properties, etc.) are always assigned a 

Degree-of-Membership to a category, set or class (see Ross, 1995; Kosko 1993, 1997; Nguyen & 

Walker, 1997; von Altrock, 1995; McNeill and Freiberger, 1993). In mutually exhaustive classes, 

objects have a degree-of-membership of either 1 or 0 (for instance, a word is either a preposition or 

not a preposition). In fuzzy logic, an object has any degree of membership between 0 and 1. Maximal 

ambiguity arises if an object has a degree of membership equal to 0.5. In the case of developing 

behavior a specific act may occupy a mid-point between two observational categories, for instance a 

word uttered by an infant may take a position between a preposition and (for instance) a verb.  

If we agree with dynamic systems theory that both variability and ambiguity are important 

characteristics of a developing system, there are two central problems. The first problem is that 

relatively little is known about variability (fluctuations) and ambiguity. The second problem that might 

be responsible for this lack of knowledge is that there is a lack of technical means –statistical 

                                                      
1 Source: Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
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methods- that can be used to describe and analyze patterns of fluctuation and ambiguity. It is the main 

goal of this thesis to contribute to a solution to both of these problems. 

Since empirical knowledge is critically dependent on the method of study, the first goal is to contribute 

to the methodology by proposing various simple but powerful techniques for describing and analyzing 

variability and ambiguity. The aim is to help other researchers focus on rich additional sources of 

information that are contained in variability as well as in ambiguity. This focus will lead to more 

interesting hypotheses and more powerful testing procedures, adapted to the unique nature of 

developmental data. Secondly, an empirical study of variability and ambiguity is conducted in one 

specific domain of development, namely early language development. This study aims at providing a 

first description and explanation of variability and ambiguity in this specific field of child development. 

 

Chapter 2 provides a general introduction on intra-individual variability in developmental research and 

uses the language data from two young children (subjects Jan and Eva, age 2;4 and 2;8) as an 

illustration of this phenomenon. Short-term variability was studied in Mean Length of Utterance (MLU-

m, Brown, 1973), an important language measure. The data of both children showed considerable 

variability in MLU, even between measurement days. In addition to describing and illustrating 

variability, the chapter addresses how “noise” can be distinguished from variability that is 

developmentally meaningful. In this chapter we anticipate on the description of several new 

techniques that can be used to study the characteristics of variability in typical time serial data of child 

development. 

Chapter 3 elaborates on the methodology of analyzing patterns of variability. In this chapter several 

new methods that are especially useful for visualizing and describing intra-individual variability in time 

serial data are described. In order to illustrate these methods, they are applied to data of early 

language development, to be more specific the development of MLU-w and prepositions (subject 

Heleen, age 1;6 to 2;6). Finally, as traditional statistical techniques have little to offer in testing 

variability hypotheses, the possibilities that are provided by random sampling techniques are 

examined.  

The aim of chapter 4 is to present a new approach to the analysis of longitudinal language data (time 

series), and use it to analyze a dataset of early child speech - in particular data on the development of 

prepositions and their use across contexts. This chapter claims that a thorough quantitative analysis 

may contribute to a better understanding both of the qualitative aspects and of the underlying 

mechanisms of development. The chapter focuses on a quantitative analysis of continuity versus 

discontinuity and on the form of - and eventual changes in - the variability in the data. The theoretical 

introduction discusses each of the central issues - quantitative aspects, continuity, discontinuity and 

variability –separately. So far, these phenomena have hardly been investigated in the study of 

language acquisition. Dynamic systems theory is referred to as a general theory of change that we 

use to defend the importance of quantitative aspects, in particular (dis)continuity and variability. 

Finally, the analysis of (dis)continuity and variability will be combined into a new approach to the 

analysis of quantitative growth patterns. In the second part of the chapter, this new approach to 
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continuity and discontinuity is applied to our own dataset of early child language (subjects Heleen, 

Jessica, Berend and Lisa, followed from roughly age 1;6 to age 2;6). Here, the results with regard to 

continuity versus discontinuity in the acquisition of prepositions are presented. The quantitative 

approach is defended by referring to the fact that, in the study of the acquisition of prepositions, the 

quantitative aspects are often underexposed. In the results and discussion sections, the question of 

whether the development of prepositions is either continuous or discontinuous is addressed and 

critically reviewed. 

Chapter 5 introduces the second central topic of this thesis, which is ambiguity. It is known that the 

study of early child development is often hampered by problems of interpretability of behavioral 

categories. The chapter discusses problems with interpreting early child language and shows that the 

solutions for solving ambiguities in observations may have considerable effects on the developmental 

curves that result from the observations. The chapter proceeds by proposing a procedure to 

investigate the magnitude of the effect of decisions about how to categorize uninterpretable 

utterances. This so-called “what-if procedure” compares the effects of worst-case scenarios, i.e. 

scenarios where either all or none of the uninterpretable utterances are counted as real words. The 

illustration of such a worst-case scenario with the language data of one subject (subject Heleen, age 

1;6 to 2;6) shows that the language development curves are relatively insensitive to how exactly 

uninterpretable utterances are scored.  

Chapter 6 elaborates on ambiguity in language development and defines it as an intrinsic aspect of a 

developing language system. The phenomenon of ambiguity is also related to the question of observer 

reliability. In language acquisition, inter-transcriber agreement (over linguistic categories assigned to 

recorded utterances) is conceived as a measure of observer reliability. It is argued that the proportion 

of agreement over disagreement is not merely a reflection of observer errors or noisy data, but can be 

a reflection of the genuine ambiguity of early speech. Disagreement arises from the fact that the child 

is still building linguistic categories, and therefore, from the fact that the language is truly –intrinsically- 

ambiguous. This ambiguity can be quantified by applying concepts from fuzzy logic, which is 

demonstrated in a case study (subjects Lisa and Berend, age 2;0). After presenting an index of 

agreement and a Monte-Carlo procedure for calculating the probability of chance agreement, an index 

of ambiguity is introduced, based on the fuzzy logic notion of degree-of-membership. 

Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the findings and discussions of the previous chapters and focuses on 

describing how the different themes (intra-individual variability, ambiguity and discontinuity) are 

intertwined through dynamic systems theory.  
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Chapter 2 

Child Language Cuts Capers  

a study on intra-individual variability in language development 

 

 

Published in Dutch as: van Dijk, M., de Goede, D., Ruhland, R. & van Geert, P. (2001). Kindertaal met 

Bokkensprongen. Een studie naar intra-individuele variabiliteit in de taalontwikkeling. Nederlands 

Tijdschrift voor de Psychologie en haar grensgebieden, 56, 26-39. 

 

 

Abstract 

 

Traditionally, empirical developmental psychology has emphasized the gradual character of 

developmental processes. Recently, dynamic systems theory (and related theories) caused an 

increase in the interest in dynamic properties of change (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert, 1994). One 

of the aspects that is currently being reconsidered is intra-individual variability. Lack of stability and the 

presence of fluctuations in data have long been seen as the result of measurement error or 

environmental factors. However, dynamic systems theory views this type of variability as an important 

developmental characteristic. 

This article uses the language data of two young children (age 2;4 and 2;8) to illustrate the problem of 

intra-individual variability, in the form of a study of short-term variability in Mean Length of Utterance 

as an important language measure (MLU, Brown, 1973). The data of both children showed 

considerable variability in MLU, even between measurement days.  

In addition to illustrating intra-individual variability, this article deals with the meaning of that notion and 

also addresses the question of how “noise” can be distinguished from developmentally meaningful 

variability. 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

2.1.1 Stability and variability 

When you open a randomly chosen journal article on child development, most of the articles will 

present the variables under investigation in the form of regular curves based on averages of groups of 

subjects. In addition, many studies are based on a restricted number of measurement points per 

individual. The fact that the resulting curves show regular patterns of development is not surprising, 

since averaging over groups has a smoothing effect on irregularities. Moreover, drawing a line 

between only a restricted number of points easily leads to a smooth developmental curve. 

Time serial developmental research is still relatively rare, although the effort invested in such studies 

is increasing. This type of research shows a dramatically different picture of development, especially 

when studies are based on a larger number of measurement points. The lack of regularity in the 

developmental curves is often striking. A recent example is taken from the study of de Weerth, van 

Geert and Hoijtink (1999) on emotion related behaviors in the infant’s first 15 months of life. The 

fluctuations and irregularities immediately catch the eye (see figure 2.1). 

 

Figure 2.1. Crying behavior (as a percentage of the observed time) of one infant (Infant E) (source de Weerth, 

1998). 

 

The study of Ruhland (1998) on transitions in early language development also shows a capricious 

developmental pattern: a general increase of function word use, with strong fluctuations from 

measurement tot measurement (see figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2. Developmental curves of three types of function words (articles, modals and pronouns) of two 

subjects: Daan (top) and Peter (bottom) (Ruhland, 1998). 

 

The present article discusses fluctuations in early language development. We address the following 

questions: is variability (as found in recent time serial research) also present in early language 

development? How can this variability be explained? In answering these questions we will refer to our 

own study on Mean Length of Utterance (MLU), a widely used measure for grammatical complexity. 

 

2.1.2 Variability in early language development: how stable is MLU? 

In 1973, Brown proposed Mean Length of Utterance as the best estimation of grammatical complexity 

in early child language (Shaffer, 1989). He also proposed to calculate MLU by dividing the total 

number of morphemes by the total number of utterances in the first 100 utterances in a sample of 

spontaneous speech. In addition to these criteria, Brown constructed a classification of early language 
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development into MLU-stages. These stages vary from  MLU-1 (for MLUs between 1.0 and 2.0) in four 

equal steps (of 0.5 MLU point) to MLU-5 (between 3.5 and 4.0). Since Brown’s pioneering study, MLU 

and its MLU stages have been widely used, a success that is partly due to the simplicity of this 

concept. Rosenthal-Rollins, Snow and Willett (1996) state that one of the reasons for this popularity is 

that MLU is sensitive to a wide range of language aspects, for instance in the fields of morphology, 

semantics and syntax.   

MLU has been criticized as a measure for grammatical complexity. This criticism focuses especially on 

the fact that language complexity is mainly expressed in the form of structural elements. By simply 

counting morphemes, this structural complexity is ignored. Therefore, MLU is often considered to be 

an inadequate complexity measure (Frijn & de Haan, 1994). Bates, Bretherton and Snyder (1988), 

however, state that MLU is still an important measure of syntactic development, especially up to the 

third year of life. After the third year, the reliability of MLU declines because the acquisition of new 

syntactical knowledge is no longer reflected in a growing utterance length (Rosenthal-Rollins et al., 

1996). 

Until today, MLU is a widely used measure, both for children under the age of three and older children. 

For instance, in their study on subject omission, Valian, Hoeffner and Aubry (1996) use the MLU-3 

boundary to test two competing hypotheses. McGregor and Johnson (1997) also use the MLU stages 

in their study on the development of stress. Dunn (1996) considers MLU in combination with the total 

number of structural errors and age a solid diagnostic predictor for developmental disorders. In the 

literature, there are also numerous studies in which MLU is not the focal point, but where it is applied 

to describe the subjects (e.g. Watson & Scukanec, 1997; Rescorla, Roberts & Dahlsgaard, 1997). 

Furthermore, many studies on language disorders use control groups that are MLU matched (e.g. 

Hansson, 1997; Rescorla et al., 1997; Conti-Ramsden & Jones, 1997). 

Few studies pay explicit attention to intra-individual variability in MLU. So far, most studies measure 

MLU only once. If MLU turns out to be highly variable within individuals, these studies should be 

viewed in a different perspective. Only two studies pay attention to variability between days (Minifie, 

Darley & Sherman, 1963; Chabon, Edolf & Kent-Udolf, 1982). Minifie et al. investigated the 

consistency of language from day to day, by means of several language measures, among which 

average sentence length (similar to the later MLU by Brown). Variability (named “temporal reliability” in 

the article) was operationalized as test-retest reliability: the consistency of an individual, on the same 

test after repeated measurement. Two groups of subjects were tested, the first was aged around 5;6 

years, the second aged around 8 years. A semi-structured test situation was used in which subjects 

were asked to tell a story with three pictures. The first 50 utterances of these stories were used for 

further analysis. This test was administered at three different occasions within three weeks. The 

results show that none of the language measures had a high temporal reliability. Minifie et al. (1963) 

conclude that none of the language measures, based on the 50 utterance samples, were consistent. 

In a study on temporal reliability of language measures, Chabon et al. (1982) investigated MLU (as 

defined by Brown, 1973) as a language measure for children aged 3;6 to 9;6 years. They found a lack 

of temporal stability of individual MLU values measured on three distinct occasions. The authors 
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caution against the use of one single MLU assessment as a diagnostic indicator. A temporal decrease 

or increase could wrongly be ascribed to a (lack of) progress, while it is merely a reflection of the low 

temporal reliability of MLU. According to Chabon et al, it would be better to use averages over 

repeated measurements, for diagnostic purposes. 

Both Minifie et al. (1963), and Chabon et al. (1982) do not elaborate on the source of the variability 

they have found in their studies. However, the use of the term “reliability” points in the direction of 

measurement error, since this term is associated with true score theory. This suspicion is also 

supported by the recommendation of Chabon et al. to work with averages. True score theory (e.g. 

Lord & Novick, 1968, Cronbach, 1960) -which is a deeply rooted axiom in psychology- states that 

every measurement is subject to error. Because this error is assumed to be randomly distributed 

around the true score, the true score can best be approached by working with averages. Therefore, 

we assume that the recommendation to work with averages points in the direction of true score theory. 

2.1.3 Variability in other language measures 

As we mentioned previously, there are only a few studies that focus on intra-individual variability in 

utterance length variables such as MLU. Two studies, however, have paid attention to variability in 

other language variables.  

First, Wells (1985) investigated variability in language productivity within one day. This productivity 

was measured as the total number of utterances produced during a recording. The subjects (n=125) 

were recorded for a short duration, on average 18 times a day, distributed over equal intervals. 

Variability in productivity turned out to be significant: the children were more productive in the morning. 

Thus, language productivity is apparently variable within the course of a day. 

In the second study that focuses on variability in language development, Ruhland (1998) analyzed 

transitions in the development of function words. Function words are more or less abstract words that 

have a more syntactical than referential meaning. They are also called “closed class words” because 

they belong to a limited set that no longer expands. Instances of function words are articles, modals, 

pronouns, and prepositions. It is assumed that the use of functions words is related to the syntactical 

abilities of young children. When these abilities increase, the number of function words in spontaneous 

speech also increases. Ruhland analyzed the time serial language data of six subjects from the 

Groningen Dutch Corpus (Childes database). These subjects were followed from the one-word stage 

to the stage in which the essential features of the Dutch syntactical system were acquired (ages from 

around 1;6 till around 3;0). Frequency counts of articles, modals and pronouns were made in two-

weekly recordings of spontaneous speech. These specific function words are considered as an 

adequate indicator for the use of all types of function words. These, in turn, are seen as a measure for 

syntactic and semantic complexity of the child’s utterances (Ruhland, 1998). Figure 2.2 shows the 

developmental curves of two of the subjects in this study. Although the variability between subjects is 

large, the variability within subjects (fluctuations) is also striking. Instead of turning to measurement 

error, Ruhland considers this variability as meaningful for detecting developmental discontinuities. We 

will get back to this explanation at a later stage. 
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2.1.4 Explanatory models 

The literature we have discussed so far suggests that early language development might be 

characterized by intra-individual variability. The question rises how this variability can be explained. 

First, there is the possibility that the fluctuations are caused by measurement error and contextual 

factors, as we have discussed previously. A child might be less fluent in his or her language because 

he or she is tired, while on an other day the same child might speak fluently, due to a good nights rest. 

The factor “fatigue” leads to fluctuations that distort the true language level. This classic way to 

approach variability stems from the previously mentioned “true score theory”. True score theory rests 

on the assumption that every psychological measurement is subject to “noise” (measurement error). 

Scores acquired with any type of measurement procedure are conceived as the true score plus or 

minus this “noise”. By definition, noise is always independent of the measurement itself, and thus, 

noise can be assumed to be normally, or at least symmetrically, distributed around a central 

tendency2. This central tendency is consequently considered to be the best estimation of the errorless 

measure. In the linguistic sciences, a similar principle is used. Here, the question is whether on the 

basis of some language output, it can be derived if a child has acquired a specific linguistic rule or not. 

This problem is solved by the competence-performance distinction (see for instance Chomsky, 1986) 

in which competence is considered as the true underlying acquisition of a specific linguistic rule. 

Performance, on the other hand, is the sum of competence and a number of interfering factors. Both 

models of explanation seem to rest on the same general idea. Apparently, thinking about variability in 

terms of noise and interference is deeply rooted in both psychology and linguistics.  

As we mentioned before, there is an increased interest in variability in the last decade. This impulse is 

caused by a radically new perspective in developmental psychology provided by dynamic systems 

theory. Dynamic systems models, which were initially applied to other branches of science such as 

physics, are currently being applied to human development with great success. Simple iterative growth 

functions turn out to be capable of simulating and modeling development. The two central concepts in 

this approach are: 1) the concept of self-organization and 2) the concept of an attractor-value. Simple 

(mathematical) dynamic systems models have shown that chaos, seemingly random variation within a 

certain range, can be the product of the developmental process itself and not something that is added 

to this process externally.  

An second alternative approach to variability is posed by catastrophe theory (Thom, 1975; van der 

Maas & Hopkins, 1998), which is closely related to dynamic systems theory. Catastrophe theory 

focuses on discontinuities in processes (including developmental processes). One of the questions 

catastrophe theory raises is whether a given developmental curve is continuous or discontinuous. 

Catastrophe theory offers a set of criteria, called “catastrophe flags”, which can be applied to empirical 

data to detect discontinuities. In addition to the flags “sudden jump” and “bimodality”, “anomalous 

variance” is mentioned as an indication for a discontinuous transition. The criterion of anomalous 

variance refers to the expectation that variability increases in the vicinity of a developmental jump, 

                                                      
2 This assumption of normality is reasonable if noise is an additive process of independent factors which is in fact 

the simplest model of noise.  
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because of the loss of stability in the equilibrium. It takes some time before the next equilibrium is 

reached and before the fluctuations stabilize again. It reaches beyond the scope of this article to 

elaborate on the theoretical background of catastrophe theory. The central issue is that this theory 

does not automatically consider variability to be the result of measurement error. Instead it conceives 

of it as additional information, in the sense that its presence (at a specific moment in time) indicates a 

discontinuous transition.  

 

Inspired by these new theories, several empirical studies have been conducted. The domains of 

research vary widely. Most of the research on variability is conducted in the field of motor development 

(see Smith & Thelen, 1993; Thelen & Smith, 1994). For instance, Wimmers (1996) studied transitions 

in the development of reaching and grasping and used the catastrophe flags to detect discontinuities. 

Also, Berthenthal (1999) discusses the function of qualitative variability in the development of crawling 

in infants. He states: “[..] this variability is not merely a correlate of change but instead a contributor to 

the change itself” (pp. 105). (also see Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998; Newell & Corcos, 1993). He goes on 

stating that variability offers flexibility, which drives development following Darwinian principles. 

Principles of variation and selection make that the most successful behaviors will be repeated and 

stored more frequently than the less successful ones.  

In the field of emotion-related behaviors in infants, the study of de Weerth and van Geert (1999; de 

Weerth, van Geert & Hoijtink, 1999) also focuses on variability. In this study, four infants were followed 

on a two-weekly basis from age 0 to 15 months. Large variability in the emotion-relates behaviors was 

found in the period from 0 to 5 months, and 5 to 10 months, but not in the period from 10 to 15 

months. Instead of discarding these fluctuations as measurement error, de Weerth and van Geert 

point at a possible adaptive strategy. Intra-individual variability, they claim, ensures the infant of 

continuing maternal care: “[..]mother and infant try out new ways of communicating with each other, 

and also change them over time. [..] [They] tune into each other and influence each other with their 

moods attitudes and developing skills etc.” (pp. 11). De Weerth and van Geert also point at the 

theoretical arguments of Goldsmith (1993), who advocates a dynamic systems approach to the 

development of emotions. Goldsmith considers emotions to be the result of a self-organizing process, 

which results from the dynamic interaction between many different elements, which include cognitive, 

motor and social components.  

In the field of cognitive development, Alibali (1999) applies the framework of dynamic systems theory 

in a study of the acquisition of strategies children use to solve mathematical problems. She states that 

conceptual change is a cyclical process, which results in periods with more variability alternated with 

periods with less variability. In this case, variability is a predictor for the type of strategy change the 

child is going through. The expectation is that children with low initial variability will generate many 

new strategies, which causes the variability to increase. At the same time, children with high initial 

variability are expected to drop strategies, which cause the variability to decrease. The effect of 

variability was different for each condition of instruction type. Both initial variability and the instruction 

type contributed to the mathematical strategies the children generated. 
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In the field of language development, ideas from dynamic systems theory are applied on a small scale. 

For instance, the study of van Geert (1991) showed that the data from the lexicon growth of Keren (as 

published in Dromi, 1986) could be modeled with logistic growth equations. These growth curves show 

a smooth development, but this is largely caused by the fact that cumulative numbers were used. The 

analysis of the growth rate in the same data (as carried out by van Geert), shows large fluctuations 

(van Geert, 1994). This illustrates that the way variability is revealed is critically dependent of the way 

the developmental processes are analyzed.  

As shown in the illustration, the data of Ruhland (1998) were highly variable. In his study he uses 

dynamic systems theory and catastrophe theory to explain these fluctuations. The catastrophe flag 

“anomalous variance” was applied to the variability of the use of pronouns (one of the function words) 

by comparing the first half hour with the second half hour of the sessions. In two out of six children, 

within-session variability of the use of pronouns (one of the function words) coincided with the jump-

wise development, while in four children no such temporal relation was found. However, visual 

inspection of the developmental trajectories of all subjects showed large fluctuations between 

measurements. Although within-session variability did not correlate systematically with developmental 

transitions, between-session variability might still show such a pattern after further analysis. Ruhland 

speculates that between-session variability can be considered as a developmental characteristic and 

that knowledge about this phenomenon is important for a more thorough insight in developmental 

processes. 

In summary, there are several alternative explanations for the existence of variability, besides the 

traditional measurement error assumption. Studies inspired by dynamic systems models and 

Catastrophe theory point at two different options: (1) variability as an indicator of a specific moment in 

development (Ruhland, 1998; Wimmers, 1996), and (2) variability as a causal factor for development  

(Bertenthal, 1999; de Weerth & van Geert, 1999).  

 

It should be noted that dynamic systems theory does not claim that measurement error does not exist. 

The definition of measurement error is, however, more specific. For example, an error of 

measurement in language research might be a transcription error. For instance, the child says “My 

Pant-ahr dirty”, which the transcriber interprets as “My pants are dirty” (a four-word sentence). It might 

very well been the case that the child talks about his panther-toy: “My panther dirty” (a three word 

sentence). Frequent occurrences of this type of transcription error might result in an MLU that is either 

too low or too high. In that case, MLU is susceptible to measurement error. However, when a child has 

a high MLU in certain circumstances (for instance when it is experimenting with language) and a lower 

MLU in other circumstances (for instance when the attention of the child is drawn to something else or 

a different developmental domain), this is not conceived of as measurement error. Both values, in this 

case, stem from the abilities of the child in the dynamic interaction with the environment. The fact that 

the child’s MLU is higher under optimal circumstances is a reflection of the child’s potential and 

expresses the fact that the child is still in the acquisition process. We expect that when the abilities are 

fully acquired, achievement is less variable in different circumstances. 
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The question remains how these two types of variability (measurement error and intrinsic variability) 

can be distinguished in developmental data. How can we decide whether a variable curve is the result 

of measurement error, or a reflection of true, meaningful variability? We will elaborate on this question 

on the basis of the language data of two toddlers. 

 

 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Subjects and procedure 

Language data were collected from two monolingual Dutch children. These subjects are named Jan 

and Eva, and are aged 2;8 and 2;4 years respectively. Speech samples of these toddlers showed that 

both of them were in the so-called “differentiation stage” of language acquisition (for characteristics of 

the Dutch differentiation stage see Frijn and de Haan, 1994). This stage is characterized by the 

elaboration and sophistication of the language aspects. For instance the child learns to form plurals, 

and to inflect nouns and verbs. Also the child begins to use function words such as articles, modals 

and pronouns.  

Recordings of spontaneous speech were made at the child’s home by the second author. During 

these recordings the child was free to play and interact with at least one parent and the observer. 

Language samples consisted of at least 100 utterances each, a standard that is commonly used in 

language research (see for instance Lahey, Liebergott, Chesnick, Menyuk & Adams, 1992). The 

recordings were made within a period of three weeks. The dataset of Jan consisted of 12 recordings, 

the set of Eva of 14 recordings. The time between consecutive observations ranged between one and 

four days. Shortly after recording, the audio-tapes were transcribed according to Childes-conventions 

(MacWhinney, 1991). Of each recording, more than 100 child utterances (ranging from 115 to 135) 

were transcribed (by the second author). The child utterances were interpreted by the transcriber (also 

using context for a richer interpretation) and transcribed in standard (adult) language. If the child 

pronunciation deviated from the adult form, the child pronunciation was coded between brackets. In 

order to explore inter-transcriber reliability a second transcriber (the third author) listened to the tapes 

and made notes where his interpretation of the language differed from the transcriptions. On the basis 

of these notes, the percentage of inter-transcriber agreement was calculated as overlap percentages 

for Jan and Eva individually. This percentage was 96 in both children, which is high.  

Mean Length of Utterance was computed based on these transcripts, using a definition closely related 

to Brown’s (1973). MLU was calculated in morphemes, excluding yes/no answers to closed questions. 

Imitations, on the other hand, were included because we consider them to be an essential element in 

child speech.  
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2.3 Results 

 

2.3.1 Visual inspections of the developmental curves 

Figure 2.3 shows the MLU values of both children against time. It can be seen that Eva’s MLU is 

generally slightly higher than Jan’s. On day 4 this difference is over 1 MLU point (Eva has an MLU of 

3.47, Jan of 2.06). However, on day 10 Jan’s MLU exceeds Eva’s (Jan 2.91, Eva 2.28). Next to these 

obvious inter-individual differences, the intra-individual differences are also clearly observable. Jan’s 

scores range from 2.03 to 2.97, Eva’s from 2.39 to 3.47. The first impression is that Eva’s scores are 

more variable than Jan’s.  
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Figure 2.3. MLU for Jan and Eva. 

 

2.3.2 Boxplot 

A simple way to depict the spread of scores, and to compare the score ranges of the two children, is to 

transform the scores into the format of a boxplot. This figure displays information about the median 

and range. In a boxplot, 50 percent of all observed values are depicted as a box. The upper boundary 

of this box depicts the boundary of the third quartile, while the lower boundary of the box depicts the 

end of the first quartile. The whiskers above and below the box reach to 1.5 times the boxlength, in 

observed values. Values that exceed this boundary are called outliers (up to 3 times the boxlength) or 

extreme values (over 3 times the boxlength). 
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Figure 2.4. Boxplots of Jan and Eva. 

 

Figure 2.4 shows the boxplots for both children’s MLUs. Visual inspection of these boxplots reveals 

that roughly the top 50 percent of Jan corresponds with the low 50 percent of Eva, which is quite large. 

However, the inter-individual difference is large, both regarding the level and the shape of the curve. In 

addition to the fact that a great part of Jan’s values are below Eva’s, the boxplot is qualitatively 

different. While the distribution of Eva’s MLU values looks symmetric, Jan’s MLU distribution seems 

positively skewed, which means that the values above the median show a greater spread than the 

values below the median. 

When comparing the intra-individual variability in the shape of the score distribution, the following 

things are noticeable. Half of Eva’s MLUs are between 2.7 and 3.2, while half of Jan’s MLUs fall 

between 2.3 and 2.6. Thus, for both children, the highest value is around one-and-a-half times as 

large as the lowest value (Jan 2.03-2.97, Eva 2.39-3.47). This means that measuring MLU once can 

yield large deviations from measurements taken at other (nearby) occasions depending on the timing 

of the measurement. This affects the predictive value of MLU. If we apply Brown’s MLU stages to 

these data we see that both children fall within different stages depending on the day of measurement. 

In this short period of a few weeks, Jan falls within stage MLU-2 (with his lowest value of 2.03) and 

MLU-3 (with his highest value of 2.97 which is almost MLU-4). Eva, on the other hand, alternates 

between MLU-2 (with her lowest value of 2.48), MLU-3, and MLU-4 (with her highest value of 3.47 

almost MLU-5). Considering Brown’s initial intentions with the MLU stages, which were to give a global 

indication of the syntactic level of the child, this range of 2 to 3 stages is large.  
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2.3.3 Meaningful variability 

So far, we have established that the development of MLU shows large intra-individual short-term 

fluctuations. This leads us to the question how this should be interpreted. Is this variability the result of 

measurement error (for instance transcription errors), or can this be the meaningful developmental 

variability we discussed above? 

First, it should be emphasized that the variability found in these case studies is large. Purely intuitively, 

it seems unlikely that the fact that both children fall within several MLU-stages in the period of only a 

few weeks, is caused by for instance transcription errors. In these case studies, the inter-observer 

reliability was more than adequate. Also, the observations were very similar in the sense that each 

time the children played freely in their own homes. On each occasion the same persons were present 

and the children had the opportunity to play with their own toys. Thus, it seems unlikely that the large 

amount of the variability as found in the study is caused by pure “measurement” error. Other factors 

such as fatigue, the occurrence of unusual situations and so forth may very well have contributed to 

the large variability that was found. It is questionable whether this type of situational influences should 

be considered as measurement error. In fact, dynamic systems theory considers the sensitivity of the 

developmental grower (in this case MLU) to situational factors an important developmental 

characteristic. This sensitivity can increase and decrease during the process of development. For 

instance, it is assumed that perturbations have a larger effect when they occur near a developmental 

transition. This assumption has been empirically tested and confirmed in the domain of motor 

development. Thelen and Ullrich (1991) showed that the effect of perturbations decreased with the 

age of the infants, in a study on the development of infant stepping on a treadmill. As the infants, grew 

older, they became less sensitive and these perturbations resulted in less variability. For this reason, 

we argue that the effect of the environment should not automatically be associated with error, but can 

also provide information about the process of development.  

 

Besides the intuitive idea that the variability found in the study cannot sufficiently be explained by 

measurement error, there are other starting-points to study the measurement error hypothesis more 

thoroughly. The first one is to analyze the distribution of the variability. Using the simplest model of 

noise as an additive process of independent factors, we may assume that there is a central tendency 

(true score) with a normally distributed spread (noise) around that central tendency. By studying the 

distribution of empirically found variability, we can analyze whether the variability in the data is in fact 

normality distributed or not. If the measurement error hypothesis applies, a bell shaped curve of 

variability is expected to be present in the data. We can study whether this is the case. Is the majority 

of fluctuations small and are larger peaks and wells rare? Is the spread of scores symmetrical? To 

answer these questions, we will return to the skewness of the fluctuations in the case study of Jan. 

While Eva’s distribution is largely symmetric, Jan’s distribution turned out to be positively skewed. This 

means that the outliers above the trendline or central tendency are more extreme than the outliers 

below the trendline. We argue that this positive skewness indicates that the variability in Jan’s case is 

potentially meaningful, in the sense that it may reveal the degree of consolidation of a new language 
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rule. When a new language rule is only just appearing and the child uses it in outbursts, we expect 

more extreme fluctuations upwards, which results in a positive skewness. On the other hand, if a 

language rule is very well consolidated we expect the child to use this new rule predominantly, and 

only use the old strategy infrequently. This old strategy will extinguish slowly in the output (the child 

utterances), which results in a negative skewness. A positive skewness, as can be seen for Jan’s 

MLU, may therefore indicate the recent acquisition of one or more linguistic rules, which cause the 

more extreme positive outliers3.  

A second way of studying the distribution of fluctuations is by analyzing the different shapes variability 

may take in the course of development. If the variability is solely caused by measurement error, we 

expect it to be randomly distributed, and thus be approximately equal in the entire developmental 

trajectory. If there is an increasing trend, we expect variability to increase proportionally. A sudden 

increase of variability on the other hand, cannot be explained by the measurement error hypothesis. In 

order to analyze these developmental effects, the data should have a scope that is wide enough to 

capture –at least part of – a developmental process. The case studies of Jan and Eva are too 

restricted in that sense.  

 

To illustrate the approach we suggested above, we will apply it to the preliminary results of a more 

extensive study (van Geert & van Dijk, 2002, chapter 3 of this thesis). This concerns the data of 

Heleen, a monolingual Dutch girl who’s language development was followed from age 1;6 to age 2;6. 

During this period language is developing rapidly. In the beginning the child uses only one-word 

utterances, while at the end of this period the child predominantly uses more-word utterances that 

show early characteristics of the differentiation stage. The methods in this study are comparable to the 

methods of Jan and Eva, with the exception that larger speech samples were used. The speech 

samples of Heleen consisted of a full hour, (often more than 200 utterances) while the samples of Jan 

and Eva consisted of a little over 100 utterances. Furthermore, the measurement design in the Heleen 

study was irregular: two-weekly measurements were alternated with periods of more intensive 

measurements (for instance every other day). Heleen’s MLUs during this period were also computed, 

but for practical reasons we used MLU in words (MLU-w). This measure is quite similar to MLU in 

morphemes (MLU-m, which was used for Jan and Eva) but is easier to compute. It should be noted 

that it seems unlikely that the slight difference between MLU-w and MLU-m influences the results on 

variability. Figure 2.5 depicts the development of Heleen’s MLU, which also shows large variability. 

 

                                                      
3 Naturally, in order to conclude that this is in fact to case, we need longitudinal data of more subjects to 

corroborate this relation. 
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Figure 2.5. Heleen’s MLU in words, age 1;6 to 2;6, including a polynomial trendline (degree 2). The triangles 

indicate the intensive periods. 

 

In order to estimate the range of scores, we determined a bandwidth of scores in Figure 2.6. This was 

done by using “moving windows” that compute the minimum and maximum within a selected 

timeframe (for instance 5 measurements). After that the timeframe moves up one position (and thus 

retaining a relatively large overlap with the previous timeframe) and computes the minimum and 

maximum again, etcetera. By depicting these minima and maxima in a graph, we can get an indication 

of how the bandwidth changes in the course of development. 
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Figure 2.6. Moving minimum, maximum and average of Heleen’s MLU (time frame 5 measurements). 
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Studying this bandwidth leads to the following conclusion. First, the range shows an increasing trend. 

Both the central tendency and the minima/maxima increase in the course of the observed year. 

Secondly, this bandwidth also seems to increase. In the earlier observations, the differences between 

the minima and the maxima are smaller that at the end of the trajectory. However, this is not surprising 

since a larger mean is often associated with a larger spread. 

The variation in the bandwidth can be more irregular, which is illustrated with the results from spatial 

prepositions, a second language variable that was analyzed in the study of Heleen. The use of spatial 

prepositions was studied as follows: in each speech sample we counted the total number of spatial 

prepositions the child used. When the same spatial preposition (context) was uttered repeatedly, it 

was counted as only one spatial preposition. It is beyond the scope of this article to elaborate on the 

linguistic meaning of this category, we merely want to use the data to illustrate to developmental 

pattern of its variability which is shown in figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7. Frequency of spatial prepositions in Heleen’s language. 

 

Visual inspection of the curve leads to the observation that the developmental trajectory consists of 

two distinct parts. In the first part prepositions rarely occur, with small fluctuations. The second part on 

the other hand shows a tremendous increase in preposition use in combination with large fluctuations 

(from around November onwards). Figure 2.8 shows the moving minima and maxima of Heleen’s 

preposition use.  

It is now possible to inspect the bandwidth between the moving minima-maxima graph for further 

widening or narrowing. In the case of Heleen’s preposition use, the impression that the bandwidth 

consists of two distinct stages is visually confirmed. There seems to be a widening from around 

November. While the minimum remains constant around the entire trajectory, the maximum suddenly 
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increases from this point onwards. Finally, at the end of the curve, we see a slight narrowing of the 

curve. 
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Figure 2.8. Moving minima and maxima for Heleen’s prepositions (age 1;6 tot 2;6) (using moving windows of 5 

positions). 

 

Thus, Heleen’s preposition use shows a bandwidth in which a sudden widening occurs, followed again 

by a slight narrowing. However, according to the measurement error hypothesis, the proportion 

between the central tendency and the range should be equal during the entire path of development 

(because error is assumed to be independent of the specific moment in development). Measurement 

error alone cannot satisfactorily explain these observations. 

It should be noted that the methods discussed above are exclusively based on visual inspection of 

developmental curves. In recent years, several new statistical techniques have been developed that 

make testing of these observation possible, for instance resampling procedures (Efron & Tibshirani, 

1993; Good, 1999) and the critical moment method (Verheul & Geuze, 1999). It is beyond the scope of 

this article to elaborate on these techniques. It should be noted, however, that testing is possible. The 

observations from visual inspection are important for generating hypotheses that can be tested later 

on. 

 

 

2.4 Conclusion and discussion 

2.4.1 Variable variables 

In the case studies of Jan and Eva, the fluctuations in MLU are salient. In this period of a few weeks 

both children show a range that is large enough to place them in more than one MLU-stage (Jan in 

two stages and Eva in three). In the literature a single measurement is standard for the estimation of 
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MLU as a global syntactical indicator of the syntactic development of a subject. On the basis of this 

single computation, predictions are made about the development of other variables or the 

development at a different point in time. For this reason, we can conclude that the variability found in 

this study is large. Dynamic systems theory shows that there is an alternative to the measurement 

error hypothesis approach to variability. In developmental psychology, this approach to variability is 

influencing an increasing number of researchers.  

The question remains however: why does MLU show such large fluctuations? The following reasoning 

might provide an explanation. At the moment of the study, the two children were in a stage in which 

language is developing at great pace. In this period, the so-called differentiation stage the child’s 

language is greatly accelerated (for characteristics of the Dutch differentiation stage see Frijn & de 

Haan, 1994; Goorhuis & Schaerlaekens, 1994). There is a large growth in the semantic and 

morphological abilities, and sentences become increasingly longer and more syntactically complex. 

Utterances grow from being linearly ordered to being hierarchically ordered. Also, children can be very 

resourceful in applying language, and invent new combinations constantly. We have established that 

the language of Jan and Eva is rapidly developing at the time of the investigation. If Mean Length of 

Utterance is an adequate indicator of syntactic development (see Bates, Bretherton & Snyder, 1988), 

we expect that this measure is affected by this rapid development.  

It is assumed that MLU in young children is strongly related to the acquisition of many linguistic rules. 

For instance, MLU is known to increase when children learn to order their utterances hierarchically. 

However, it might be that the acquisition of linguistic rules does not guarantee that the child applies 

this new rule in each utterance. Sometimes, the child successfully applies the rule, while at other times 

it falls back on the previous, less advanced expressions. This idea is compatible with the concept of 

partial knowledge from the theory of Connectionism (see for instance Elman, Bates, Johnson & 

Karmiloff-Smith, 1996). This theoretical approach is based on the notion that development is driven by 

the interaction between nodes in a neural network. In the case of partial knowledge, both the old rule 

and the new rule are simultaneously present in the system because of the dynamical interaction 

between the nodes. If this new linguistic rule is not consolidated yet, the output is variable. Qualitative 

changes can thus lead to quantitative variability. This variable output occurs most likely in situations 

with rapid development, that leads to the expectation that developmental processes which occur in a 

short period of time are more susceptible to large fluctuations (see for instance Alibali & Goldin-

Meadow, 1994). When children are in the differentiation stage, they acquire new linguistic rules, which 

lead to fluctuations. Only when syntactical development is no longer expressed in an increasing MLU 

(around the third year of life, see Rosenthal-Rollins et al., 1996), this measure is expected to stabilize.  

An explanation that sees variability as something that is intrinsic to development is in fact related to 

the way Brown (1973) considered short-term variability. In addition to MLU, he defined a second 

measure for syntactical development: the Upper Bound (UB). This is the largest number of 

morphemes in the longest utterance in the language sample. In the literature, this measure is applied 

much less, but was initially constructed to form an index of syntactical development, together with 

MLU. Moreover, Brown provides a table (Brown, 1973; pp. 56) in which he estimates how large the 
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Upper Bound is for the different MLU-stages. Apparently, Brown considered positive outliers within a 

session to be meaningful an regarded them as an indicator of syntactical development. If the concept 

of Upper Bound has been a developmental measure in linguistics, it also makes sense to add the 

concept of a Lower Bound. If positive outliers are meaningful, it might be the case that negative 

outliers are meaningful as well because they bear information on the degree of consolidation of the 

linguistic rule. The expectation is that when consolidation increases, the child ceases to use the old 

rule. In this case, the area between Upper and Lower Bound can be considered as a range or 

bandwidth of utterance lengths that are produced in this specific context. The concept of bandwidth of 

scores fits in very well with the method of moving minima and maxima we discussed above. Note, 

however, that the Lower Bound can be operationalized in many different ways and does not 

necessarily need to be the absolute number of morphemes in the shortest utterance in the speech 

sample, because it is highly likely that this value is 1. Even in adult speech there are utterances that 

have only one morpheme. What is important is the distribution of utterance lengths. Are these lengths 

normally distributed or are they skewed? The Lower Bound can in this case be conceptualized as the 

“lowest range” of utterance lengths. For instance, what does the lowest 20% look like? How many of 

these utterances consist of only one morpheme, how many of two morphemes, etcetera? Not only the 

absolute values in this bandwidth are important, but especially the distribution of scores. This 

distribution can be analyzed for skewness, as we illustrated with the data of Jan and Eva. In the 

microgenetic literature, skewness has sometimes been conceptualized in relation to bimodality (Alibali 

& Goldin-Meadow, 1994). Bimodality refers to a situation in which two equilibrium levels exist. In the 

case of the acquisition of linguistic rules, the first equilibrium represents the old “rule” and the second 

equilibrium the new rule. Bimodality can be an indication for a period of rapid change, or a 

developmental transition between two stages (van Geert, 1998; van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992; 

Hosenfeld, van der Maas & van der Boom, 1997).  

Furthermore, the idea of a score range fits in very well with the conception of scores as fuzzy 

numbers. This approach originates from Fuzzy Logic (see for instance McNeill & Freiberger, 1994; 

Nguyen &Walker, 1997, Ross,1995) which offers the possibility to quantify vague boundaries. This can 

be done by conserving the fuzzy characteristics, which are essential to human behavior and the 

competence that directs this behavior. Fuzzy logic offers the possibility to assign a degree of 

“characteristicness” (to scores. While certain scores are very characteristic for an individual, other 

scores may be very uncharacteristic. This does not mean that for this individual these scores cannot 

appear. The chance that they will appear is, however, much smaller. In the range of observed scores 

there are many scores that are characteristic of that individual. At the same time, part of the scores 

are much less characteristic, but have nonetheless occurred under certain circumstances. For 

instance, a child can have an MLU of 2.5, which is very characteristic of that child, while an MLU of 4 

is much less characteristic. This score may have occurred under rare, optimal circumstances (van 

Geert, 2002) 
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2.4.2 Implications for diagnostic use of MLU 

This overview has shown that variability in developmental data must not be underestimated. This 

article illustrated the phenomenon of variability with data from early language development. From the 

literature, we know that similar variable results are also found in other developmental domains, such 

as motor development, early infant emotions, etcetera. Naturally, variability also has its practical 

implications, for both scientific and practical applications. At least, variability stresses the need for 

repeated measurement of the developmental grower in question. From a classical viewpoint, taking 

only a single measure of behavior that displays large intra-individual variability jeopardizes test-retest 

reliability. The illustration from MLU is crystal clear. Both Jan and Eva could be placed in several MLU 

stages in the period of only a few weeks. It speaks for itself that a single calculation of MLU is not 

adequate. In the discussion of the literature on MLU, we stated that in most cases only a single 

estimation of MLU is standard practice. The predictive value of this single MLU estimation is 

questionable, to say the least. Variability as found in this study also stresses the need for repeated 

measurement. In our opinion this does not mean that the average over several different 

measurements necessarily gives a better indication of the “true” MLU level. The average can have 

useful predictive value, as an approximation of the location of acquired scores (for instance is this 

band high or low?). On the other hand, it should be realized that variability could also carry information 

that can be used for diagnostic purposes. There are theoretical and empirical indications that 

variability is a normal characteristic of healthy development. A lack of variability might be a predictor 

for developmental problems. For instance, infant research found that normal infants show more 

variability in crying behavior than infants whose parents sought help because their infant cried 

excessively. Empirical research will have to show whether a similar pattern also applies to language 

development.  

 

In conclusion, we have shown that the intra-individual variability that exists in other time-serial 

research, also applies to Mean Length of Utterance. This is demonstrated by the fact that the two 

children in the case studies fall into several MLU-stages within the period of several days. We have 

also shown that variability is not always sufficiently explained by the measurement error hypothesis. 

Instead, it could be analyzed as an additional source of information, which might also be applicable in 

the context of diagnostics and prediction. In the literature variability has been noted as both the source 

of development (for instance Berthenthal, 1999) and an indicator of a specific moment in the 

developmental process, namely in the presence of a developmental transition (van der Maas & 

Hopkins, 1998). In order to visualize these meaningful aspects of variability we have suggested 

several new methods. These methods rest heavily on visual inspection, and can be used to generate 

hypotheses. These hypotheses can be tested using new statistical techniques such as resampling 

(see Good, 1999). In this way it is possible to distinguish “noise” from meaningful aspects of variability. 

Although the research on variability is still taking baby steps, this approach offers an intriguing new 

perspective on irregularities in development.  
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Abstract 

 

In accordance with dynamic systems theory, we assume that variability is an important developmental 

phenomenon. However, the standard methodological toolkit of the developmental psychologist offers 

few instruments for the study of variability. In this article we will present several new methods that are 

especially useful for visualizing and describing intra-individual variability in individual time serial data of 

repeated observations. In order to illustrate these methods, we apply them to data of early language 

development. After reviewing the common techniques and measures, we present new methods that 

show variability in developmental time-series data: the moving min-max graph, and the progmax-

regmin graph. In addition, we demonstrate a technique that is able to detect sudden increases of 

variability: the critical frequency method. Also, we propose a technique that is based on a central 

assumption of the measurement error hypothesis: namely the symmetric distribution of error. Finally, 

as traditional statistical techniques have little to offer in testing variability hypotheses, we examine the 

possibilities that are provided by random sampling techniques. Our aim with the present discussion of 

variability and the demonstration of some simple yet illustrative techniques is to help researchers 

focus on rich additional sources of information that will lead to more interesting hypotheses and more 

powerful testing procedures, adapted to the unique nature of developmental data. 
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3.1 Introduction 

 

3.1.1 Overview  

In the field of developmental psychology, intra-individual variability is often neglected as a meaningful 

phenomenon. In our perspective, which has been inspired by dynamic systems theory, variability is 

viewed as a potential driving force of development and a potential indicator of ongoing processes. It 

should therefore be treated as an important source of information.  

In this introduction, we provide an overview of the theoretical issues and discuss the traditional versus 

the more current approach to variability. We go on with a short overview of studies from the different 

domains of developmental psychology that have taken up on the study of variability. In spite of the 

potential importance of intra-individual variability, there are only few tools for presenting and studying 

variability in the context of developmental data sets. Our aim is to introduce and discuss a number of 

relatively simple techniques and approaches for specifying intra-individual developmental variability. In 

the major part of this article, we will introduce these techniques by applying them to a dataset from 

language development. 

 

3.1.2 Theoretical issues: traditional versus current views on variability 

Developmental psychology has a long tradition of focusing on the regular, gradual aspects of change. 

Until today, the majority of developmental studies show smoothed developmental trajectories of the 

variable under investigation. Although it is seldom explicitly mentioned, the almost automatic retreat 

towards a smoothed trajectory testifies of a certain suspicion towards the meaningfulness of the actual 

data and a belief that the average captures the underlying true level better. In recent years, several 

authors have warned against the untimely use of statistical compression techniques and have strongly 

recommended a more descriptive, exploratory approach, with an emphasis on smart ways of 

graphically presenting the data (Tukey, 1977; Loftus, 1996). It is also striking that the majority of the 

developmental graphs found in the literature do not explicitly graph the ranges within which the data 

fluctuate.  

Intra-individual variability can be defined as differences in the level of a developmental variable within 

individuals and between repeated measurements. In this article we will use the term “variability” to 

indicate these differences (in achievement or behavior) between measurement occasions. We also 

use the term “fluctuations” for the differences between consecutive points in a variable trajectory. The 

term “stability” is used to indicate the counterpart of (or the lack of) variability. 

In recent years, an increasing number of researchers acknowledge the possible meaningfulness of 

intra-individual variability and show an increasing interest in these irregular aspects of change. The 

notion that people function at different levels of development at the same time and the belief that this 

variability can be an essential factor in promoting development, have become increasingly prominent 

in recent developmental literature. Examples from early development are the studies of de Weerth, 

van Geert and Hoijtink (1999) who focused on variability in infant emotional behavior, Bertenthal 

(1999) who studied variability in inter-limb co-ordination and postural control in infants, and Ruhland 
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and van Geert (1998) who focussed on variability in early language development. Variability also 

features in the microgenetic approach (e.g. Kuhn, 1995), which tries to increase the chances of 

observing developmental change by providing a subject frequent opportunities over a period of weeks 

or months to engage in the cognitive strategies under investigation. This increased density of the use 

of strategies may lead to change, allowing the researcher close observation of the process. This is 

shown, among others, in the work of Siegler (1994, 1996, 1997),  Goldin-Meadow, Alibali and Church 

(1993), Granott (1993), Fischer and Granott (1995), Fischer, Bullock, Rotenberg and Raya (1993), 

Lautrey, Bonthoux, and Pacteau (1996), Lautrey (1993), and Lautrey and Cibois (1994).  

One of the reasons variability is receiving increasing attention lies in the introduction of a new 

theoretical viewpoint, namely dynamic systems theory (e.g. Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert, 1994), 

and in particular, catastrophe theory (Thom, 1975; van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992). These theories 

share the importance they attribute to variability. Both take a radical departure from the measurement-

error-hypothesis, which systematically considers variability (in the form of fluctuating developmental 

levels) as the result of measurement error. This error-hypothesis is closely related to true score theory 

(Lord & Novick, 1968, Cronbach, 1960, Nunnally, 1970) and is deeply rooted in psychology. The error 

hypothesis is based on the assumption that every psychological measurement is subjected to random 

measurement error, which is expressed in the variability of repeatedly acquired scores. Since these 

random errors are, by definition, independent of the true value measured, they are symmetrically 

distributed around the true level. Thus, by averaging over these (supposedly random) fluctuations, the 

true underlying level can be approached. Again, dynamic systems theory radically rejects this 

automatic retreat to the error hypothesis and claims that variability bears important information about 

the nature of the developmental process.  

Thelen and Smith (1994) were among the firsts to apply the dynamic systems approach to 

developmental psychology. They build on the idea of development as a self-organizing system. 

Change is defined as the transition from one stable state to another. Highly attractive states are 

dynamically stable and exhibit fluctuations around the mean state that reflect the noisiness of their 

components. Thelen and Smith state that in self-organization, the system is attracted to one preferred 

configuration out of many possible states, but behavioral variability is an essential precursor (pp. 56). 

Dynamic systems theory has specific predictions for the behavior close to a developmental transition. 

During a transition, variability is large and “the system is free to explore new and more adaptive 

associations and configurations” (pp. 145). The dynamic approach turns variability within (and also 

between) individuals into an essential element in the developmental process. Variability is considered 

to be the harbinger of change. Variability is also the essential ground for exploration and selection. 

Thelen and Smith encourage researchers to investigate the variability in their data. They state: “If 

errors of design or execution are not at fault, think dynamical and use the variability as data. Does the 

variability change over time?” (Thelen & Smith, 1994; pp. 342). Note that Thelen and Smith do not 

discard the existence of measurement error. Measurement error exists in the form of errors of design 

or execution.  

Self-organization is also central in catastrophe theory (Thom, 1975), which can be considered as a 

specific branch of dynamic systems theory (van Geert, Savelsbergh & van der Maas, 1997). According 
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to catastrophe theory, self-organizational processes can be classified into a limited number of 

characteristic patterns of discontinuous change, depending on the number of fundamental variables 

that determine the change. As such, catastrophe theory offers concrete models and criteria for 

discontinuities in developmental processes. One of the types of discontinuous change that has been 

applied is the cusp model. Catastrophe theory provides eight so-called catastrophe flags to test the 

presence of a cusp model (Gilmore, 1981; see also van der Maas and Molenaar, 1992, for an 

application to cognitive development). One of these catastrophe flags is “anomalous variance”, which 

indicates that variability is expected to be greater in the vicinity of a phase transition, in the same 

sense as indicated by Thelen and Smith. However, catastrophe theory takes this reasoning one step 

further by taking variability as one of the criteria that indicates a discontinuous transition.    

 

3.1.3 Recent findings in the field of infant motor and emotional development 

3.1.3.1 Motor development   

Several research domains have taken up on the ideas of dynamic systems theory and catastrophe 

theory. Initially, the field of motor development was most forceful in this pursuit.  It is important to note 

that these studies are of different kinds: some are one-dimensional and quantitative, while others are 

multidimensional and qualitative. This distinction (between one-dimensional quantitative and multi-

dimensional qualitative) has it implications for the methodology. We will elaborate on this issue later 

on. 

The motor development domain provided many empirical studies on variability. We will only name a 

few for illustrative purposes. For instance Thelen (1985) documented the process of transition in the 

supine kicks of infants followed longitudinally from 2 weeks to 10 months (see also Thelen & Smith, 

1994). One of the motor behaviors studied was the coordination between kicks. During the first few 

months, kicks were predominately alternating. However, this period is followed by a period with great 

variability. This instability led to new forms of coordination between legs, for instance simultaneous 

kicking of both legs. It appears that the infants must free themselves from the stable patterns of the 

newborn period before they can assemble new behavioral modes. It is clear that Thelen places great 

importance on behavioral variability as a precursor of a new behavioral repertoire. Furthermore, 

Wimmers (1996) studied transitions in the development from reaching without grasping to reaching 

with grasping. This occurs in most infants between 16 and 24 weeks of age. He used Gilmore’s 

catastrophe flags to detect a phase transition in the development of grasping. One of the findings was 

the detection of the flag “anomalous variance”, which indicates that the changes in question were 

accompanied by loss of stability (Wimmers, Savelsbergh, Beek & Hopkins, 1998).  

Bertenthal  (1999) discusses the meaning of variability in the development of crawling patterns in 

infants. He states “[..] this variability is not merely a correlate of change but instead a contributor to the 

change itself” (pp. 105), (also see Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998; Newell & Corcos, 1993). Bertenthal goes 

on stating that variability offers flexibility, which drives development following “Darwinian” principles. 

Principles of variation and selection cause successful behaviors to be stored and repeated more 
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frequently than the less successful. Bertenthal believes that studying the change of variation patterns 

offers important insights into how children change with age. 

 

3.1.3.2 Emotional development   

The study of de Weerth, van Geert and Hoijtink (1999) focussed on variability in infant emotional 

behavior. After reviewing the literature on this subject, they concluded that there are indications that 

infants display variable behavior both within and between observations. This is for instance the case in 

the field of visual behavior (Canfield, Wilken, Schmerl & Smith, 1995), sleeping and waking patterns 

(Dittrichova, Tautermannova & Vondracek, 1992), visual recognition behavior (Wachs, Morrow & 

Slabach, 1990), and infantile emotions and temperament (e.g. St. James-Roberts & Wolke, 1984; 

Crockenberg and Smith, 1982). However, the idea that variability could be an intrinsic characteristic of 

a normal developing system has seldom been recognized, much less explored. De Weerth, van Geert 

and Hoijtink, (1999) found considerable intra-individual variability in four different types of emotional 

behaviors in infants (crying, fretting/fussing, body-contact and smiling) that seemed to decline in the 

first year of life. Instead of attributing this variability to measurement error, they point at a possible 

adaptive strategy. They claim that variability in emotional behavior ensures the infant of continued 

maternal attention: “[..] mother and infant  try out new ways of communicating with each other, and 

also change them over time. [..] [They] tune into each other and influence each other with their moods 

attitudes and developing skills etc.” (pp. 11). As the infant grows older, he or she has access to more 

sophisticated means of communication, to insure himself or herself of maternal attention, and 

variability may decline.  

 

3.1.4 Recent findings in the field of language development 

In the domain of language development, the importance of variability has largely been neglected. 

However, there are solid indications that language development is characterized by large fluctuations. 

For instance, the classical study of Minifie, Darley and Sherman (1963) found a lack of test-retest 

reliability in seven language measures, including the average utterance length. Furthermore, Chabon, 

Kent-Udolf and Egolf  (1982) found large temporal variability of MLU (Mean Length of Utterance as 

defined by Brown, 1973) in children from age 3;6 and older. Neither study elaborates on the meaning 

of this variability although the use of the term “reliability” in both studies suggests a tendency toward 

true score theory. The work of Ruhland and van Geert (1998), on the other hand, is inspired by 

dynamic systems theory and catastrophe theory. In their study, the language development of six 

children was followed from the first-word stage up to the differentiation stage. Focus of this study was 

the development of function words. The frequency with which function words occur in child language 

constitutes an important indicator of syntactic development, according to Ruhland and van Geert 

(1998). Although the shape of the developmental curves turned out to have great inter-individual 

differences, all children showed remarkable fluctuations. The peaks and wells immediately catch the 

eye. Inspired by dynamic systems theory and catastrophe theory, Ruhland and van Geert take 

variability as developmentally meaningful, by studying it in the context of the catastrophe flag 
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“anomalous variance”. Therefore, intra-session variability was investigated by dividing the observation 

sessions in two equal parts, and consequently comparing the first part with the second part. In two of 

the six subjects, these differences turned out to coincide with a sudden jump; the other four showed 

more moderate effects. In sum, the language development of all children showed considerable intra-

individual variability. Recently, the study of Fenson, Bates, Dale, Goodman, Reznick and Thal. (2000) 

addresses variability (both between and within individuals) in the MacArthur Communicative 

Development Inventories (CDIs). The CDIs were criticized by Feldman, Dolaghan, Campbell, Kurs-

Lasky, Janosky and Paradise (2000) as having too little stability and insufficient ability to predict a 

possible language delay. This criticism would limit the utility of this parent report instrument for the 

study of language development. Fenson et al., however, offer the possibility that the finding is real, 

and that individual differences in language ability are quite unstable in this age range. They state: 

“Language skills may simply not be sufficiently developed at age 1 to make accurate assessments” 

(pp. 325) and “[..] the CDI is simply reflecting the non-linear character of development” (pp. 326).  

In summary, although the literature on language development has so far largely neglected the issue of 

variability, there are solid indications that variability is prominently present and may bear theoretical 

and empirical importance.  

 

3.1.5 Purpose of the article 

Starting from the idea that variability is an undeservedly neglected and meaningful phenomenon, this 

article aims at presenting several new techniques for describing variability in developmental data. 

These techniques will be illustrated by applying them to data from the field of early language 

development. What these techniques have in common is that they focus on variability in individual 

trajectories. It is important to note we are convinced that this individual level is the starting point for 

analyzing patterns of variability. After the presentation of the techniques in an application to individual 

language trajectories, we will also indicate how they can be applied to cross-sectional data. 

 

 

3.2 A case study of variability in child language 

 

3.2.1 Time serial data of language development 

Language development provides a good starting point for illustrating the techniques that will be 

introduced in the remainder of this paper. As we stated before, there are strong indications that 

language development is characterized by large instabilities. From a dynamic systems view, language 

development is especially relevant because of its dynamic interplay between the various linguistic 

elements and the non-linguistic domain. Moreover, the domain of language development shows 

several practical advantages for the study of variability. First of all, because the study of variability 

requires a relatively large collection of measurement points per individual, the measurement 

procedure itself must be as non-obtrusive as possible. The collection of spontaneous speech samples 

easily meets this demand. Secondly, language development provides quantitative data, which can be 
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easily plotted and used for calculation. Thirdly, language is known to develop relatively quickly and 

shows a rapid increase in its complexity. Thus, meaningful data sets can be collected in relatively 

short periods of time (about one to two years, on average). 

In this article, we will show the results of two developmental variables: MLU and spatial prepositions. 

The reason we present these two variables in particular is that they show very different developmental 

patterns, and thus illustrate different aspects of variability. While the data of MLU show a regular, 

continuous trend, the preposition data show a more irregular pathway.  

 

3.2.2 Description of the study 

3.2.2.1 Subjects   

One subject (Heleen, a girl) was followed from age 1;6 to age 2;6. In the beginning of the study, 

Heleen was in the one-word stage. At the end of the observation period her language showed various 

characteristics of the differentiation stage (see for characteristics of the Dutch differentiation stage, 

Frijn & de Haan, 1994). Heleen was the first-born (and, during the observation period, only) child of 

middle class parents. The family lives in a suburban neighborhood in an average-size city in the North 

of the Netherlands. Heleen was raised in a monolingual Dutch environment. The family does not 

speak any apparent dialect. Heleen’s general cognitive development was tested with the Bayley 

Developmental Scales 2/30 (van der Meulen & Smrkovsky, 1983) a few months before her second 

birthday. She scored within the normal range (OI=100). 

 

3.2.2.2 The measurements   

The study is based upon videotaped observations of spontaneous speech in a naturalistic 

environment (the child's home). The child and parent were free to follow their normal daily routine. 

There were a few practical restrictions given to the parents' activities (such as not watching the 

television, and not having extensive phone conversations). In addition to the child, one of the parents 

and the observer were present during the observations. Observations took 60 minutes each. The 

camera was positioned in a corner of the living room, overviewing much of the living room space. 

There was a warming-up time of 5 minutes. In practice, the child hardly noticed the camera and did 

not behave differently with or without the camera. All child language and all child-directed adult 

language were transcribed according to Childes conventions (MacWhinney, 1991). 

 

3.2.2.3 The Design  

The measurement design was scheduled in such a way that variability could be optimally studied. The 

first level of variability is developmental variability, which in this case takes place over a time span of a 

year or more. Questions that can be addressed at this level are for instance: what is the general shape 

of the development process, is it continuous or discontinuous, is it rapid or is it slow? Secondly, the 

measurement design was set up to also include short-term variability. At this level, we ask ourselves 

how capricious the developmental variables are within relatively small intervals. How large are the 
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fluctuations in, for instance, a week? We will call this time scale day-to-day variability. At a still smaller 

time scale, we can study within-session variability, for instance by comparing the first half-hour of an 

observation with the second. For the record, we would like to point out once more that the present 

article is aimed at describing and illustrating a number of techniques for representing variability and 

does not intend to answer the previous questions. 

It is important to incorporate all these time scales in our analyses, because it is highly likely that 

variability may be different on each time scale. For instance, a developmental variable may be slowly 

oscillating while gradually growing, while another variable may increase discontinuously with sharp 

day-to-day fluctuations. It is also conceivable that the kinds of differences in variability patterns, as 

described above, take place within the same variable, for different periods in time. A variable may 

initially show slow oscillations, but when approaching a developmental transition grow to be very 

unpredictable and capricious. Although these possibilities are speculative, the point is that we wanted 

the design to be able to display these kinds of differences. 

 In order to capture long-term change, the longitudinal study covered the period of a whole year. The 

general format of the design is based on the common two-weekly measurement design from the 

Childes-database samples (e.g. the Groningen Dutch Corpus). This measurement frequency is 

considered adequate to study developmental changes. In order to study day-to-day variability, we 

alternated the two weekly observations with six intensive observation periods. Each intensive 

observation period consists of 6 measurements in two consecutive weeks (3 measurements in each 

week). The intensive periods were equally divided over the total observation period of a year. In total, 

we collected 55 samples. There was only one missing value (August 5th, a two-weekly observation).  

Each observation lasted about 60 minutes, which is relatively long. A commonly used observation 

length in language acquisition studies is the unit of hundred utterances. Brown (1973), for instance, 

suggested calculating Mean Length of Utterance on the first hundred utterances. The period of 60 

minutes consists of at least 200 utterances each, which means that there is enough room to study 

intra-observation variability, the smallest unit of variability.  

 

3.2.3 Variables under study    

3.2.3.1 Mean Length of Utterance    

Mean Length of Utterance in words (MLU-w) was calculated by dividing the number of words in the 

total sample by the total number of utterances in the samples. Uninterpretable utterances, direct 

imitations, and yes/no-answers, songs and imitation games were excluded. MLU-w is not the same as 

Brown's original MLU in morphemes (MLU-m), but research has shown that the two measures are 

highly correlated in normally developing children (e.g. Thordardottir & Weismer, 1998; Arlman-Rupp, 

van Niekerk de Haan & van de Sandt-Koenderman, 1976; Hickey, 1991). Because MLU-w is much 

simpler (both theoretically and in practice) MLU-w is considered the preferred measure of the two 

(Thordardottir & Weismer, 1998). In a pilot study, we also found a strong similarity between MLU-m 

and MLU-w, MLU-m being only a bit higher than MLU-w. Results in terms of variability did not differ 

significantly (van Dijk & van Geert, 1999).      
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3.2.3.2 Spatial Prepositions   

All prepositions that belong to the set of spatial prepositions were selected, even if the context was not 

spatial. This was done with LEGro (Language-analysis Excel add-in Groningen, van Geert, 2000), an 

Excel-macro that can select utterances with different kinds of criteria. We selected utterances with 

spatial prepositions. These selections were used for quantitative and qualitative analysis. First, we 

counted the total frequency of prepositions that were uttered in a particular spatial context. This means 

that if the context showed that the child referred to an object in a spatial relationship to another object, 

that preposition was included. We also included contexts that referred to spatial actions that had just 

occurred, or that still had to happen. So for instance, if a child said “in chair” in the context of “I want to 

sit in my chair/mommy please put me in my chair?” the preposition was also included, the same for 

“ball under” in the context of “the ball is under the table”. We counted all different spatial contexts. For 

instance if a child said “in chair” and “doll in bed”, these were counted as two different spatial contexts. 

However, because we were interested in the child’s ability to label spatial situations, we excluded 

repetitions. For instance, if a child repeatedly said “in chair, in chair”, while the mother did not respond, 

this was counted as only one spatial preposition-in-context. 

It might be argued that the variability we will eventually observe is based on the actual use of spatial 

prepositions and that this use is highly dependent on (linguistic and non-linguistic) context. Some 

contexts might be better suited to evoke spatial prepositions than others. Variability in the data 

therefore not only reflects the possible instability of the developing syntactical system, but also many 

situational factors. We agree that not all variability is a direct reflection of development, more 

precisely, of the processes of stabilization and destabilization that development might, among others, 

consist of. On the other hand, we must consider that there exists a mutual interaction between the 

developing infant and the spatial context. First of all, the behavioral repertoire of children of this age is 

filled with spatial activities. They climb on things, build with blocks, drive with cars around other 

objects, put dolls in beds and in chairs, etcetera. All these activities are in principle suited to evoke 

spatial prepositions and the child is an active agent in the selection and constitution of activities and 

topics. Thus, the variability is the result of this mutual relation between the developing child and the 

context. The child is not only dependent on and influenced by the linguistic and non-linguistic context, 

but also selects it and contributes to it. Therefore, we must not conceive of the development of 

prepositions as the development from one stable state (of no preposition use) to another stable state, 

namely that of having acquired prepositions and using them at a constant level of production. Instead, 

we must consider the fact that the end-state of development is not a “stable” category, but a category 

that is “dynamically stable” in the sense that the produced prepositions still show a considerably 

variable range dependent on situational factors. This range (of variability) of fully acquired preposition 

use should, however, be smaller than the range of preposition use in young children who are still 

acquiring this linguistic category. We have indications that this is indeed the case: children appear to 

be considerably more variable in their use of spatial prepositions than adults4. This indicates that at 

least part of the variability we wish to describe in this article is developmentally determined.  

                                                      
4  A resampling procedure showed that, on average, variability of four infants (followed from age 1;6 to 2;6, 

among which Heleen) were larger than that of two adults samples. In all infant cases, samples of 6 sessions were 
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3.3 How can we describe variability in longitudinal data? 

 

3.3.1 Focus on variability in developmental data 

The question of whether intra-individual variability exists is not a subject of discussion in 

developmental psychology. In fact, variability is a well-known "problem" for many researchers. It is no 

coincidence, therefore, that there exists a broad spectrum of techniques to eliminate fluctuations in 

longitudinal data. We have already referred to them under the term smoothing techniques. There are, 

however, far less common techniques that allow us to specify and visualize variability in time-serial 

data, with a limited number of measurements.  

The reason smoothing techniques are so well developed and commonly accepted, is that variability is 

often considered to represent error. This opinion is so widely spread that it is not surprising that many 

developmental psychologists are only interested in revealing the "general developmental pathway", 

whatever that means. When analyzing a general trend, fluctuations are often considered to be 

inconvenient noise. In addition, developmental psychologists tend to use a rather limited set of 

idealized trend models (basically linear, quadratic and exponential growth models). By so doing, they 

reduce the information from the data even further. However, even if they acknowledge the possibility 

of meaningful variability, researchers will still be interested in describing a general developmental 

trend. They will still ask questions such as whether a developmental process is continuous or 

discontinuous, and whether there are developmental transitions. What techniques can be used to 

analyze both the general trend and take variability into account? In this article we will present several 

of these techniques that are essentially descriptive in nature and can be used with many kinds of 

individual time-serial developmental data. 

 

3.3.2 Qualitative and quantitative variability 

As we mentioned before, there is an important difference between (one-dimensional) quantitative and 

(multi-dimensional) qualitative variability. In the case of quantitative variability, each measurement 

consists of a level on a single dimension. This can be a frequency count, for instance the number of 

function words in an observation, but it can also be a number that expresses the level of some kind of 

psychometric variable, such as IQ. Variability in quantitative data shows itself in a fluctuating level of 

                                                                                                                                                                      
selected randomly to calculate the Coefficients of Variation (CV). For these infants, we only used sessions after 

the first large increase in preposition use, because of heteroscedasticity (a statistical problem we will discuss later 

on). While the adults showed CVs of respectively 0.242 and 0.144, the infants had average CVs of 0.534 (subject 

Heleen), 0.560 (subject Lisa), 0.459 (subject Jessica) and 0.513 (subject Berend). The resampling procedure 

based on 2000 iterations, showed that the probability that these infants acquired the adult CV values of 0.242 and 

0.144 and below, were respectively < 0.005 and < 0.005 (subject Heleen), 0.068 and 0.01(subject Lisa), 0.04 and 

0.01 (subject Jessica), 0.01 and < 0.005 (subject Berend). This means that the probability that the adult values 

come from a distribution similar to that of the infant is in 7 out of 8 cases below 5% and in 1 case 6.8%. These 

results indicate that it is highly likely that the adult use of prepositions-in-context shows a lower variability than 

that of the children. 
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the variable at issue. This sort of data is typically obtained in the field of early infant emotions (for 

instance the percentage of crying time in de Weerth, van Geert & Hoijtink, 1999, see figure 3.1A), and 

language development (for instance the Mean Length of Utterance in Chabon, Kent-Udolf & Egolf, 

1981). Fluctuating levels of this nature can easily be plotted in a line-graph, such as figure 3.1A. 

 

 

Figure 3.1A. Example of one-dimensional quantitative variability: crying duration in percentage of observed time 

of one infant (infant E) (source: de Weerth, 1998). 

 

 

In the case of qualitative variability however, each measurement consists of a set of behaviors, which 

have a specific occurrence each. For example, a child uses one strategy (A) in 10% of all occasions, a 

second strategy (B) another 10%, while he or she predominantly uses strategy C (80% of all 

occasions; see also Siegler, 1996, 1997 for a similar model, applied to cognitive strategies). For 

instance the first measurement consists of the strategies A, B and C, the second of strategies A, D 

and E, and a third of B, E, F and G. The most important difference is simply that this qualitative 

variability concerns additional dimensions. Not only are there differences in the level of the measured 

variables, but also completely new variables can be introduced. Variables can disappear, often to 

reappear later on. Note that this sort of variability is often studied in the field of motor development (for 

instance the different types of coordination between kicks in the development of supine kicking in 

Thelen (1985) and the use of different muscle groups in the development of postural control, Hadders-

Alga, Brogren and Forssberg (1996), see figure 3.1B). These differences in measurements can easily 

be expressed in a stacked bar graph, such as figure 3.1B. 

Most of the techniques we are going to present in the remainder of this article, are particularly suited 

for one-dimensional quantitative data. However, it is important to know that it is possible to transform 

qualitative data into a quantitative format. At this point in time, there is no measure that expresses all 

dimensions of qualitative variability into one single number. However, there are some options for 

further analysis. For instance, one can study each dimension separately, by taking the occurrence of 
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the variable per measurement occasion. Additionally, the total number of behavior classes (for 

instance strategies) can be counted, or the total number of new classes.  
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Figure 3.1B. Example of multidimensional variability: infant response patterns (labels a, b, c, d, e and g given for 

present illustration) during Fw-translations of one infant (infant I) during postural response sitting tasks at three 

measurement occasions (source: Hadders-Algra, Brogren & Forssberg, 1996).  

 

 

3.3.3 Raw Data and Smoothing Techniques 

3.3.3.1 Mean Length of Utterance   

As our first example, we will focus on the growth of Heleen’s Mean Length of Utterance. The simplest, 

and commonly used, way to present the data on MLU, or any type of developmental data for that 

matter, is by putting the data in a simple XY-diagram, the X-axis showing the date of measurement, 

the Y-axis showing MLU (figure 3.2). Some measurements are closer together (intensive periods) than 

other measurements (two-weekly measurement rate).  

The graph shows two striking facts. The first is the existence of a general trend, MLU growing from a 

little over 1 (one-word stage) to almost 3 (differentiation stage). Second, visual inspection clearly 

shows large fluctuations between measurement days. Especially the sixth intensive period seems to 

show dramatic differences within only a couple of days. Keeping Brown's initial MLU-stages in mind, 

Heleen seems to fit in three different MLU-stages within the time frame of no more than ten days. This 

can at least be called remarkable. It also confirms the results of another study on variability in early 

language development (van Dijk, de Goede, Ruhland & van Geert, 2001), where both subjects’ MLU 

levels fell into three distinct MLU-stages within a period of several weeks.  

In figure 3.2 we also used a commonly known technique to show the developmental trend in the data: 

we plotted a trendline (using a polynomial of the second degree). As can be seen in the graph, this 

trendline completely smoothes (as it is supposed to do) all the fluctuations in the curve, which are 
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especially large at the end of the curve. This already shows that using a smoothing technique will 

indeed lead to loss of information - information that may be valuable. Obviously in the case of MLU we 

are not dealing with something minor: the variability we eliminate by using a smoothing technique is 

indeed considerable.  
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Figure 3.2. Raw data of Heleen’s MLU, including a polynomial trendline (2 degrees). The triangles represent the 

intensive periods. 

 

Researchers who use these smoothing techniques, probably consider the variability as relatively 

uninteresting in itself, for instance because it is seen as a form of error fluctuation. The assumption 

behind this approach is that of an underlying, true level that can be approached by averaging over the 

fluctuations. The most common technique for doing this is by using moving averages. The fluctuating 

levels over a pre-specified time window, e.g. the period of one month, are used to specify the 

fluctuating level’s central tendency. This central tendency is supposed to contain more reliable and 

meaningful information than each of the separate observations respectively. Another technique 

consists of polynomial regression models. They make an estimation of a trendline based on a function 

of time. The trendline that shows the smallest average (squared) distance is considered the best 

representation of the developmental trend present. Thus, by averaging over, for instance, six 

observations in an intensive period, we try to estimate a central MLU level that we think characteristic 

of the period at issue. Regression models over time have yet another function, in addition to 

representing a supposed true central score. This other function is that they are very well suited for 

representing a direction, i.e. a motion vector. This can be seen as the simplest possible general trend 

of a range of score levels over time, in a way similar to a meteorologist’s representation of the 

direction of the wind by a single arrow. 

We noted earlier that developmental psychologists tend to confine themselves to an unnecessarily 

small set of smoothed trends. The statistical literature contains far more sophisticated smoothing 

models, which follow the actual rise and fall of the data as faithfully as one wishes. Examples are 
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spline models, but also local polynomial regression models or loess smoothers that follow any non-

linear trend in the data (Simonoff, 1996). The point is, however, that the smoothing model we opt for 

implicitly expresses our view on what we consider essential or important in the data and what 

information can be safely disregarded. The first kind of data to usually fall victim to our smoothing 

activities are the data about variability. 

Heleen’s fluctuations between an MLU of 1.6 and 3 can be summarized by presenting an average, say 

2.3. The question is: to what extent do we reliably characterize Heleen’s language development at the 

period at issue, by specifying that the average is 2.3? We do not claim that this average score does 

not bear any information in itself. We believe, however, that the particularly range of scores can be 

highly informative of a child’s level of language development. We will get back to this question further 

on, where we will show how the score range can be used to analyze the developmental data at issue. 

 

3.3.3 2 Spatial Prepositions   

Let us now turn to the data of Heleen’s spatial prepositions. These data show a very different picture 

than the MLU data. The data points in figure 3.3, a simple XY diagram, represent the total frequency 

of the prepositions per session, counted as the number of distinct spatial situations.  
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Figure 3.3. Raw data of Heleen’s spatial prepositions, including a polynomial trendline (2 degrees). 
 

Based on the mere visual inspection of the data, it seems that the data can be cut into two clearly 

distinct periods. The first part of the data (up to observation number 38, November 12th) shows a 

relatively stable, low frequency occurrence of prepositions. However, in the second part of the 

trajectory, we see a steep increase of prepositions. In this second part of the graph, large fluctuations 

immediately catch the eye. For instance note observation number 49 (February 4th), where the 

frequency of prepositions is suddenly very low, and preceding and following measurement points 

show much higher numbers of prepositions.  
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When fitting a trendline to the data, using a second-degree polynomial of time, we obtain a continuous 

curve, with a moderate steepness. This also demonstrates the fact that the use of a standard 

smoothing technique indeed gives a completely different summary of the data than visual inspection of 

the actual data. While visual inspection points in the direction of two distinctive stages, the smoothing 

technique covers this fact up completely. Note that if we had used a less common smoother, namely a 

loess or weighted local regression smoother (Simonoff, 1996), the resulting smoothed curve would 

have displayed the stepwise increase in the data considerably more faithfully, thus supporting the 

suggestion of two distinct stages. The question of whether we indeed deal with two clearly distinctive 

parts of the developmental trajectory is in our opinion very important. Later on in this article, we will 

ask ourselves the question whether the two-stage pattern we see can also be justified by further 

statistical analysis. 

 

3.3.3.3 Variability as a developing range   

As we showed in the preceding part, standard smoothing techniques eliminate much information from 

the actual data. The more current view that embraces variability asks for different techniques that 

visualize the essence of a developmental trajectory. In this view, the fact that Heleen’s MLU shows 

fluctuations between 3 different MLU stages is seen as highly informative of her present level of 

language acquisition. It is clear that she is capable of producing utterances that are of considerably 

higher relative complexity than the utterances she produced a few months earlier. However, although 

she is capable of doing so, it is not yet her habitual level of language production: there are days at 

which her level does not significantly exceed that of a few months earlier. In addition, during this 

period Heleen’s MLU levels occupy almost any intermediary position between these two extremes. 

Although this observation seems trivial, it is not so in light of the fact that children sometimes oscillate 

between two different developmental states with no apparent states in between. For instance, in the 

study of van der Maas and Molenaar (1992) (where children were administered Piagetian 

conservation tasks) large variability in strategy use was found around the transition from the non-

conserver stage to the conserver stage. At this point in time conservation and non-conservation 

strategies exist at the same time. Goldin-Meadow, Alibali and Church (1993) found a similar situation 

in which two stages are simultaneously present in the system. They found that the shift from one 

(mathematical) strategy to a second, more advanced one, is characterized by the simultaneous 

presence of different strategies in different expressive modes (e.g. verbal and gestural). A final 

example of the simultaneity of distinct levels of problem solving is Siegler’s model of overlapping 

waves in strategy use. Strategies at distinct levels of complexity are used in an alternating way. 

Learning and development amount to a change in the relative frequencies with which strategies are 

used, eventually resulting in the disappearance of less mature strategies (Siegler, 1996, 1997; Rittle-

Johnson & Siegler, 1999).  

In Heleen’s MLU data, the phenomenon of interest is the broad range of Heleen’s MLU levels, with the 

highest levels about twice as high as the lowest ones. One of the questions we could ask ourselves is 

whether or not this range is a developmental phenomenon in its own right. For instance, does the 

relative size of the range (let us say, the width in comparison to the central or average position) remain 
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more or less stable across development? If this is so, the relative range itself is not specifically 

informative from a developmental viewpoint.  However, if the range itself becomes either narrower or 

broader depending on various kinds of developmental phenomena or stages, the study of its 

properties becomes a worthwhile endeavor. We have seen that techniques for averaging or otherwise 

smoothing fluctuating data are readily available (moving averages, polynomials with time as a 

dependent variable etc). But what techniques do we have if we want to specify information that 

pertains to fluctuation and variability, as suggested by this new approach? 

 

3.3.4 Showing variability in a graph 

3.3.4.1 Moving minima, maxima and averages  

An elegant alternative technique, in which we can study the developmental trend, but that 

nevertheless also displays variability around a general trend is what we have called the moving min-

max graph. This technique shows the data using the bandwidth of observed scores. Instead of 

displaying measurement points as simple dots, the moving min-max graph presents a score range for 

each measurement occasion. Instead of a single line graph, the data are presented in a bandwidth of 

scores. This method uses a moving window, a time frame that moves up one position (measurement 

occasion) each time (the size of the window, e.g. five consecutive data points, one month etc., is 

called its period). Each window partly overlaps the preceding windows, using all the same 

measurement occasions minus the first and plus the next. For instance, for every set of seven 

consecutive measurements we calculate the maximum and the minimum values. This is done by way 

of a predetermined moving window, such that we obtain the following series: 

  max(t1..t7), max(t2..t8), max(t3..t9), etc 

  min(t1..t7), min(t2..t8), min(t3..t9), etc. 

Technically these values are very easy to plot. Any commercially available spreadsheet program 

offers functions such as min and max that can easily be computed over moving data windows. Once 

the moving minima and maxima are plotted, one can visually inspect whether they too show 

considerable fluctuations over time. The question one should ask is whether these fluctuations are 

developmentally meaningful or not. The fluctuations should again be contrasted with the eventual 

long-term changes in the minima and maxima. 

In addition to plotting maxima and minima, one can also plot some form of central score. One 

possibility is to plot the median, the value that has a similar number of values above and below it. 

Another possibility, which combines these techniques with smoothing approaches, is to compute a 

moving average corresponding with the moving minima and maxima data. Figure 3.4A shows the 

moving minima, maxima and averages of Heleen’s MLUs, with a moving window of period 5. 
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Figure 3.4. (A, top)  Application of the moving min-max methods to Heleen’s MLU-w (5 positions).  

(B, bottom). Moving min-max graph of Heleen’s MLU-w (timeframe 18 days, last window 15 days). 

 

The moving max-min method can be used to specify a value, for instance a child’s test score, with 

respect to upper and lower boundaries of a time window chosen in advance. As a reasonable rule-of-

thumb, one could take windows of a size of about one tenth of the entire data set, but in principle no 

less than five data points. In the present study an irregular measurement design was used, with two-

weekly measurements alternated with intensive periods. This design results in windows that are very 

different from each other in terms of time. Five consecutive measurement points can cover a period of 

only 10 days (during the intensive measurement periods) but also 10 weeks (between the intensive 

periods). Therefore it is better not to use an absolute number of measurement points, but to choose a 

moving window on the basis of time. For instance, figure 3.4B uses a moving window of 18 days.  

Because of the differing number of days between measurement points (recall the irregular 

measurement design) the number of measurement points per window can vary.  
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Looking at figure 3.4B, it is possible to compare the width of the band with the general developmental 

trend. In the MLU case (figure 3.4) there is no obvious widening or narrowing in the range, but instead 

we see a general increase in bandwidth, with several mild oscillations. However, it is not clear that 

these oscillations are meaningful because they seem to coincide with the intensive periods. The fact 

that the intensive periods have more measurement points in the moving time window, might very well 

explain the mild fluctuations in the bandwidth. During the intensive periods, more observations are 

carried out and this increases the probability of hitting upon an “extreme” value, which is conserved 

across the length of the moving window. 

It is obvious from the figure that MLU shows a general increase in its level in addition to a generally 

increasing bandwidth. When interpreting this observation, it is important to take notice of the 

increasing mean in the timeframe. It is a well-known fact that variability is related to the general mean. 

For instance, a data series with a mean of 100, is expected to have a larger range (for instance 

expressed in terms of standard deviation) than a data series with a mean of 10. Therefore it is to be 

expected that variability in the data increases solely on the basis of the increasing mean MLU.   

Earlier, we stated that the range might be an important developmental phenomenon. When the range 

itself becomes narrower or broader depending on various kinds of developmental phenomena or 

stages, the range is indeed a developmental phenomenon in its own right. In the case of MLU we do 

not see any obvious widening or narrowing, we predominantly see a general widening with the growth 

of MLU. However, we do not know enough about the relation between the increasing trend and the 

increasing bandwidth. Is variability accruing more quickly than the MLU trend, or is the slope of the 

MLU trend actually steeper than that of variability? If the latter were the case, variability would in fact 

decline if we were to correct for this growing mean. The graphs we showed so far, however, make one 

wonder how MLU behaves later on in development. Does the bandwidth decrease again at some point  
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Figure 3.5. Moving min-max graph of Heleen’s spatial prepositions (time window of 18 days, last window 15 

days). 
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in time? If variability is indeed a developmental phenomenon, we do expect exactly that to happen. In 

the light of our remarks about the dynamically stable state of adult prepositions, it should be noted that 

we do not expect a disappearing bandwidth. Although we expect that adults show a significantly 

smaller bandwidth than developing children, their output is also variable to some degree. 

Figure 3.5 shows the spatial preposition data in a moving-min-max graph. Here, we see a completely 

different picture from what we saw with MLU. While MLU showed a general increasing bandwidth, with 

slow oscillations, prepositions show a moderate bandwidth in the beginning of the trajectory until 

observation 38 (November 12th). After this point, we first see a slight general increase, followed by a 

great widening of the range. This graph also suggests that something “different” occurs after this 

observation, which is probably a developmental transition in spatial prepositions. 

 

3.3.4.2 Altitude lines  

The moving min-max graph provides a general overview of the moving range along the trajectory. As 

intended, this technique is highly sensitive to so-called extreme values. For a more in-depth study of 

the distribution of the values in the range, one might consider the following extension of the use of 

moving minima and maxima. This method incorporates also intermediate positions in a so-called 

“altitude line graph”. In that case, we do not only plot the minimum and maximum values in the moving 

window, but also the second highest, third highest value, etcetera. We then connect the corresponding 

data points by a line, comparable with altitude lines on a geographical relief map.  

For instance, consider a piece of Heleen’s dataset of spatial prepositions (observations 22 to 27) with 

the values [7,5,3,6,4,1]. For the first window, the maximum value is 7, the second highest value is 6, 

the third highest value is 5, the fourth highest value is 4 and the fifth (or the minimum) is 3. For the 

second moving window, we get the values of respectively 6,5,4,3,1. We can easily draw a graph 

linking all these (first, respectively second, third etcetera) positions with each other.  
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Figure 3.6. Application of the altitude lines method to Heleens spatial prepositions (window of 5 positions). 
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To give an illustration of these techniques we plotted figure 3.6 to show the altitude lines of the spatial 

preposition data of Heleen. The dots in this graph represent the actual data points, the outer lines are 

the moving minima and maxima, and the intermediate lines are the intermediary positions. 

In principle, these altitude lines can be interpreted in the same way as geographical lines representing 

the altitude and steepness of a physical relief. Our altitude lines, however, refer to the properties of the 

distribution of time serial values. For instance, if they are concentrated either on the top or on the 

lower part of the range, they refer to a skewed distribution. Note that we can replace the actual data 

points by a polynomial approximation (e.g. in a linear regression model) or, more preferably, by a 

more flexible smoother such as a loess smoother. The polynomial or loess replacement results in a 

smoother and more easily interpretable representation of the longitudinal distribution of the data. Its 

disadvantage is that it conceals eventual sudden changes that may be indicative of discontinuities. 

If the moving windows contain a sufficient number of data points, one may also plot the moving 

percentile scores, e.g. of the 90th, 10th and 50th percentiles. All these techniques serve to specify 

changes in the upper and lower boundaries of the scores and thus show the size of the range, in 

addition to the distribution of the actual data points over the range. 

3.3.4.3 The Progmax-Regmin method for specifying a range   

Assuming that a developmental process in general amounts to an overall increase in some 

phenomenon or variable of interest, we should take high values or levels that occur in the beginning of 

the process as particularly informative, simply because they are less expected to occur at an earlier 

stage than later on. Thus, if a high level occurs at some early point in time, high levels that occur later 

but that are not as high as the early one should not replace it in our estimation of the variable’s range 

or bandwidth. By the same token, low levels that occur at a later stage or point in time are particularly 

informative because they are less expected than higher values. They should not be concealed by low 

levels that occur at an earlier time and that are higher than the later one, if any such levels occur, of 

course. A simple way to implement this idea with longitudinal data points goes as follows. We specify 

a window with a period of five, for instance, from the first data point on and compute the maximum 

value for that window. We then increase the window with one data point at a time, keeping its starting 

point (which is also the first point of our data series) constant and compute the maximum value of the 

extending window period. Similarly, we define a window, again with period five, for instance, starting 

from the last point of our series and moving backwards. We compute the minimum value of that 

window and extend the window by one data point at the time, keeping the last point constant, which is 

also the last point of our data series.  

By doing so, we define the data series’ progressive maximum and regressive minimum. The resulting 

line that circumscribes the collection of data points is closely related to the mathematical concept of an 

envelope or a so-called convex hull (see figure 3.7AB). Note that this representation of the 

developmental range can again easily be achieved by means of any standard spreadsheet program. 
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Figure 3.7AB. Application of the ordinary min-max method (top) and the Progmax-regmin method 

(bottom) to Heleen’s spatial prepositions. 

 

Figure 3.7AB shows that both max-min methods in fact convey different kinds of information about or 

present a different perspective on a longitudinal data series. The prog(ressive)reg(ressive) method 

shows the range specified across the whole time period (up to the time point of interest, e.g. at time ti it 

shows the range from the first point t0 to that of time ti, at time tj it shows the range from t0 to tj, and so 

forth), whereas the ordinary max-min method shows ranges defined over considerably smaller time 

windows. The difference between the methods allows us to look for changes in the range’s bandwidth, 

for instance in the form of temporary regressions, that show themselves as gaps between the ranges 

specified by the progreg and the ordinary windows method respectively.  

Concluding, in the previous sections we showed several techniques that specify and depict the range 

in which the developmental scores occur. These techniques can be used to obtain a first impression of 

the general trend of the developmental curve and the way variability is related to this general trend. 

They also give us an indication of where we can look for meaningful changes in variability. Before 
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proceeding to a discussion of standard measures of variability, we will first briefly discuss the 

application of the preceding techniques to cross-sectional data. 

 

3.3.4.4 An application to cross-sectional data   

The techniques introduced so far do not only apply to individual trajectories or time series, collected 

with a single child. Also cross-sectional data can be described in terms of variability and changing 

ranges. The major difference is that the variability does not apply to fluctuations within a child but to 

differences between children of similar and different ages. By way of example, we present data from 

an ongoing study on the development of children’s Theory-of-Mind (Blijd-Hoogewys, Huyghen, van 

Geert, Serra, Loth, & Minderaa, 2003). Theory-of-Mind refers to the child’s ability to understand 

thoughts, beliefs, emotions, desires and so forth of other people and the relations between these 

mental phenomena and people’s behavior. Theory-of-Mind is measured by means of a test, the 

Theory-of-Mind Story Books, which contains six parallel versions (suited for longitudinal research), 

with each 77 dichotomous items. The present results are based on a cross-sectional study of 220 

children equally divided over both sexes, ranging from 34 till 98 months. It is customary practice to 

present such data by first averaging the scores for age groups, the three-year-olds, the four-year-olds, 

and so forth, and then showing the increase of Theory-of-Mind understanding as the line through 

those averages. By so doing, interesting information about the relationship between inter-individual 

differences in children of approximately the same age and between children of different ages is lost. 

Instead, we argue for a representation of the data on the basis of the children’s real ages. We can 

then apply the methods described earlier – the moving min-max, the progmax-regmin and the altitude 

lines graphs– to the cross- sectional dataset. These methods show the quantitative change in Theory-

of-Mind understanding in the form of a variable range (see figure 3.8 for various possibilities). 

3.3.5 Standard measures of variability and their methodological problems 

In addition to showing variability in graphs, we would also like to express variability in some sort of 

standard measure, because it can be used for the comparison of variability in different samples. There 

are two common measures to describe variability in a sample: the Standard Deviation (SD) and the 

Coefficient of Variation (CV). However, both have their own statistical problems when comparing 

variability in samples with different characteristics. The SD shows problems because of its sensitivity 

to the mean, and the CV shows problems with variables that have very low values. Data sets that 

begin with low values and show increasing means are called heteroscedastic (Kmenta, 1990). 

Heteroscedasticity, especially in the form of low initial values, increasing means and increasing 

variances, is likely to occur in developmental data. 

Probably the best-known measure of variability is the Standard Deviation (SD). The SD is defined as 

the square root of the variance, which is in turn the average of the squared deviations from the mean. 

We can compute a SD for every meaningful data unit greater than one, and for every time unit. 

However, a problem arises if we want to compare SDs of different datasets. The reason for this is that 

the SD is very sensitive to the mean in a sample. We discussed this issue before when we showed the 

technique of moving minima and maxima. 
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Figure 3.8. An application of the min-max, progmax-regmin and altitude line graphs to cross-sectional data on the 

development of Theory-of Mind. (Bottom) Specifies altitude lines for the 0, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 100th percentile. 
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The issue is that a higher mean is usually associated with a higher SD. Consequently, it is not 

possible to make a direct comparison between SDs of samples without taking the mean into account. 

In order to solve this issue, the Coefficient of Variation (CV) is often used. The CV is defined as the 

standard deviation of a sample divided by its mean. We now have a measure that specifies the 

amount of SD in a standard unit of the mean, a measure that may indeed be helpful when comparing 

variability in different samples.  

 

3.3.5.1 Mean Length of Utterance   

One of the goals of our present study is to analyze variability in the developmental pathway. We ask 

ourselves if the amount of variability changes during the course of development. We want to 

investigate, for instance, if variability suddenly increases at some point in time. The study was also set 

up to analyze variability on different time scales. For the sake of illustration, we show here the results 

of the day-to-day measurements, and included only measurements from the intensive periods.  

Table 1 shows the SDs, means and CVs of Heleen’s MLU, for each of the six intensive periods. When 

we discussed the moving min-max graph, we asked ourselves whether variability increases with time 

for MLU. Looking at the pattern of SDs, we would indeed be inclined to conclude this. However, as 

can be seen in the table, the means also increase with time for almost every consecutive period. 

Consequently, the CVs show a subtler picture. While, on average, lower values occur in the first part 

of the set (periods 1 to 3) and higher values occur in the second part (periods 4 to 6), there exists no 

obvious simple increasing trend comparable to that of SDs and means. Given the small number of 

values (6) its seems hardly worthwhile trying to fit a regression line to see if the CVs show a 

statistically increasing trend. A simpler method is to check whether periods 1 to 3 are on average 

smaller than periods 4 to 6. This can be done with an exact permutation test, i.e. a test that computes 

all the different combinations of 6 elements into groups of 3 and compares the averages of those 

groups (Good, 1999). Since the number of groups that can be formed from 6 elements taken three by 

three is only 20, a p-value of 5% must correspond with the biggest difference out of the 20 

possibilities. This difference occurs if the smallest values occur in periods 1, 2 and 3 and the larger 

values occur in periods 4, 5 and 6. It is easy to see that this is not the case (the second smallest CV, 

0.07 occurs in period 5). Hence, the averages of periods 1, 2 and 3 and 4, 5 and 6 are not statistically 

significantly different at the 5% level. An exact permutation test reveals that the difference between the 

averages is the third smallest out of the 20 possibilities, which corresponds with a p-value of 15%. 

Further on in this article, we will get back to the possibilities random sampling techniques have to 

offer. 

 

Concluding, in the case of MLU the SD as a general measure of variability would lead to an 

overestimation of the variability in the later part of the trajectory. Therefore, the SD is unsuitable for 

making comparisons between and within samples. So far, the CV seems to be the better candidate for 

such a goal. 
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Table 3.1  

General measures of variability in time-scale two: day to day variability in MLU-w 

 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

 

SD 

 

0.03 

 

0.10 

 

0.12 

 

0.23 

 

0.14 

 

0.24 

M 1.06 1.13 1.51 1.76 2.09 2.55 

CV 0.03 0.09 0.08 0.013 0.07 0.09 

 

3.3.5.2 Spatial prepositions  

Now we turn to the data of spatial prepositions. Here we asked ourselves the question whether the 

growth curve shows a shift in growth pattern from measurement point 38 (November 12th) onwards. 

Visual inspection of the XY-graph, and the moving min-max graph certainly points in that direction. In 

the early part of the trajectory, there seem to be small fluctuations, while the later part shows dramatic 

peaks and wells. The demarcation point falls on November 12th and lies between the fourth and fifth 

intensive period. As a consequence, we expect the later two intensive periods to be more variable 

than the first four.  

 

Table 3.2 

General measures of variability in time-scale two: day to day variability in spatial prepositions 

 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

 

SD 

 

2.14 

 

1.52 

 

1.47 

 

3.25 

 

5.54 

 

2.48 

M 3.16 2.50 5.17 4.83 17.50 15.17 

CV 0.67 0.61 0.28 0.67 0.32 0.16 

 

 

When looking at table 3.2 such an effect turns out to be absent. Even stronger, the effect seems to be 

reversed. The highest CV values are to be seen in the first, second and fourth intensive period, while 

period five and six show moderate values. The p-value of the difference between the averages of 

periods 1, 2, 3 and 4, 5, 6 respectively, calculated with an exact permutation test is 0.70. This means 

that the difference is far from significant. It might seem surprising that the CVs do not confirm the 

pattern we thought we recognized with visual inspection. Is it true that especially the early intensive 

periods are the most variable ones? This hardly seems likely. In fact, the effect observed in the data is 

a good illustration of heteroscedasticity, a statistical problem that is very common if one deals with 

growth data. Heteroscedasticity is often associated with the presence of very low initial values.  Such 
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low values are unstable, because small absolute fluctuations are large in proportion to the values 

themselves. Consider for instance a variable where the values 1 and 2 succeed each other. These 

minimal fluctuations (there is no smaller measurement unit possible) lead to a very high CV, for the 

simple reason that this variable shows a fluctuation of a hundred percent (i.e. the proportion 1 to 1). 

The CV resulting for these data would be the same for a dataset in which the values 100 and 200 

succeed each other in a similar fashion, which would amount to an oscillation which magnitude is 

rather unlikely. The reason heteroscedasticity occurs is because in the study of language acquisition 

(and many other developmental domains), there is by definition an absolute point zero. Also, the unit 

of measurement reaches its lower limit, for instance with spatial prepositions the minimal unit is one. 

Smaller units are simply not possible. 

 

Recapitulating, we have seen that the two common measures to describe variability (the Standard 

Deviation and the Coefficient of Variation) have their own statistical problems when comparing 

variability in samples. While the Standard Deviation shows problems because of its sensitivity to the 

mean, the Coefficient of Variation shows problems with variables with very low values because of 

heteroscedasticity. These problems are especially serious when analyzing development. In order to 

observe development, the datasets should combine these two characteristics: they ideally start out 

with very low values and further show considerable growth. Therefore, both the Standard Deviation 

and the Coefficient of Variation are not suitable as general measures of to describe variability patterns 

in developmental trajectories. 

3.3.6 The critical moment method  

There is another method to establish variability in data, or more precisely, to establish at what point in 

time variability significantly increases compared to a relatively stable period. This method is developed 

in the field of motor coordination (e.g. Verheul & Geuze, 1999) and can be applied to developmental 

research in general. The method is based on the following assumptions. First of all, a system is 

supposed to be relatively stable over some initial period of time. Second, this period must be followed 

by a period in which this system becomes “unstable”, which results in large variability. The aim of this 

method is to establish if, and at what exact moment, the system loses its stability. We believe that the 

data of Heleen’s early preposition use meet these assumptions in a satisfactory way. First of all, visual 

inspection of the developmental trajectory shows that there exists a period in which the system seems 

relatively stable. Secondly, at some point in time there is a period that shows larger fluctuations. This 

can very well be compared to a dynamic system that loses its stability. First, we ask ourselves if there 

is a point in time after which variability critically increases (comparable with the “critical frequency” 

which is used in the field of bimanual co-ordination, Kelso, Scholz & Schöner, 1986, Verheul, 1999). 

Secondly, we are interested in the pattern in which variability increases and eventually decreases 

again. Does the system gradually lose its stability or does this happen very suddenly? Does the 

system regain its stability at some point in time, and to what developmental incidence can this 

eventually be related? 

In the application of this technique, we have to bear in mind again that we are dealing with a variable 

that shows a considerable increase, i.e. a growth trend. We do not want the general trend to influence 
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the variability measure. In order to eliminate the influence of the general increase, we have to detrend 

the data, using a trendline. In order to obtain an optimal fit, we used a flexible regression model. With 

this model a moving linear regression equation was calculated on a moving window of 19 data points. 

Thus, slopes and intercepts were estimated for each (moving) window of 19 data points (the result 

resembles a loess method smoothing, but the moving regression has the advantage that it can easily 

be implemented in a spreadsheet program, for instance). We proceeded by calculating the residuals of 

the original data for this regression model. The critical period was determined as follows. First, we 

calculated a moving standard deviation (using a moving window of 5 observation points) on these 

residuals. We took a timeframe that is relatively stable (in our case the first 21 observations), and 

calculated the 95% reliability interval. Secondly, we tried to establish at what moment the variability in 

the system increases. We defined this moment as the moment at which the moving SD exceeds the 

critical value (which is the upper limit of the reliability interval) for at least 6 consecutive moving SDs.   

We applied this technique to the data of Heleen’s spatial prepositions, and plotted both the preposition 

data and the moving SDs on the residuals of these data in figure 3.9. In the case of Heleen, the 

resulting critical value of the spatial prepositions was 3.84, based on 1.96 times the standard deviation 

of the first 21 measurement points. As can be seen in figure 3.9, this value of 3.84 is exceeded only 

once at measurement point 29 (September 16th) and exceeded again at measurement point 37 

(October 29th). This value is exceeded for the seventh consecutive time only after measurement point 

42 (December 1st), which means that point of significant increase in variability is located at this date. 
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Figure 3.9. Application of the critical moment method to Heleen’s preposition data. 

 

With this method, we do not have the problem of heteroscedasticity that we encountered when we 

used the SDs as a general index of variability. SDs are much less sensitive to these low values than 

CVs. We do however have the problem of a higher mean being associated with larger variability. The 

preposition data show mixed results. First, we see a slow, but somewhat irregular, increase in the 

moving CV. We cannot be sure that this is not caused by the increasing mean of the original data. 

However, we have some indication that the moving SDs decline at the end of the trajectory, while the 
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mean of the original data remains high. Although the decline in our data is not very strong, we suggest 

that a decline of the moving standard deviation in general can be an important indication of a 

transition, since such an observation cannot be explained by the external causes such as 

measurement error. It seems that there has to be some other explanation for this decreasing 

variability, and this explanation can probably be found in the internal dynamics of the developmental 

process itself. 

3.3.7 The distribution of fluctuations 

The initial assumptions of the measurement error hypothesis suggest another technique to investigate 

the variability pattern. One of the assumptions is that error, or noise, is supposed to be symmetrically 

distributed around the central tendency, which represents the best estimation of the true underlying 

variable. A variability distribution that shows a different pattern does not agree with this assumption. 

For this reason, the distribution characteristic can give us additional information on the tenability of the 

error hypothesis.   

When studying the distribution characteristics, there is one property we are especially interested in, 

namely the skewness. We believe that the skewness can give us information about the degree of 

consolidation of the acquired developmental variable. When a child begins to discover that he or she 

can use prepositions to express spatial relations, we expect outliers on the positive side of the 

distribution. It is highly likely that the child uses this new linguistic category (in this case spatial 

prepositions) in outbursts, but most of the time this new category is not used and the child simply 

sticks to his or her usual repertoire (for instance by pointing to a location). This behavior would lead to 

a positively skewed distribution. In contrast, when the use of spatial prepositions is relatively well-

consolidated, we expect the child to use these prepositional utterances most of the time, and only use 

less sophisticated ways of expressing spatial relations relatively rarely. This well-consolidated state in 

the acquisition of prepositions would result in a negative skewness.  

In dynamic terms, a skewed distribution could possibly be an indication for the existence of bimodality 

(Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, 1994). Bimodality refers to a situation in which two equilibria exist in a 

developmental trajectory. In the case of language acquisition, these equilibria represent the acquisition 

of language rules (or linguistic categories). One equilibrium refers to the old rule and another 

equilibrium refers to the new rule. Bimodality can be an indication for a developmental transition 

between the old and the new rule or strategy. A skewed distribution might be indicative of a bimodal 

equilibrium with considerably different frequencies of occurrence.  

What is the distribution of the variability of Heleen’s spatial prepositions? In order to eliminate the 

influence of the general increase, it is important to detrend the data, using a trendline. In order to 

obtain an optimal fit, we used the flexible regression model we also applied with the critical moment 

method. Thus, we calculated the residuals for this regression line. Consequently, the distribution of 

these residuals was studied for skewness, using a “moving” skewness factor5 on a moving window of 

                                                      
5 The skewness factor was computed in Excel using:  
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13 data points (the choice of the period of the moving window is somewhat arbitrary; we have chosen 

a period of 13 because that contains enough data to make a reasonable estimation of the skewness 

possible, without covering too much of our data set and thus concealing changes in the skewness that 

might occur during the observed trajectory). Note that with this technique, we combined the analysis of 

distribution characteristics with ideas we presented earlier discussing the moving window techniques 

(e.g. the moving min-max graph). Both the regression equation (slopes and intercepts) and the 

calculation of the skewness factor are based on moving windows, which move up one position at a 

time. The result is a flexible symmetry analysis for each part of the developmental trajectory. The 

values of these moving skewness factors are plotted in a moving skewness graph (see figure 3.10)6.   
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Figure 3.10. Moving skewness graph of Heleen’s spatial prepositions 

 

 

Evidently, the degree of symmetry is not equal in each part of the developmental trajectory. Instead, 

an oscillating pattern is observable, with four distinctive parts. The data start out with a near symmetric  

(only slightly positively skewed) distribution, which turns into a strong negatively skewed distribution 

from July to September. Then, from midway September to the end of November, a fairly strong 

positive skewness is detected, again followed by a part with only moderate negative skewness factor, 

after November. Note again that error is supposed to be symmetrically distributed around the central 

tendency, which is supposed to represent the best estimation of the true underlying variable. The 

oscillating skewness patterns that are found in Heleen’s spatial prepositions do not support this 

symmetry-assumption. 

A positive skewness, such as seen in the third part of the moving skewness graph, means that the 

right tail of the data distribution is longer. There are more outliers on the positive side of the graph. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
 
6 In the published article in IBAD, the moving skewness graph was depicted as mirrored to the x-axis, because 

negative skewness means that there are more observations below the trendline. While the original representation 

is intuitively easier understood, it is formally incorrect and it should be as in this thesis. 
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Positive skewness is likely to be associated with a developmental process where the degree of 

consolidation of a syntactic rule is still low. We expect that later on in the developmental process, this 

degree of consolidation will increase. This, in turn, will lead to a situation in which the new rule is used 

most of the time and negative outliers occur in situations where the old rule is still used. This would 

lead to a negatively skewed distribution, as is observed in the fourth part of the moving skewness 

graph of Heleen’s spatial prepositions. We expect that the use of the old rule will finally disappear, 

which will then lead to a symmetric distribution. 

In a standard statistical package, such as SPSS, there is an option to test the normality of a 

distribution by means of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for studies with n=50 or more) or a Shapiro-Wilk 

test (for n=50 or less). However in studies with a small number of cases per sample, the null-

hypothesis of a normal distribution will seldom be rejected. Although it goes well beyond the scope of 

this article, we would like to point out the possibilities that resampling techniques have to offer.  

Bootstrapping techniques can be applied to test the significance of the differences in skewness values 

of, for instance, the four distinctive periods in Heleen’s moving skewness graph. We will elaborate on 

the possibilities of random sampling techniques further on. Suffice it to say for now that we applied the 

bootstrap technique to our skewness data and found that it is highly unlikely that the four skewness 

phases we observed in the data (by means of the moving skewness graph) were produced by 

accidental (sampling) factors. 

 

3.3.8 Pre-processing data for further analysis: the effect of different detrending models 

It is important to note that the way the data are detrended in the application of the critical moment 

method and the moving skewness graph is be essential to the results of this analysis. This may 

especially be the case if the trendline chosen to detrend the data has a poor fit. For instance, if a 

simple linear regression is applied to data that show an obviously S-shaped curve, the outcome of the 

skewness factors can be greatly influenced. We must however, warn against detrending with a too 

complex model, which eliminates the variability we mean to analyze. The model should only be used 

to eliminate the effect of trend. As a general rule of thumb, we suggest to use the simplest model 

possible. If the trend looks linear, choose a linear model, if not, choose a simple flexible model, such 

as our flexible regression model or a loess smoother with a sufficiently long period. The choice of the 

detrending model is primarily a conceptual matter: one has to decide, on reasonably defendable 

grounds, what shall be conceived of as the main trend against which the variability will be plotted. 

It might however be worthwhile to test the effect of the detrending model on the results. In the case of 

the critical frequency method for Heleen’s prepositions, we applied various detrending models. The 

results showed that the effect of the model was very small. Although the critical frequency varied 

somewhat across models, the system lost stability at the same measurement point in all instances. 

This indicates that the effect found in the analysis in fairly robust. This might however not be the case 

for other datasets. We also tested the sensitivity of the skewness results by comparing various 

detrending models. The skewness pattern turns out to be independent on the exact method of 

detrending, as long as it results in a trend line that follows the general pattern of data sufficiently close. 

For instance, a qualitatively similar result was obtained when the data were detrended by means of a 
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loess smoother. A completely different way of detrending, differencing, yielded similar results 

(differencing means that the residuals are replaced by the difference between a measurement and the 

preceding measurement, Gottman, 1981). 

 

3.3.9 Random sampling methods 

Our study of developmental ranges and the variability within those ranges relies, by definition, on 

extreme values, namely the maxima and minima. If proper care is taken in the language data 

collection – and imitation games and songs have been removed from the data, for instance – the 

extremes are as reliable as the more central values. However, in the estimation of a – moving – range, 

extreme values have a considerably stronger effect on the estimation of the range’s boundaries than 

on the estimation of a central value, such as an average. Take for instance the following imaginary 

series of observed frequencies: 2, 3, 4, 10, 5, 6, 7. If we calculate the moving maximum for a window 

of period 4, the maximum is 10 throughout the series of 7 measurements. If we compute the moving 

average with period 4, however, it amounts to 4.7, 5.5, 6.25, and 7. This difference should not make 

us decide to remove the value of 10 from the series as a so-called outlier. An outlier it is, but it has 

been obtained in a reliable way and thus provides information about the observed child’s abilities at 

that particular moment. In fact, we might have been lucky that we saw the child at a moment where it 

actually showed a glimpse of a rapidly increasing linguistic capacity. If we had come a day earlier or 

later, we might have found a frequency of 4 or 5. 

 

3.3.9.1 Bootstrapping as a technique for estimating model probabilities in individual longitudinal data sets  

Given this possibility, we wish to know to what extent our conclusions, for instance with regard to the 

average bandwidth of the range, are sensitive to sampling characteristics. In a standard design, we 

want to know to what extent sampling characteristics prevent us from estimating the correct value of 

an observed variable for the population from which the sample has been drawn. However, just like in 

any other comparable case, we have no other information about the “population” of observations than 

the sample itself. Furthermore, we cannot invoke assumptions about expected distributions, a normal 

distribution across the population, for instance. First, we usually have no idea of what the distribution 

of our longitudinally observed data should be. Second, the distribution characteristics (average, 

standard deviation, skewness, etc.) are not stationary over the observation period, because the 

variable at issue is rapidly developing. A method that allows us to nevertheless estimate the effect of 

sampling characteristics on our measurements is the so-called bootstrap method (Efron and 

Tibshirani, 1993; Good, 1999; Chernick, 1999). The method consists of randomly drawing a large 

number of subsamples (e.g. 1000) from our original sample. For each sub-sample, we compute the 

indicator variable of interest (for instance the average bandwidth of the range of frequencies of spatial 

prepositions before the “jump”). By comparing the value of the indicator variable of the original sample 

with the distribution of the indicator variables from the randomly drawn subsamples, we obtain a fairly 

good estimation of how subsamples relate to the original sample and thus of how the original sample 

relates to the population from which it is drawn.  
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In our design – two-weekly observations interspersed with intensive observation periods – we have a 

particularly good opportunity for testing the eventual effects of the standard two-weeks approach on 

the estimation of the average bandwidth of the observed frequencies of spatial prepositions. For 

instance, we would like to know to what extent the bandwidth depends on the sampling frequency. Our 

current dataset with its combination of two-weekly observations and intensive observation periods 

offers an interesting opportunity to try to answer that question. Our starting assumption is that each of 

the observations during the intensive periods could have been a potential two-weekly observation, if 

all our observations had been scheduled according to the standard two-weeks interval. We 

constructed 1000 randomized observation samples, consisting of all our two-weekly observations to 

which we added one observation from each intensive period, randomly drawn from each of those 

periods. For each randomly drawn sample we computed the average bandwidth of the time period 

before the jump in the use of spatial prepositions takes place (with observation 38 as the demarcation 

point) and the average bandwidth of the time after the jump. The bandwidths are based on windows 

that cover 58.4 days on average. Table 3.3 summarizes the results of the subsampling procedure7  

 

Table 3.3  

Results of the subsampling procedure 

 

 Average bandwidth SD Min Max Median 

Subsamples      

   Substage 1 6.69 0.62 5.48 8.69 6.62 

   Substage 2 20.05 0.50 19.67 21.17 19.89 

Data      

   Substage 1 8.03 (p = 0.015)     

   Substage 2 21.17 (p = 0.115)     

 

 

The table should be read as follows. For the bootstrapped samples, the average bandwidth is 6.69 

and 20.05 for the first and second sub-stage respectively (standard deviations and additional statistics 

are given in the matrix). The average bandwidth of the original data is 8.03 and 21.17 for the first and 

second sub-stage respectively. In our 1000 bootstrapped samples of the first sub-stage, we found a 

value equal to or bigger than 8.03 in only 1.5% of the cases. However, the bootstrapped samples of 

the second sub-stage were equal to or bigger than the empirical bandwidth in 11.5 % of the cases. We 

can conclude, therefore, that the high sampling frequency (as defined by the intensive periods) has led 

                                                      
7 Since the data set contains about twice as much observations as the subsamples, the average bandwidths of 

the data set were calculated on the basis of windows that were twice as big as those used for the subsamples. 

Since the average number of days covered by the windows in the subsamples was slightly smaller than that of the 

data set (with 7%) the average bandwidths of the subsamples were corrected by multiplying the values with 1.07. 
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to a significantly bigger bandwidth estimation than the standard sampling frequency of two weeks in 

the case of the first sub-stage, but not in the case of the second sub-stage. It should be noted, 

however, that also in the case of the second sub-stage, the difference goes in the expected direction 

(bigger estimated bandwidth if sampling frequencies are higher). 

The present sub-sampling procedures has been carried out for illustrative purposes only and differs 

from the standard bootstrap technique. A further elaboration of this issue, however, would far extend 

the scope of the present article. 

In summary, bootstrap and resampling methods can be applied to longitudinal datasets of the kind 

described in the present article to help us understand the effect of sampling characteristics on our 

estimation of the ranges within which the observed variables vary. 

3.3.9.2 Bootstrapping and generalization of models over children  

So far, the techniques described applied to individual data trajectories. We have also shown that 

techniques for visualizing ranges and variability can be as easily applied to cross-sectional data. The 

problem with intensive individual research is that the number of cases that can be covered in one 

study is usually quite small (ranging from 1 to a few, e.g. 4 to 5 intensively studied children). The 

question is, how can we generalize our findings to the population (a basic question in social science) 

given we have only so few cases? Such generalization is possible if every single case is conceived of 

as a separate study. The generalization problem becomes one of meta-analysis: how can p-values or 

other test statistics obtained in independent studies, based on their own accidental samples, be 

combined into an overall p-value or test statistic? In the case of longitudinal studies, the sample is a 

time series of consecutive measurements of a single child. A simple but effective statistic suitable for 

meta-analysis is Fisher’s combined p-value (Glass, McGaw & Smith, 1981; Snijders & Bosker, 1999). 

The technique of p-value combination can be approximated, if it is possible to test individual null-

hypotheses by means of bootstrapping (or related permutation techniques). In the preceding 

paragraph, we have shown that a model of differences in variability over distinct substages can be 

tested by means of bootstrapping. For each bootstrapped sample of an individual child’s data set, we 

calculate a bootstrap estimation of some indicator variables of interest (for instance, the 

aforementioned difference in bandwidths). If we do a bootstrap test for a small number of children, for 

instance five, we have five series of indicator variables based on each child’s null hypothesis. We then 

randomly draw sets of five indicator values, one from each child, and repeat this a sufficient number of 

times (e.g. 1000 times). We can easily compute how many times the average indicator variables of the 

randomly drawn sets of five is equal to or exceeds the average of the five observed indicator 

variables. This number is the combined p-value of our five separate studies, i.e. our five individual 

children (see for instance Good, 1999). 

 

 

3.4 Summary and conclusion 

 

The assumption that (intra-individual) variability in the data is basically an expression of measurement 

error, is a deeply rooted and often also tacit belief of many developmental psychologists and social 
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science researchers in general. This belief is maintained and even amplified by the use of a standard 

toolbox of statistical techniques, each of which implicitly supports the error hypothesis. In addition, 

developmental theories make little room for variability within individuals as a phenomenon of interest, 

either as an indicator of development or as cause or condition of change. Against this vicious circle of 

neglect, we have placed three alternatives. First, we have briefly pointed to an approach to 

development that conceives of variability as an important phenomenon, namely dynamic systems 

theory. Second, we have given an overview of studies that have shown that intra-individual variability 

is an interesting variable in its own right and that it occurs in various forms. Third, and most 

importantly, we have introduced a number of simple techniques for making variability visible, in order 

to help researchers explore this interesting source of information.  

It is our firm belief that the starting point of developmental studies should be studies of individual 

trajectories, with as many repeated measurements as possible. Instead of conceptualizing a child’s 

developmental level or developmental state as a hidden true value, concealed by the vagaries of error 

laden measurement, we invite researchers to look at a child’s level as a range, a specific domain of 

variability, the properties of which change over the course of development. In order to help 

researchers achieve this goal, we introduced and discussed various techniques.  

First, we discussed the most common techniques: visual inspection of raw data (versus smoothing 

techniques) and two general variability measures: the Standard Deviation (SD) and the Coefficient of 

Variation (CV). We reviewed the complications of these two measures when applying them to 

developmental (growth) data. 

Second, we proposed a range of new techniques that were constructed specifically for the study of 

patterns of variability. First we presented several methods that show variability in a graph: the moving 

min-max graph (including the use of altitude or percentile lines), and the progmax-regmin graph. The 

commonality between these graphs is the representation of the observed score within its score range 

in a specific time window, for each point in time. These methods are especially useful for obtaining a 

general impression of the variability pattern (e.g. is it generally increasing or decreasing; are there 

changes in the bandwidth?) that may be helpful in generating testable hypotheses.  

Furthermore, we proposed a technique that is able to detect sudden increases of variability: the critical 

frequency method. With this technique, we calculated if and when fluctuations become “critically 

large”, and the system loses its stability. We also proposed a technique that is based on a central 

assumption of measurement error hypothesis: namely the symmetric distribution of error. By 

investigating the moving skewness of the distribution pattern we can test the tenability of this 

hypothesis in the data. We argued that the direction of the skewness could give information about the 

degree of consolidation of a new ability (a positively skewed distribution suggests a low degree of 

consolidation, a negatively skewed distribution a high degree of consolidation). Finally, as traditional 

statistical techniques offer little in testing variability hypotheses, we suggested the potential benefits of 

employing random sampling techniques. We have given a example of how sampling techniques can 

be used to test hypotheses about the pattern of variability.  

In line with authors such as Tukey (1977) and Loftus (1997), we believe that psychology in general 

and developmental psychology in particular will greatly benefit from a more exploratory approach to 
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the data. The approach should be primarily aimed at making the interesting phenomena visible. In 

developmental psychology, variability is such an interesting phenomenon, although it has long been 

neglected. If researchers accustom themselves to begin their data analysis by inspecting the patterns 

of variability within and between individuals, developmental psychology will have a chance to 

overcome the largely static and in fact non-developmental image that has prevailed in the past 

decades. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this article is to present a new approach to the analysis of longitudinal language data (time 

series), and apply this approach to a dataset of early child speech - in particular data on the 

development of prepositions and their use across contexts. Our approach focuses on a quantitative 

analysis of continuity versus discontinuity and on the form of, and eventual changes in, the variability 

in the data. We will apply this new approach to our own dataset of early child language (n=4), and 

present the results with regard to continuity versus discontinuity in the acquisition of prepositions. In 

our discussion we will address several fundamental issues concerning (dis)continuity and variability. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

4.1.1 Continuous versus discontinuous developmental processes 

4.1.1.1 Definitions of (dis)continuity 

Developmental change in general and language development in particular can literally take many 

shapes, ranging from the linear increase via the classical S-shape to a trajectory with discrete 

developmental steps (stages). One important distinction among these different shapes of development 

concerns the difference between continuity and discontinuity. The meaning of the terms “continuity” 

and “discontinuity” differs across studies and disciplines. For instance, while Sternberg and Okagaki 

(1989) use the term to describe lack of smoothness in growth curves and the lack of constancy of the 

rank orders of individual scores across time, Ford and Lerner (1992) use it to indicate different ways 

and causes of development (see Ruhland, 1998). Wimmers (1996) stated that " a [non-equilibrium] 

discontinuous phase transition [in a complex system] involves an abrupt shift from one stable 

configuration of behavior to another, due to breaking and (re)making the underlying constraints" [pp. 

7]. Van Geert, Savelsbergh and van der Maas (1999) state "we can define a discontinuity in the most 

general sense by identifying it with a stage transition. That is, if a stage is replaced by another stage, 

in the sense of consecutive sets of different equilibria, a discontinuity has occurred” [pp. XV]. Ruhland 

gave the following definition: "there is a qualitative, structural change in the development, in such a 

manner that there is no structural linkage with earlier behavior, and this change is reflected in the lack 

of smoothness of a growth curve" [pp. 15].  

It is important to note that discontinuity is in principle qualitative (structural) by nature. One stable state 

(equilibrium) is followed by a qualitatively different stable state. For instance, in the field of motor 

development, a qualitative discontinuity in the development from crawling to walking can be observed. 

Crawling and walking are qualitatively different, and once children learn to walk, crawling rapidly 

extinguishes. According to Ruhland’s definition, this qualitative change should also be reflected at the 

quantitative level. However, we suspect that even if a new developmental aspect emerges abruptly, 

the quantitative replacement of the old form by the new may occur in a continuous fashion. On the 

other hand, the finding of a quantitative discontinuity may indicate a qualitative discontinuity (unless 

there is clear evidence that it is caused by some independent external factor that suddenly emerges).  

 

4.1.1.2 Examples of (dis)continuity 

In order to give the reader an impression of continuous versus discontinuous growth curves, we will 

now discuss some examples. Figure 4.1 shows four typical continuous growth curves. These are 

linear increase, exponential increase, asymptotic change and logistic growth (see figure 4.1). 
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1C      1D 

 

Figure 4.1. Examples of linear increase (1A), exponential growth (1B), asymptotic increase (1C) and logistic 

growth (1D).  

 

The simplest form of change is linear (figure 4.1A), which shows a constant additive increase over 

time. Exponential increase (figure 4.1B) is characterized by a slow start, and an infinitely increasing 

steepness. Asymptotic growth (figure 4.1C) appears when the onset of change is very rapid, followed 

by decrease and the reaching of a maximum. Logistic (or S-shaped) change (Figure 4.1D) is a 

combination of the exponential and asymptotic change. This curve shows a slow start, followed by an 

increasing slope, which changes into a decreasing slope, and finally the growth levels out when a 

maximum is reached. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2A      2B 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Examples of the discrete step (2A) and the cusp (simplified representation) (2B).   

 

Examples of discontinuous curves are the discrete step (figure 4.2A) and the cusp (figure 4.2B). In 

these examples, the pattern begins as a horizontal line (discrete step) or a slow increase (cusp). The 

change occurs suddenly. The dotted line represents the transition form one stage to the second. The 
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difference between the discrete step and the cusp is that the cusp has an overlap region between 

these stages and the transitions can occur at different points in time at this overlap region. The cusp 

has several other characteristics, which will be addressed later on. Important is that in a discontinuity 

the growing variable jumps from one level to the next without intermediary points. It should be noted 

that the terms "spurt" and "jump" are often used in relation to discontinuities, while in principle spurts 

and jumps are not typical of discontinuous change. The reason for this is that the sampling is almost 

by definition discrete and thus easily misses data that lie along the steep increase. Actually, a 

continuous curve can look like a discontinuous one. This is especially the case for very steep S-

curves. Thus, although a developmental curve might show a definite jump or spurt, this does not 

automatically imply that the data are discontinuous. This point illustrates the problematic methodology 

of determining these discontinuities in empirical data.  

 

4.1.2 Catastrophe Theory and the testing for discontinuities 

4.1.2.1 The cusp catastrophe as a model for developmental discontinuities 

Dynamic systems theory not only provides a convincing theoretical framework for development, but 

also focuses attention on the more irregular aspects of change. Two central concepts in this approach 

are the concept of self-organization and the concept of an attractor-value. Discontinuities are of 

special interest because they may indicate increasing self-organization in the system, that is a 

spontaneous organization from a lower level to a higher level or order (van Geert, Savelsbergh & van 

der Maas, 1999). According to catastrophe theory, which can be considered a specific branch of 

dynamic systems theory, self-organizational processes can be classified into a limited number of 

characteristic patterns of discontinuous change, depending on the number of fundamental variables 

that determine the change. As such, catastrophe theory offers concrete models and criteria for 

discontinuities in developmental processes. The theory distinguishes seven elementary catastrophes. 

All these catastrophes are discontinuities that are caused by changes in control variables. Of these 

seven catastrophes, the cusp is the simplest: it is controlled by two variables and there are two 

equilibrium states. Also, the cusp has been successfully applied to several aspects of development 

(Hosenfeld, van der Maas & van den Boom, 1997; Jansen & van der Maas, 2002; van der Maas & 

Molenaar, 1992; van der Maas, 1993; Wimmers, 1996) and social behavior (Tesser & Achee, 1994). 

The cusp looks like a folded table-cloth (see figure 4.3) with one behavioral variable (z) and two 

control variables (x and y). Thus, the cusp is a three dimensional model, folded at the front and 

smooth at the back. The cusp can be fitted directly to data consisting of measurements for x, y and z 

(Cuspfit; Hartelman, 1996, based on the method of Cobb & Zachs,1985).  
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Figure 4.3. The cusp catastrophe. The folded surface  (top) represents different transition possibilities (gray lines). 

The transition is either continuous or discontinuous (bottom). Which type of transition will occur depends on the 

values of the control parameters that govern the process at issue. 

 

4.1.2.2 Qualitative indicators of the cusp catastrophe: catastrophe flags 

A second way of testing the cusp catastrophe model, in addition to direct fitting techniques uses the 

special characteristics of the cusp model. Catastrophe theory provides eight so-called catastrophe 

flags to test the presence of a cusp model (Gilmore, 1981). These are: (1) sudden jump (which 

indicates that the change must be sudden), (2) multimodality (there are two or more modes in the 

data), (3) inaccessibility (there should be no observations in between modes), (4) hysteresis (the level 

of the jump depends on the direction of the change), (5) divergence (the jump is critically dependent 

on the initial conditions), (6) divergence from a linear response (there are large oscillations after a 

perturbation), (7) critically slowing down (there is a delayed recovery after a perturbation), and (8) 

anomalous variance (there is increased variability in the vicinity of a jump). If all flags are present in a 

developmental dataset, we can be sure of a discontinuity in the form of a cusp catastrophe. 

 

4.1.2.3 Catastrophe flags in early language development 

Catastrophe flag testing is virtually absent in the field of language development. The only exception is 

the study of Ruhland (1998, also see Ruhland and van Geert, 1998), who investigated transitions in 
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the use of function words in early language development. This study analyses the time serial language 

data of six subjects (ages from around 1;6 till around 3;0) from the Groningen Dutch Corpus (Childes 

database). In longitudinal observations of spontaneous speech, frequency counts of articles, modals 

and pronouns were made. This selection of function words represents an adequate cross-section of all 

types of function words. These, as Ruhland claims, can be seen as a measure for syntactic and 

semantic complexity of the child utterances (Ruhland, 1998). Out of the eight flags, Ruhland found 

evidence for three flags: sudden jump, multimodality and anomalous variance. However, inter-

individual differences were large in the sense that not all children showed these flags. After fitting 

linear, logistic and cusp models to the data (using Cuspfit), the cusp model gave the best fit. Since no 

control parameters are known in the development of function words, Ruhland used “age” as a control 

parameter. Ruhland expresses his doubt about whether such a fit is sufficient to reject the continuous 

models, because the cusp usually fits best to data with a high growth rate. Ruhland concludes that in 

order to reject continuity, too few children show too few flags. 

There are several examples of studies that have employed catastrophe flag testing in other fields of 

infant development. For instance van der Maas, Raijmakers, Hartelman and Molenaar (1999) applied 

the flags critically slowing down, sudden jump and anomalous variance to reaction times in the 

development in analogical reasoning. The evidence for the sudden jump turned out to be not very 

convincing, but statistically significant anomalous variance and critically slowing down was shown. 

Wimmers (1996) used the catastrophe flags to detect a discontinuous transition from reaching without 

grasping to reaching with grasping. This transition occurs in most infants between the ages of 16 and 

24 weeks. It was the combination of flags that lead Wimmers to conclude that the development of the 

perceptual-motor organization constitutes a discontinuous transition. Whereas sudden jump, 

inaccessibility and bimodality were sufficient to reject the only linear continuous model (and not the 

logistic model), anomalous variance and other properties related to the stability of the system were 

strong indicators for discontinuous change.  

 

4.1.2.4 The limitations of cusp catastrophe testing 

In principle, only the presence of all catastrophe flags indicates a cusp catastrophe. The examples of 

"catastrophe flag studies" show that this strict criterion is seldom (if ever) met. This leads us to the 

question of how many flags, and additional indicators (such as the model fitting and other 

observations), are necessary and sufficient to indicate discontinuity? It is important to note that not all 

flags can be observed in longitudinal data. For instance, the test for hysteresis is intrinsically 

impossible, since it would require the reversing of time. Also, for child behavior that is studied with 

non-invasive methods, we can also not test divergence, divergence from linear response and critical 

slowing down, since they can only be tested after perturbation. In the case of early language 

development, it is hard to conceive of an appropriate –let alone ethically acceptable- perturbation 

method. 

The direct fitting of a cusp catastrophe model is confined to data sets for which estimations of the two 

control variables are available and thus, by implication, is limited to phenomena that critically depend 

on only two control variables (although this limitation may be weakened by using latent control 
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variables that are functions of various observed variables; see Guastello, 1988). Also, in many 

domains of development (such as early language development), no real control parameters are 

available.  

Finally, the cusp catastrophe plane describes the set of equilibrium levels of a behavior. That is, for 

each couple of (x,y)-values, the corresponding z-value is a point attractor that the behavior should 

reach or approach after a sufficiently short time (except for those x-y values in the vicinity of the jump, 

in which case we should find the divergence “flag”). However, it may be questioned whether the notion 

of a point attractor applies to the developmental phenomena that we wish to study, such as the 

spontaneous use of prepositions (which relates to the discussion of “true” scores, see further).  

 

4.1.3 Discontinuity and variability 

4.1.3.1 Intra-individual variability 

A central finding of many time serial datasets is the occurrence of large intra-individual variability. 

Intra-individual variability can be defined as: differences in the behavior within the same children, at 

different points in time. In developmental data, variability is expressed as fluctuations between 

measurement points, which make the data look capricious. As an example, we refer to the 

developmental trajectories of function words, found by Ruhland (1998). During all of these trajectories, 

the intra-individual fluctuations are large. This finding may be problematic for the application of the flag 

inaccessibility. Given the fluctuations, we may find frequencies in the region that the model specifies 

as “inaccessible”. However, does this mean that all these variable datasets are inherently continuous? 

We will address this fundamental question in the discussion section. 

Intra-individual variability has largely been neglected until the introduction of dynamic systems theory, 

about a decade ago. Dynamic systems theory takes a radical departure from the traditional approach 

to variability. This traditional view is voiced by a strong axiom in psychology called “true score theory", 

which systematically considers variability to be the result of measurement error8 (Lord & Novick, 1968; 

Cronbach, 1960; Nunnally, 1970). This true score theory is closely related to signal-transmission 

theory. In this theory a signal (analogous to the true score) is being transmitted while "noise" is added 

to the signal. This theory is often (but incorrectly) understood as if it implies that all (short-term) 

variability boils down to noise, thus error. This "error hypothesis" is based on the assumption that 

every psychological measurement is subjected to random measurement error, which is expressed in 

the variability of repeatedly acquired scores. Dynamic systems theory, however, claims that variability 

is developmentally meaningful and bears important information about the nature of the developmental 

process. For instance, Thelen and Smith (1994) claim that in self-organization, the system is attracted 

to one preferred configuration out of many possible states, but behavioral variability is regarded as an 

essential precursor. They state: “Variability is revealed when systems are in transition, and when they 

undergo these shifts, the system is free to explore new and more adaptive associations and 

                                                      
8 In modern reliability theory, variables are viewed as random variables and the measurement of a variable is 

defined as the drawing of a single value from the probability distribution. The true score is defined as the mean or 

expected value of the random variable (Traub, 1994). 
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configurations” (pp. 145). Thelen and Smith encourage researchers to investigate the variability in 

their data.  

 

4.1.3.2 Examples of studies on intra-individual variability  

Inspired by this new definition, several researchers have taken up on the study of variability and do as 

Thelen and Smith suggest: they treat their variability as data, and analyze it. In general, various 

studies emphasize different aspects of variability. Both Bertenthal (1999) and de Weerth and van 

Geert (1999, 2002) point to variability as a causal factor for development. Berthenthal discusses the 

function of (qualitative) variability in the development of crawling in infants. He states: ""[..] this 

variability is not merely a correlate of change but instead a contributor to the change itself" (pp. 105). 

(see also Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998; Newell & Corcos, 1993). He goes on stating that variability offers 

flexibility, which drives development following Darwinian principles. Principles of variation and 

selection make that the most successful behaviors will be repeated and stored more often than the 

less successful ones. De Weerth and van Geert point at a possible adaptive strategy of variability in 

early infant emotion-related behavior. Intra-individual variability, they claim, ensures the infant of 

continuing maternal care: ""[..]mother and infant try out new ways of communicating with each other, 

and also change them over time. [..] [They] tune into each other and influence each other with their 

moods, attitudes and developing skills etc." (pp. 11). Alibali (1999) found that conceptual change (in 

the contexts of solving mathematical equations) is a cyclical process, which results in periods with 

more variability alternated with periods with less variability. In this case, variability is a predictor for the 

type of strategy change the child is going through. The expectation is that children with low initial 

variability will generate many new strategies, which causes the variability to increase. At the same 

time, the children with high initial variability are expected to drop strategies, which causes the 

variability to decline. In the example of Ruhland (1998), the data were extremely variable. Although 

within-session variability did not correlate systematically with a developmental transition, between-

session variability might still show such a pattern after further analysis. Ruhland states that between-

session variability can be considered a developmental characteristic and that knowledge about this 

phenomenon is important for a more thorough insight in developmental processes. 

 

4.1.3.3 Conclusion: relating (dis)continuity and intra-individual variability 

In summary, since the introduction of dynamic systems theory, many current variability-centered 

studies have appeared in the literature (see for example the special issue on variability in Infant 

Behavior and Development, issue 25(4), 2002). In van Geert and van Dijk (2002), we proposed to 

view developmental data as score ranges. Instead of depicting a single line of development, we 

suggested to include the local (moving) minima and maxima in the graph. The width of this range is 

informative, since it gives us information on the flexibility and sensitivity of the system to its 

environment. Where the maximal value represents the maximal performance of a child under optimal 

circumstances, the minimal value indicates the vulnerability of this performance to other (less optimal) 

circumstances. This flexibility and vulnerability might be different for different subjects or for the same 
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subject at a later measurement occasion, i.e. for different phases in development. In spite of its 

importance, these phenomena of intra-individual variability is an underexposed aspect in the 

discussion on continuity versus discontinuity, mainly since there are no methods to study this 

phenomenon in an integrated approach. However, we will defend the position that (dis)continuity and 

variability are inherently intertwined. In order to describe continuity versus discontinuity in the 

trajectory of any developmental variable or “grower”, we should therefore include patterns of 

variability.  Consequently, we refine our description of discontinuity as a transition from one variability 

pattern to a different variability pattern, in the sense that there is a sudden change in this variability 

pattern.  

 

4.1.4 Research on prepositions 

4.1.4.1 (Dis)continuity and the notion of stages in language development 

In this article we will apply the continuity versus discontinuity distinction to the field of early language 

development, more specifically to the early acquisition of prepositions. In our methods we will appoint 

a central position to intra-individual variability. The reason for this is that both (dis)continuity and 

variability remain largely untouched in this branch of developmental psychology. However, these 

issues are related to an important theme in the acquisition literature, namely  whether language 

development consists of stages. Language development is often characterized in terms of stages or 

phases. For instance, this characterization is used in the study of rhyme (for instance Fikkert, 1998), 

and the acquisition of grammar (see for instance van Kampen and  Wijnen, 2000). As an example, van 

der Stelt and Koopmans-van Beinum (2000) discuss six stages of speech production, from continuous 

phonation in a single breath to the production of meaningful words. They state that a new stage begins 

when children acquire a new ability in the sense of a milestone, (see pp. 113). However, they go on 

saying that this does not mean that sounds that are produced in a previous stage have disappeared. 

The question still remains as to whether these stages are merely descriptive characterizations or 

whether they are true discrete stages (a sequence of periods in time with coherent elements that have 

a certain degree of stability). 

Studying discontinuity in language development (as opposed to, for instance, intellectual 

development) has several practical advantages. First, spontaneous language can be quantified easily 

(by means of frequency counts) and, second, the data collection procedure is not invasive. This is 

important since in order to study the developmental process adequately, frequently repeated 

measurements are needed, which disqualifies all invasive procedures. 

4.1.4.2 Examples of studies on the growth of prepositions: qualitative and quantitative aspects 

The present study aims at providing a process account of the quantitative development of spatial 

prepositions. We do this because we are convinced that it contributes to a fundamental insight about 

how this linguistic category is acquired. In the literature, studies on the developmental trajectory of 

prepositions are predominantly discussed from a qualitative angle, while quantitative aspects remain 

underrepresented. As an example, several researchers (e.g. Johnston & Slobin, 1979) focussed on a 

typical pattern in the acquisition of prepositions: across languages children learn "in", "on" and "under", 
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before they learn "between", "back" and "forth". However, they did not elaborate on the quantities in 

which they occur in child speech. Furthermore, it is often noted that the earliest prepositions are 

closely related to actions, and therefore resemble verbs to a certain degree (Clark, 1978; Tomasselo, 

1987).  

There are only a handful of studies that explicitly report quantitative data on the developmental 

trajectory of prepositions. Examples are Brown (1973), and Stenzel (1996), who showed individual 

developmental curves. Brown (1973) elaborates on Eve’s use of prepositional phrases (age 1;6 to 

2;0). He shows the percentage of obligatory contexts of "in" and "on" in Eve’s first 12 samples. It 

should be noted that Brown selected only the instances of "in" and "on" because –as he states- "these 

were only frequent enough to yield fairly continuous data" (pp. 263). In the first six of these samples in 

this trajectory, Eve omitted these prepositions more than she supplied them. In these early samples, 

the curve moves up and down, but from sample 7 onwards, the obliged prepositions level up to 

between 90 and 100 percent. Analysis of the later data of Eve (after age 2) showed that these levels 

remain above 90 percent. Brown also mentions that the data from Adam and Sarah resemble the 

picture described in Eve, but the absolute frequencies of each sample remained too low to acquire 

continuous data. In summary, Brown described the developmental trajectory of the "obliged 

prepositions" in terms of a quantitative change: before this change prepositions are mostly omitted 

with highly fluctuating data, and later at least 90 percent of the obliged contexts were supplied.  

Stenzel (1996) revealed a similar jump-wise pattern. In his study on prepositional case in a bilingual 

child, he reports the longitudinal data of subject Pascal, age 2;4-4;7. At the beginning of this period, 

prepositions were only used very infrequently. The first impression of the data was that they could be 

separated into two distinct phases. He states: ".. [I]n the first phase, the absolute number of tokens is 

very low, and we find some strange distributions. In the second phase, the number of utterances 

containing prepositions is rather high in some recordings (and zero in others); and the pattern 

observed in the first phase vanishes." [pp. 1036]. 

The study of Leikin (1998) also reports quantitative data on the acquisition of locative prepositions 

across ages, but these are hard to interpret. Leikin reports the scores (sum scores of correct 

responses) of five age groups of subjects in a preposition-naming task. These age groups (from age 

3;0 to 7;2) show an increase in their mean scores, that (in our opinion) can be adequately modeled 

with a linear model. Leikin concludes that there was a steady improvement in performance with age. 

However, it should be noted that averaging over groups of subjects often leads to a smoothed 

trajectory. Moreover, the fact that the data are cross-sectional by nature, does not permit conclusions 

about individual trajectories, simply because the individual curves were not measured.  

4.1.4.3 Research question 

The empirical research question that we will address in this article concerns the (dis)continuity of the 

development of spatial prepositions. More specifically, we shall investigate whether there exists a 

discontinuous transition from one variability pattern in the use of spatial prepositions to a different 

variability pattern. We will pay special attention to the question of the empirical criteria that can be 

used to distinguish discontinuous from continuous developmental patterns. 
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4.2 The case study 

 

4.2.1 Data collection 

In the case study, four subjects (Heleen, Jessica, Berend and Lisa) were followed from around age 1;6 

to age 2;6. In the beginning of the study, the subjects were predominantly in the one-word stage, while 

at the end of the observation period their language showed various early characteristics of the 

differentiation stage (see for characteristics of the Dutch differentiation stage Gillis and Schaerlaekens, 

2000). For details on the subjects see table 4.1. All subjects came from middle class families, who 

lived in suburban neighborhoods in average to large cities in the Middle and North of the Netherlands. 

The children were raised in a monolingual Dutch environment, with no apparent dialect. The 

participating families were recruited through a newspaper article, an e-mail posting and informal 

contacts. It should be noted that one of the subjects (Lisa) is the first author’s daughter. The subjects’ 

general cognitive development was tested with the Bayley Developmental Scales 2/30 (van der 

Meulen & Smrkovsky, 1983) a few months before their second birthday. The scores were average to 

above average. 

 

Table 4.1  

Subject characteristics 

 

name  ages   number of observations gender  

 

Heleen  1;6,4 – 2;5,20  55    Female   

Jessica  1;7,12 – 2;6,18  52    Female   

Berend  1;7,14 – 2;7,13  50    Male   

Lisa  1;4,12 - 2;4.12  48    Female   

 

 

The study is based on videotaped observations of spontaneous speech under naturalistic 

circumstances (the child's home). During these observations, children and parents were free to follow 

their normal daily routine. There were a few practical restrictions given to the parents’ activities (such 

as not watching the television, and not having extensive phone conversations). Parents were also 

asked to stay in the living room as much as possible. In addition to the child, one of the parents was 

always present during the observations. In the cases of Heleen and Jessica, there was also an 

observer present, who operated the camera. This observer was highly familiar to the child and 

parents. She participated in normal conversation, with the specification that she did not initiate 

conversation, but only responded when addressed by the child or parent. In the case of Berend and 

Lisa, one parent operated the camera and no additional observers were present. Siblings were 
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excluded as much as possible, for instance by scheduling the observations when an older sibling was 

at school or a younger sibling asleep. All observations took place in the morning, when most children 

are highly productive (Wells, 1985). Each observation lasted 60 minutes. 

The camera was positioned in a corner of the living room, overviewing much of the living room space. 

A wide-angle microphone was attached to the camera, which facilitated the recording of all language 

while the child moved freely across the room. The quality of the recordings turned out to be adequate: 

relatively few utterances were missed because of noise in the environment (roughly estimated 

between 5 and 10 percent). However, because the recordings were relatively long (each observation 

captured a minimum of 100 transcribed utterances but the majority of observations contained over 200 

utterances) and the interference was non-systematic, we are confident that this occasional noise did 

not influence the results of this study. There was a warming-up time of 5 minutes. In practice, the child 

hardly noticed the camera and did not behave differently with or without the camera.  

The measurement design was scheduled in such a way that both long- and short-term variability could 

be optimally captured. The general format of the design is based on the common two-weekly 

measurement design (e.g. from the Childes-database samples). This measurement frequency is 

considered adequate to study developmental changes. In order to study short-term ("day-to-day") 

variability, we alternated the two weekly observations with six periods in which observations were 

intensified to daily observations or observations made every other day. These so-called “intensive 

periods” were equally divided over the total observation period of a year. 

 

For further analysis of the speech samples, in two children (Heleen and Jessica) all child language 

and all child-directed adult language were transcribed (orthographically) according to Childes 

conventions (MacWhinney, 1991) by an experienced transcriber (the first author). Part of the initial 

transcriptions were made by trained graduate students (one student per subject). However, all files 

were checked by the first author and altered when her notation differed from the initial transcripts. 

From these transcripts, the utterances with a preposition were selected with LEGro (Language-

analysis Excel add-in Groningen, van Geert, 2000), an Excel-macro that can select utterances with 

different kinds of criteria. We selected utterances that contained a spatial preposition.  

The data of the remaining two subjects (Berend and Lisa) were processed by employing a less time-

consuming, more direct approach: only the child’s utterances that contained a preposition were 

transcribed (Childes conventions), and not the utterances without a preposition. This was done by 

trained graduate students (one student per subject) after intensive training by the first author.  

Inter-observer reliability was calculated as the positive overlap-ratio on the basis of an utterance-by-

utterance comparison of a sample of the total dataset. These were 0.84 (Heleen), 0.88 (Jessica), 0.87 

(Berend) and 0.87 (Lisa)9, which is adequate. (For a discussion on these measures and a critical 

discussion of the concept of reliability see van Dijk and van Geert, 2003, chapter 6 of this thesis.) 

 

                                                      
9 Overlap ratios of Lisa and Berend are based on independent scoring of prepositions in a sample of two 

observations (see for a more detailed description Van Geert  & van Dijk, 2003, see chapter 6). Scoring the case of 

Heleen and Jessica was not independent; ratios are based on a sample of 12 respectively 10 observations. 
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4.2.2 Prepositions-in-context 

4.2.2.1 An overview of prepositions used in this study 

All prepositions that belong to the set of spatial prepositions were selected, but only if the context was 

spatial. The total set of spatial prepositions consisted of "in", "uit", "op", "af", "voor", "achter", "tussen", 

"over", "bij", "naar", "onder", "boven", "binnen", "buiten", “door” (approximate translations are in, out, 

on, off, before/in front of, after/behind, between, over, near (to)/at, to, under, above, in/inside, 

out/outside, through). We counted the total frequency of prepositions that were uttered in a particular 

spatial context. This means that if the context showed that the child referred to an object in a spatial 

relationship to another object, that preposition was included. We included contexts that referred to 

spatial actions that had just occurred, or that still had to happen. For instance, if a child said "in chair" 

in the context of "I want to sit in my chair", the preposition was also included. We counted all distinct 

spatial contexts. For instance if a child said "in chair" and "doll in bed", these were counted as two 

different spatial contexts. However, because we were interested in the child’s ability to label spatial 

situations, repetitions were excluded. For instance, if a child repeatedly said "in chair, in chair", while 

the parent did not respond, this was counted as only one spatial preposition-in-context.  

The definition of what is considered “the acquisition of prepositions” varies across studies, related to 

the theoretical angle of the study. For instance, Brown (1973) used the notion of "obliged 

prepositions". In this definition, utterance content is considered as criterion to determine the obligatory 

character of the preposition, which is the case if the context is spatial and the child utters both object 

and subject of the preposition. The consequence is that the earliest prepositions are excluded from 

this frequency count, since these prepositions are one-word utterances. Thus, the object and subject 

are absent by definition. The result is an underestimation of prepositions, especially in the earliest 

stages of language development.  

In this study, we adopted a definition of prepositions that is consistent with the emphasis that dynamic 

systems theory places on context-dependency. Therefore, we focus on the development of 

"prepositions-in-contexts", which we define as "the number of distinct spatial contexts the infant labels 

with a preposition".  

 

4.2.2.2 Research question and expectations 

The central question in this study is "is the developmental range of variability of these prepositions-in-

contexts continuous or discontinuous?". On the one hand, it might be the case that the development of 

prepositions-in-contexts can be described as a continuous trajectory. In this case there might be a 

gradual differentiation of prepositions-in-contexts: from a restricted use to a more refined and flexible 

application of prepositions in a variety of distinct contexts. In this case, the child acquires the new 

prepositions context-by-context or type-by-type. From the conceptual standpoint, continuity can be 

expected if the order of acquisition follows the underlying conceptual complexity of prepositions (Clark, 

1978; Johnston & Slobin, 1979), that is, if the acquisition of the related non-linguistic spatial 

knowledge is continuous. From the modular point of view, continuity can also be expected, as the 
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result of the mapping of spatial concepts between the three main cognitive modules, namely 

perception, action and language (van Geert, 1986).  

On the other hand, it might be the case that there is a discontinuity in the development of prepositions. 

In this case, the child suddenly discovers the way prepositions can be used to label spatial relations 

between objects. This discovery might function as a threshold, after which prepositions are used in 

abundance, while before they were only seldom used, and only in verb-like situations. A discontinuous 

trajectory is expected if, for instance, the required syntactic rules are acquired, and these rules 

generalize instantly across types and contexts. Here, the discontinuity stems from the sudden 

acquisition of a new structural category, namely the syntactical use of prepositions. This may lead to 

an instantaneous application of the preposition category to a wide collection of spatial contexts. At first 

impression, the curves and descriptions presented by Brown (1973) and Stenzel (1996) may resemble 

this sudden change to some extent, since the data showed two distinct phases in the acquisition of 

prepositions. However, the data are difficult to compare since the prepositions were counted using 

different concepts. 

 

4.2.2.3 Variability and context 

Furthermore, it might be argued that the variability we observe is highly dependent on (linguistic and 

non-linguistic) context. Some contexts might be better suited to evoke spatial prepositions than others. 

Variability in the data therefore not only reflects the possible instability of the developing syntactical 

system, but moreover coincidental situational factors. We agree that not all variability is a direct 

reflection of development, more precisely, of the processes of stabilization and destabilization of the 

acquired linguistic category. On the other hand, we must consider that there exists a mutual 

interaction between the developing infant and the spatial context. This conception is completely 

parallel to a basic assumption of dynamic systems theory. Thelen and Smith (1994) for instance, 

argue, with regard to the development of leg-movements in the first year, that "without a context, there 

is no essence" [pp. 17]. They go on stating that cognitive development "is [equally] modular, 

heterochronic, context dependent and multidimensional" [pp. 17]. As we mentioned before, the 

behavioral repertoire of children of this age is filled with spatial activities, and the child is an active 

agent in the selection and constitution of activities and topics. Thus, the variability is the result of this 

mutual relation between the developing child and the context. The child is not passively influenced by 

context, but also selects it and contributes to it.  

Therefore, we must not conceive of the development of prepositions as the development from one 

stable state (of no preposition use) to another stable state (of having acquired prepositions and using 

them at a constant level of production). Instead, we must consider the fact that the end-state of 

development is not a "stable" category, but a category that is "dynamically stable" in the sense that the 

produced prepositions still show a considerably variable range dependent both on subject-specific and 

on situational factors. This range of fully acquired preposition use should, however, be smaller than 

the range of preposition use in young children who are still acquiring this linguistic category. We have 

some indication that this is indeed the case: in a case study children show noticeably larger variability 

in their use of spatial prepositions than adults. A statistical test based on a resampling procedure 
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showed that, on average, variability of four infants (followed from age 1;6 to 2;6, among which Heleen) 

were larger than that of two adult samples (for details see van Geert and van Dijk, 2002). This 

suggests that at least part of the variability we wish to describe in this article is developmentally 

determined.  

 

4.2.3 Statistical analysis and results 

The first step consisted of an analysis of the individual trajectories, based on bootstrap and resampling 

procedures (for general discussions of the bootstrap and resampling method, see for instance Good, 

1999, Manly, 1997; the procedures were carried out in Microsoft Excel, by means of a statistical add-

in, Poptools, Hood, 2001). The question we addressed is: do the individual trajectories show 

discontinuities in the developing range? Second, we performed a meta-analysis on the four individual 

trajectories in order to answer the question whether our conclusions with regard to discontinuities in 

the individual trajectories also applied to the four subjects as a group.  

 

4.2.3.1 The developmental curves of prepositions 

In order to get a general impression of the development of prepositions we plotted the trajectories of 

the four subjects in figure 4.4. On the basis of visual inspection, we aligned subjects to their first major 

peak in their trajectories. Using this representation, all subjects show their first major "jump" at point 

zero on the x-axis. The other numbers on the axis represent the number of days between the other 

observations and this point zero.  

Visual inspection of the individual trajectories shows that most subjects can be described in terms of 

two distinct phases. First, they show a period in which prepositions-in-context only occur occasionally, 

usually the phase before point zero. In this phase, prepositions fluctuate weakly between values lower 

than 10. As an exception, Lisa’s initial values reach to around 15. Then, further on, all trajectories are 

characterized by strong fluctuations, which occur after the first major outbursts of prepositions. Inter-

individual differences are clearly visible. For instance, the timing of the transition between this first and 

second phase differs between the four subjects. While Heleen shows a relatively long initial phase, 

Berend only shows seven values that might be characterized as such. It can be questioned whether 

Berend actually displays the initial phase we described above. However, since we have no data before 

measurement point -38, we can only speculate on the existence of a first phase as found in the other 

subjects. 

Thus, solely on the basis of visual inspection, trajectories of these four subjects may be described in 

terms of two distinct phases. First, there is an initial phase in which there are only a restricted number 

of prepositions-in-contexts. Secondly, this phase is followed by a more advanced phase in which 

prepositions are used in many different contexts, but whose usage is highly variable, dependent on 

context. 
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Figure 4.4. The individual trajectories of prepositions-in-context, Heleen, Jessica, Lisa and Berend.  

 

4.2.3.2 Criteria of discontinuity 

In order to test whether this "two-distinct-phases" observation is a reflection of an underlying 

discontinuity, we need a statistical testing model. The concept of discontinuity we adopted in this study 

is "a transition from one variability pattern, to a different variability pattern, in the sense that there is a 

sudden change in this variability pattern", a definition that assigns  a central position to variability. 

Therefore, our testing criterion is designed to be sensitive to changes in these variability patterns. The 

criteria we constructed for these analyses are based on resampling procedures. The question we 

intend to answer by means of these procedures is "to what extent is a continuous model capable of 

producing the results of our four subjects?". This continuous model will be estimated on the basis of 

the observed data. The continuous model will then be used to simulate data sets, each of which will 

therefore, by definition, be produced by the continuous model. If these simulated models are capable 

of producing the statistical indicators of discontinuity that we observed in our subjects, the null-

hypothesis of underlying continuous development cannot be rejected. In short, we define a 

discontinuous model as a model that has characteristic properties that a continuous model does not 

have. If we had evidence that the process is determined by two control variables, we could postulate 

that the discontinuity must be consistent with the criteria of the cusp catastrophe. However, there is no 

evidence that the acquisition of prepositions is governed by two known control variables (or any 

specific number of control variables, for that matter). Also the application of “age” as a control 

parameter, as used by Ruhland, is questionable. Finally, we have no reasons to believe that the level 

of preposition use can be described by a point attractor (the equilibrium level specified by the 

behavioral plane of the catastrophe, see figure 4.3). 
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Instead, we looked for two indicators that we think are likely to occur in any kind of discontinuity. The 

first is the existence of two clearly distinct sub-phases or sub-patterns in a trajectory that shows a 

discontinuity. If a discontinuity occurs, it is likely to show in the form of two distinct patterns, e.g. 

distinct patterns of data in terms of distinct means, variability or trends. Of course any pattern or 

trajectory can be divided in two or more sub-patterns. The question is whether or not it is statistically 

unlikely that the division based on the observed data can also be made on the basis of the simulated 

data, i.e. the continuous model. The second indicator is the existence of an anomaly in the data at the 

moment of the discontinuous shift. We expect that such an anomaly can be observed in the form of an 

unexpectedly large, local peak or “spike” in the production of prepositions. The peak or spike is 

“unexpectedly large” if the likelihood that it can be explained on the basis of a continuous model is 

very small.   

Since we characterized discontinuity by properties that a null-hypothesis model of continuity cannot 

produce, it is important to explain how such a null-hypothesis model was estimated for our data. We 

defined the null-hypothesis model as the simplest possible and most general model of continuous 

change in both the trend and the variability of the data. The model that best matches these criteria for 

the four datasets is a simple linear model with a slope and standard deviation of the residuals that are 

both a linear function of time. The null hypothesis model for each of the four datasets was calculated 

by first estimating a linear model for the data. We then calculated the distances between the data and 

the linear model (the distance is the absolute difference between a data point and the value of the 

model at that point). We then fitted a linear model to the distances, again based on time as the 

independent variable. For each moment in time, ti, the null hypothesis model is a normal probability 

distribution with a mean equal to Mti = αM + βM ti and a standard deviation equal to Dti = C .(αD + βD ti), 

for C a fitting constant10. Finally, note that a null-hypothesis model in the form of either a quadratic 

equation or a transition equation led to only small improvements in the R2-value in two cases with the 

quadratic equation and to a worsening in three cases with the transition equation. In summary, we 

opted for the linear model as the simplest and best fitting null-hypothesis model of discontinuous 

change in both the trend and the variability. 

 

4.2.3.3 The distance criterion: looking for statistically significant sub-patterns  

4.2.3.3.1 Method 

The first and strictest definition of discontinuity assumes a model of two distinct phases that can be 

characterized as two distinct stationary series. That is, each time series (i.e. each sub-phase) has its 

own constant average and its own constant variability (standard deviation). However, since we are 

dealing with developmental data, we must relax our assumption of stationarity and accept that each 

                                                      
10 If we fit a model to the local variances, i.e. the squared differences or local variances, the resulting model is too 

much influenced by the heteroscedasticity of the residuals. Fitting a model to the absolute differences, i.e. the 

local standard deviations, gives better results, but leads to an underestimation of the variability of the resulting 

null-hypothesis model. In order to obtain the same level of variability in the data as in the null-hypothesis model, 

the estimated standard deviation must be multiplied by a fitting constant, which is approximately 1.26. 
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sub-phase will have its own linear increase, both in terms of average and standard deviation. Thus, we 

will have a discontinuity if each sub-phase is characterized by its own linear regression model and if 

the differences between those linear regression models is bigger than can be expected if the data 

were based on a continuous model. If the developmental trajectory of prepositions is discontinuous, 

we expect that these linear regression lines show a considerable distance around the moment of the 

transition (see figure 4.5). This distance (both in absolute terms and in terms of variability) is used as 

the testing criterion in a resampling procedure. In the case of a discontinuous transition between two 

score-ranges we are able to formulate the following expectations for each subject: 

• The absolute distance between the two linear models is larger in the empirical set than in the 

simulated set based on the continuous model.  

• The difference in standard deviations between the two linear models is larger in the empirical 

set than in the simulated set based on the continuous model. 

In addition, we checked whether the time at which a maximal distance is found between the two 

regression models describing our observed trajectories, corresponds with the time of the discontinuity 

estimated on the basis of visual inspection.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. The distance model in which each sub-phase is characterized by it’s own linear regression model 

(with it’s own average and standard deviation). 

 

On the other hand, if the null-hypothesis of continuous development is true, the trajectory of 

prepositions basically consists of a single linearly increasing trajectory. If this is the case, the observed 

frequencies with which prepositions occur will randomly fluctuate around this linear path. With such 

random fluctuation, however, it is not unlikely that some arbitrary divisions of the entire data set in two 

subsets will result in linear models for those subsets that also show some discontinuity, i.e. an 

observable difference between the endpoint of the first subset and the beginning of the second. It is 

possible, therefore, that the distance between the first and second subset in the data is not an 

indicator of a two-stage process, but merely the result of random fluctuations over an undivided linear 

increase. In order to find out how likely the latter explanation is, we have to determine the distances 

that such a random linear model can produce. The critical issue is: what is the probability that the 

continuous (undivided linear) model with random fluctuations produces a two-stage distance that is of 

the same magnitude as the two-stage distance found in our data? The smaller the probability, the less 
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likely it is that the observed distances in our four subjects are an accidental outcome of an undivided 

developmental trajectory. This probability is determined by means of a resampling procedure, to be 

more specific a Monte Carlo analysis (Manly, 1997; Poptools, Hood, 2001).  

In order to compute the maximal distance in the data, we divided the individual data in two parts, 

taking all possible divisions (with a minimal length of 4 observations). For instance, if the series 

consists of 50 simulated preposition values, we begin with a subset consisting of the first four values 

and a second subset consisting of the remaining 46. We then calculate a linear model for the first 

subset and a linear model for the second subset. We determine the distance between the two (the 

difference between the last value of the first linear model and the first value of the second linear 

model). We store the value of this difference and make a second division (which would consist of the 

first five observations and the remaining 45). We repeat the procedure until all possible divisions have 

been made (which in this example, amounts to 43 different divisions). We select the maximum of all 

the values obtained: this is the maximal distance value for this particular data series. We proceed by 

generating a new simulated data series, based on the mean and standard deviation provided by our 

models. We repeat the maximal distance procedure and keep the maximal distance for this set. This 

whole procedure of generating a simulated series and calculating its maximal distance is repeated 

many times Thus, after repeating this procedure 5000 times, we have 5000 maximal distance values, 

each of which is based on the null hypothesis model (an undivided linear model with random 

fluctuation). In addition to taking the values of the absolute distances between the two sub-stages, we 

will also calculate the relative distance, which is the distance between the two substages, divided by 

the value of the single-stage linear model at the time the discontinuity between the sub-stages occurs. 

The reason to do this is that a “jump” of, for instance, size 5 for an expected mean value of 10 is, 

relatively speaking, more important than if that same jump occurred at a time when the expected 

mean value is 30 (note that we do not need to calculate the relative distances if the absolute distances 

are already statistically significant). Finally, we count the number of times the simulated continuous 

model has produced a maximal distance that is as big as or bigger than the maximal distance we have 

obtained from our observed data series. This number, divided by 5000 (the number of simulations), 

gives us the p-value of the observed distance under the null hypothesis as specified.  

 

4.2.3.3.2 Results obtained on the basis of the distance criterion applied to all values 

Since the analyses were performed on the individual data, we will report the results for each subject 

separately (see Table 4.2). 

We begin with the results based on all the values, both observed and simulated (see further for the 

second option). The column “estimated position” shows that the distance criterion confirms the 

discontinuity point based on visual inspection in two cases (0 for Heleen and Lisa), but provides very 

different estimations of the point of maximal discontinuity in two other cases (259 for Berend and 187 

for Jessica) respectively. Thus, the fit between the breaking points based on this procedure on the one 

hand and visual inspection on the other hand is not very good and at least highly ambiguous.  
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Second, the average position in the time series at which the maximal distance is found in the 

simulated series comes considerably later than in the observed data series, where the point was fixed 

at value 0.  

 

Table 4.2   

Estimated position of observed data series, average positions obtained from simulated data series, p-values of 

simulated maximal distance, simulated maximal relative distance and simulated difference between standard 

deviations. Estimations are based on all values 

 

 Estimated 

position 

(observed) 

Average 

position 

(simulated) 

p-value 

distance 

p-value 

relative 

distance 

p-value 

standard 

deviation 

 

Berend 

 

259 

 

179 

 

0.40 

 

0.68 

 

0.69 

Heleen 0 33 0.08 0.03 0.16 

Jessica 187 143 0.25 0.43 0.56 

Lisa 0 89 0.54 0.30 0.36 

Meta analysis   0.19  0.51 

 

 

Of more interest are the p-values of the maximal distance between the substages obtained with the 

simulated, continuous series. The p-values are small only for one child, Heleen (0.08). If we take the 

relative distance as a criterion, only one child (Heleen) has a p-value smaller than 0.05. In none of the 

observed cases, the difference between the standard deviations of the observed sub-phases is 

statistically significant.  

 

In order to summarize the results of the individual subjects, we also performed a meta-analysis  in 

order to transform the individual p-values into a combined p-value for all four subjects together. We did 

this using a (meta)resampling procedure on the resampling results of the distance criterion. The 

procedure takes the results of the individual resampling procedures and randomly selects one 

distance per individual out of the 5000 simulated maximal distance values for each individual subject. 

Then, the average of these 4 values (one per individual) is taken and compared with the average of 

the observed maximal distances. The results are also represented in Table 4.2 (bottom). Neither the 

distance nor the standard deviation criterion produce p-values that come even near statistical 

significance. In summary, the distance method does not allow us to distinguish the distance between 

the visually estimated sub-models of the observed preposition levels from those based on a 

continuous model.  
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4.2.3.3.3. Results obtained by applying the distance criterion to the maximal performance level 

In various publications, Fischer has claimed that it is not possible to observe discontinuities in the 

developmental data if the data are based on what he calls the “functional level”, which means the level 

of unsupported performance (see Fischer and Yan, 2002; Fischer and Rose, 1994). If we monitor the 

subject’s optimal level of performance – which is achieved by giving the subject support – we will 

discover discontinuities in that optimal level, which are indicators of stage-wise changes in the 

subject’s performance. Although we cannot provide our subjects with support, we can nevertheless 

obtain an estimation of their optimal preposition production by simply taking the local maximum of the 

preposition frequencies. For instance, we take the maximum level for time windows covering about 10 

observations (for a description of this technique, see van Geert and van Dijk, 2002, chapter 3 of this 

thesis). On the other hand, if we draw a linear model through the data, we obtain an estimation of the 

average preposition production, which is akin to what we might see as the child’s “functional” level. In 

practice, we estimated the optimal preposition production by taking the so-called Progressive 

Maximum (see van Geert & van Dijk, 2002), which is the maximum of a time window that expands 

from the first until the last observation. See figure 4.6 for the resulting Progmax-regmin graph of the 

four subjects.  

We repeated the distance method by estimating sub-phases in the optimal preposition production and 

compared this with the estimated sub-phases of the optimal preposition levels of the simulated data 

sets (i.e. the sets based on the continuous model). As can be seen from Table 4.3, the results are very 

different and are in line with Fischer’s assumption about discontinuities in optimal levels. 

 

To begin with, the estimated breaking points for the sub-phases in the observed data are very close to 

those obtained on the basis of visual inspection (0, 5, 0 and 0 respectively). The deviation in the case 

of Heleen’s data is only 5 days. Furthermore, all the p-values for the absolute distances between the 

sub-phases, are now statistically significant (p=< 0.05). Note that the p-values of the standard 

deviations have been omitted, since they make no sense if we take the values of the optimal 

performance as the basis for calculation. Since all individual p-values are statistically significant, we do 

not need to carry out a meta-analysis over the four p-values.  
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Figure 4.6. Moving Progmax-Regmin graph of prepositions-in-context, Heleen, Jessica, Lisa and Berend. 
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Table 4.3   

Estimated position of observed data series, average positions obtained from simulated data series, p-

values of simulated maximal distance. Estimations based on local maximum. 

 

 Estimated 

position 

Average position p-value distance 

Berend 0 112 0.03 

Heleen 5 -36 0.01 

Jessica 0 163 0.05 

Lisa 0 53 0.02 

 

 

4.2.3.4.4 Results obtained by applying the distance criterion to the difference between minimal and maximal 

performance level 

By applying the notion of progressive maximum level we were able to demonstrate a discontinuity in 

the maximal values, i.e. the positive extremes, in the use of spatial prepositions. However in our 

Research Question section, we announced to “ …investigate whether there exists a discontinuous 

transition from one variability pattern in the use of spatial prepositions to a different variability pattern.” 

If, by variability pattern we mean the width of the range within which the use of spatial prepositions can 

vary from observation to observation, the focus on maximal values cannot, by definition, be used to 

show that such a discontinuity exists, simply because the maximal level is not an index of variability. In 

our first analysis, we applied the distance criterion to the standard deviations of hypothetical 

subsections of the data, but did not find a distance between standard deviations that could not be 

explained by a continuous linear model. However, as an alternative model of variability of preposition 

use, we may think of the distance between the extremes, i.e. the distance between the maximal and 

minimal values. Note that those maximal and minimal values are just as reliable as the more central 

values: we counted only the productive use of such prepositions and left mechanical repetitions, for 

instance in the form of songs or word games, out of our counts.  

As a measure for the maximum performance level, we took the progressive maximum that we 

described in the preceding section. As a measure for the local minimum, we took the Regressive 

Minimum (see van Geert and van Dijk, 2002, for a description). The regressive minimum starts with 

the value of the last observation and then takes the minimum of a progressively widening window that 

expands from the last up to the first observation.  

We determined the progressive maximum and regressive minimum lines of our four time samples and 

calculated the distance between the minimum and maximum value for each point in time. We then 

divided the time range of max-min distance in all possible pairs of subsets (see 4.2.3.3.1 for a 

description of this method) and calculated the difference between the average of the two subsets. We 

took the maximal difference as the discontinuity criterion and determined at which point in time this 
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discontinuity occurred (see Table 4.4). It turns out that this discontinuity lies exactly at the estimated 

point 0 in our four samples. Put differently, this method replicates our eyeball statistics method.  

In order to test whether the maximal distance found in our observed series can be explained by a 

simple linear model, both of the mean value and the standard deviation, we calculated the maximal 

distance between the min-max lines of 5000 simulated times series based on the linear models 

calculated for the observed samples (see Method description). The p-values are 0.04, 0.16, 0.07 and 

0.03 respectively (see Table 4.4). A meta-analysis over 5000 combined simulated samples yielded an 

overall p-value of 0.003. These p-values demonstrate that it is unlikely that a continuous linear model 

can explain the discontinuity in the variability, defined by the distance between maximal and minimal 

values.  

 

Table 4.4  

P-values of the distance method applied to the distance between maximal and minimal values, based on 5000 

simulations  

 

 Estimated position Average position p-value distance 

Berend 0 31 0.04 

Heleen 0 -137 0.16 

Jessica 0 8 0.07 

Lisa 0 -37 0.03 

Meta-analysis   0.003 

 

 

4.2.3.4 The peak model: looking for a statistically significant spike 

4.2.3.4.1 Method 

We also employed a second definition of discontinuity to test the presence of discontinuities in our 

data. While the previous criterion conceptualizes discontinuity in terms of two distinct score ranges, 

this second criterion focuses on the moment of the transition itself. With this criterion, we identify a 

discontinuous transition if the trajectory shows an unexpectedly large peak or spike, at some point in 

time. This peak might reveal the moment at which the system looses its stability and shifts into a 

different variability pattern. 

We conceptualized a peak as the maximal "relative difference" between an expected and an observed 

value in the trajectory. First, variability at a specific  point in time was defined as the absolute residual 

from a (single) linear model. Second, these residuals (for all points in time) were divided by the value 

of the linear model at the corresponding point in time, which yielded the "relative difference" at every 

point in time. This concept of "relative difference" is important since the degree of variability is strongly 

related to the central tendency in a distribution. As an illustration, assume a trajectory that shows a 

simple increase from value 1 to value 50. In this example, a variance of 4 is considered to be larger 
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when it occurs around an observation with value 2 than when it occurs around value 49, parallel to 

what was mentioned previously. Therefore, we need to consider the relative difference, in order to be 

able to compare fluctuations along the trajectory.  

As a third step, we took the maximal "relative difference" in the data as our testing criterion and tested 

it against simulated continuous models with the same distribution characteristics as the data.  

However, in order to compare the maximal relative variability between data and simulated models 

reliably, we had to perform a heteroscedasticity-correction. Because of the statistical phenomenon of 

heteroscedasticity, the early part of the trajectory might show exceptionally large relative peaks. 

However, these early peaks are actually an artifact of the low model values that are used to compute 

the relative variance. For instance, in a dataset that consists of only the values of 1 and 0, the 

occurrence of the value 2 appears as a large peak, since the increase is 100%. This may be 

problematic in a dataset that can only consist of whole numbers, since each change must be at least 

one point. Thus, while the absolute variability is in fact very low, the relative variability is overestimated 

by these low model values (for a further discussion of heteroscedasticity with regard to the analysis of 

patterns of variability, we refer to van Geert and van Dijk, 2002, chapter 3 of this thesis). As a solution 

to this problem, we excluded all measurements before the point in time that the model reaches the 

absolute value of 4. We did this both with the empirical set and the simulated set. We expect that in 

case of a discontinuity the maximal relative difference is larger in the empirical sets of the four 

subjects than in the simulated continuous models. 

 

4.2.3.4.2 Results obtained on the basis of the peak criterion 

 

Table 4.5    

P-values of the peak method based on 5000 simulations 

 

 Estimated position p-value peak 

Berend 0 0.42 

Heleen 5 0.38 

Jessica 0 0.01 

Lisa 0 0.01 

Meta-analysis  0.01 

 

 

Overall, the position of the discontinuity estimated with the peak method corresponds with that based 

on visual inspection (there is a small difference in the case of Heleen). More importantly, the analysis 

reveals a striking difference between two children with low p-values (Jessica and Lisa) and two with p-

values that are indistinguishable from the null-hypothesis model (the linear, continuous model). 

However, the p-values obtained with the distance method based on all observed values, showed that 
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Heleen’s data contain evidence for a discontinuity, whereas the others only showed a discontinuity if 

the calculations were made on the basis of the local maximum. Visual inspection of the data shows a 

striking difference that is consistent with the current findings. Heleen’s dataset looks like a pattern of 

step-wise increase, whereas Lisa and Jessica show a linear pattern punctuated by a sudden burst of 

productivity (note that all automatic repetitions, such as songs or word games, have been removed 

from the data, which implies that the peaks cannot be explained on the basis of an accidental and 

relatively meaningless play with prepositions).  

The meta-analysis showed that combining the results of the four subjects leads to a p-value of 0.01. 

However, it should be noted that this value is probably mainly caused by two highly significant 

subjects (Jessica and Lisa). The other two subjects (Heleen and Berend) also show a large peak in 

their trajectory, but it is not statistically significantly different from peaks that can occur in continuous 

linear models with a similar amount of variability as the observed data. In summary, it can be 

concluded that according to the "peak definition" of discontinuity we have sufficient indications to reject 

the null-hypothesis of continuous development of prepositions-in-contexts.  

 

 

4.3 Conclusion and discussion 

 

4.3.1 General summary and conclusion 

On the basis of visual inspection we assumed that the development of prepositions-in-contexts of 

these four subjects shows a characteristic pattern of two phases. First, there is an initial phase in 

which prepositions are only used in a restricted number of contexts, followed by a second phase in 

which prepositions are used in many different contexts, the usage of which is however highly variable. 

In order to test whether this observation testifies of a discontinuity, we tested the data using two 

criteria. The first testing criterion, called the “distance criterion”, is based on the distance (both 

absolute and in standard deviation) between two linear regression lines on the maximal division of two 

distinct phases in the trajectory. Using this criterion, the null-hypothesis that the empirically found 

values are produced by an underlying continuous distribution could not be rejected. However, if we 

repeated the procedure for the optimal levels of preposition production and for the distance between 

the minimal and maximal levels, we found strong statistical support for the discontinuity hypothesis. 

The second criterion, based on the presence of an unexpectedly large peak at the moment of 

transition, showed that the empirical sets show significantly larger peaks than the simulated 

continuous data sets in only two cases (Lisa and Jessica). In summary, strong support for a 

discontinuity is found if we take the shifts either in the maximal level of production or in the difference 

between the maximal and minimal levels of production.  

 

4.3.2 Two central assumptions  

It is worthwhile to discuss two central issues that strongly influence the discontinuity discussion. The 

first issue is that continuity and discontinuity are usually treated as categorically distinct and that a 
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developmental process is considered to be either the one or the other. The second issue is that when 

testing for discontinuities, the null hypothesis is assumed to be continuity. These two issues are 

interrelated and can be held responsible for the fact that many studies on discontinuities in 

development present inconclusive results instead of uncovering the more subtle characteristics of 

continuity and discontinuity.   

With regard to the first assumption, we will argue that the distinction between continuity and 

discontinuity amounts to a matter of degree rather than to a categorical distinction. With regard to the 

second assumption, the null-hypothesis in a discontinuity study is usually formulated as a continuous 

process of development. Put differently, continuity is the default option. Only if continuity can be 

rejected, the developmental process can be regarded as discontinuous. The catastrophe flag studies 

we discussed (Ruhland,1998; Wimmers, 1996; van der Maas, Raijmakers & Molenaar, 1999) take this 

position. However, it should be noted that the null-hypothesis might also be reversed and reformulated 

as "a process is discontinuous unless proven otherwise". This position is at least equally defendable 

since a discontinuous process can also explain continuous results at the individual level, while a 

continuous process cannot explain that some children show discontinuities while others do not. Thus, 

discontinuity is a more likely candidate for the default option than continuity. 

 

4.3.3 The alternative 

3.3.1. Discontinuity and continuity as two ends of a continuum 

The alternative is to conceive of discontinuity as a collection of characteristics that each describe 

different aspects of the discontinuity. In this case "pure" continuity would be described as a complete 

absence of these characteristics, while "pure" discontinuity indicates the presence of all 

characteristics. These two situations can be described as the two extreme positions on a continuum, 

between which many intermediate positions are possible. Characterizing a developmental process by 

describing which aspects of it are continuous and what aspects are discontinuous may provide more 

information than merely describing this same process in terms of the traditional either/or-definition of 

discontinuity. This is especially the case regarding the fact that the finding of one of these extremes 

(namely the discontinuity-extreme) is quite unlikely. It is important to note that this conception of a 

continuum between continuity and discontinuity can be combined with the original description of the 

cusp. As can be seen in figure 4.3, the fold that characterizes the cusp "unfolds" itself with the y-

dimension. While at the surface of this y-dimension the fold is at its most extreme position, it is absent 

at the far end of this dimension. This characterizes the bifurcation that is inherent in the cusp 

catastrophe: while the far end describes only one mode of behavior, there are two modes in the 

surface plane between which the system might switch. At what position a system functions depends 

on the values of the control parameters of the system. Thus, dependent on the interaction between a 

developing individual and its environment, the resulting trajectory can be described in terms of its 

position on the y-dimension, which can be considered as the proposed (dis)continuity continuum. 

Although we doubt whether a discontinuity necessarily presents itself as a cusp, we stress that this 

idea of a continuum between pure continuity and discontinuity is not contradictory with catastrophe 
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theory. However, our new definition provides room for additional criteria to define discontinuity, since 

in most cases the precise number of control parameters is undefined, whereas in case of the cusp it is 

confined to two. It should also be noted that, in terms of observable variables, a continuous model can 

be a special case of a discontinuous one, whereas the reverse does not hold. The sudden emergence 

of a new behavioral mode (a new skill, grammatical structure, etc.) that characterizes a discontinuity 

does not imply that the old behavioral mode suddenly disappears. In fact, the two modes co-exist for a 

while (a situation which is clearly demonstrated by the fold in the cusp model). Eventually, the 

replacement of the old mode by the new may occur in a linear, continuous fashion. In that case, the 

frequency of the new mode increases gradually. It is likely that children will differ in the form of the 

transition between the old and the new mode, resulting in patterns that are clearly discontinuous in 

some children and considerably more continuous in others.   

Another advantage of this approach is that the null-hypothesis can be formulated in various ways, 

dependent on the discontinuity criteria in question. Where some criteria may have continuity as the 

null-hypothesis, others may hold discontinuity as the starting point. Since the sufficiency question is no 

longer central in the analysis, this may lead to a much more subtle characterization of the 

developmental process under study. 

   

4.3.3.2 (Dis)continuity as an inherently fuzzy concept 

Although the idea of continuity and discontinuity as a continuum is radically different from the usual 

position in catastrophe detection studies, it is closely related to Fuzzy Logic. Fuzzy logic is a 

mathematical theory that can be used to program computers to “make decisions” based on imprecise 

data that can be positioned somewhere on a continuum. Fuzzy logic rests on the idea that all things 

admit of degree. Temperature, distance, length, friendliness, all things come on a sliding scale 

(McNeill & Freiberger, 1993). In contrast, traditional logic, set theory and philosophy use sharp 

distinctions. These sharp distinctions apply to the traditional continuity versus discontinuity discussion. 

A process is described as either discontinuous, or (if not all criteria are met) as continuous. 

Intermediate positions are traditionally not possible. We claim that allowing fuzzy classification in 

developmental psychology -more specifically in the discussion on continuity versus discontinuity- will 

lead to subtler and more informative analyses of developmental processes. Thus, in our view, 

continuity and discontinuity are distinct categories, but there is a range where they overlap and where 

the developmental phenomena have properties that are partly continuous, partly discontinuous. 

A comparable point of view has been defended by Sternberg and Okaggaki (1989). In their article, 

they state that intellectual development is not either continuous or discontinuous, but that it is 

simultaneously continuous and discontinuous with respect to different dimensions of development. 

They propose that instead of asking the question “is development continuous or discontinuous?” we 

should ask “what are the sources of continuity and discontinuity in intellectual development?”.  

4.3.3.3 The role of inter-individual differences 

A general model of continuity and discontinuity must also account for inter-individual differences. In 

standard catastrophe theory, inter-individual differences are usually not analyzed. In principle, such 
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differences could be accounted for in terms of different values on the control parameters that define 

the catastrophe at issue (two in the case of the cusp). Since catastrophe flags studies mostly focus on 

the discontinuity region, the remaining differences almost automatically reduce to unsystematic 

variation (noise). It should also be noted that not all catastrophe detection studies analyze the results 

on the individual level, but perform their analysis on group averages. In these studies, inter-individual 

differences are treated in the same way as intra-individual variability, namely as noise.  

Assuming a dynamic systems approach, there are many different explanations to inter-individual 

differences. Since the level of the developmental variable under investigation is a result of the dynamic 

interaction between the developing child and the interaction with the environment, causes of individual 

differences can be located in all control parameters that drive the process of development. However, 

as we mentioned before, in order to account for discontinuities in some subjects, a general 

(population) model of the developmental process has to incorporate discontinuity. Only if all subjects 

show continuous trajectories, can a continuous population model be considered sufficient to describe 

development. If the trajectories of some children show more characteristics of discontinuity, this can 

be explained by the occurrence of a bifurcation, parallel to catastrophe theory. In the case of such a 

bifurcation, there are two modalities (extreme positions) – a continuous modality that some subjects 

display and a discontinuous one that can be observed in other subjects.  

The study we have presented shows -in addition to several interesting similarities in the individual 

trajectories- striking inter-individual differences. Not only does the timing of the first major increase 

differ (for instance Berend has his first major increase very early on in his trajectory while Heleen 

shows a relatively long first phase) but more interestingly, the shape of the transitions differs across 

subjects. For instance, merely on the basis of visual inspection, the curve of Heleen shows a sudden 

increase, while Berend’s highest levels increase more gradually. This is also reflected in the individual 

results of the tested criteria. For instance, with the absolute distance criterion, Heleen showed low p-

vales with the absolute distance criterion but much higher p-values with the peak criterion, while for 

Lisa, the results were reversed. A similar finding is presented by Ruhland (1998). While some children 

in his study show a sudden increase (e.g. subject Peter), others "take it easy and gradually increase 

their production of function words" (pp. 85). In addition, Ruhland found differences between the 

absolute numbers of instances of function words, for example Abel has an average of 150 tot 200 

pronouns, while Daan produces between 150 and 400 pronouns per session. In our own preposition 

data we have also seen that Lisa shows much higher levels in her first phase (thus before the first 

major increase) than the other three subjects.  

The finding of inter-individual differences in language development is hardly surprising (see Shore, 

1995, for an overview). In fact, in the domain of language development inter-individual differences are 

well documented. For instance, in the literature on phonological development, individual differences 

are considered in the light of Universal Grammar (Beers, 1995). Also, the difference between two 

learning styles (holistic versus analytic) is intensively studied (see for overview Bates, Dale and Thal, 

1995). Because of these inter-individual differences, emphasis should -in our opinion- first be on the 

individual level. Inter-individual differences also appear clearly in the form of the discontinuities in the 

case study. Two of the children showed a possible, underlying discontinuity in the form of a sudden 
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peak of abundant preposition use (which is not artificial or ritualized) in an otherwise linear trajectory, 

whereas another child showed the discontinuity in the form of a clear step-wise pattern. A fourth child 

showed discontinuity only with the maximal performance criterion and the related criterion of maximal-

minimal difference (note that the maximal level criterion is the only one for which all four children 

showed evidence of a discontinuity). 

 

4.3.3.4 Towards a more general approach to (dis)continuity 

The presentation of these empirical results should be seen in the light of a more general theoretical 

discussion we wish to open with regards to continuity and discontinuity. First of all, we argued for the 

incorporation of intra-individual variability in this discussion. Secondly, we have addressed two 

assumptions that play a major part in catastrophe detection studies. The first is that the distinction 

between continuity and discontinuity is usually conceived of as a forced choice between two 

contrasting, mutually exclusive positions. The second assumption is that the null-hypothesis in 

catastrophe detection studies is always formulated as a continuous process. As an alternative 

approach we have proposed to conceive of continuity and discontinuity as the extreme positions of a 

continuum. Instead of reporting whether a process is continuous or discontinuous, discontinuity is 

viewed as a collection of characteristics. These characteristics can be transformed into testable 

criteria that are compared with characteristics produced by specific null-hypotheses of (dis)continuity. 

With regard to inter-individual differences, we have argued that the individual level should be the 

starting point of the analysis and must precede eventual generalization over populations and 

processes. We are convinced that the incorporation of these elements leads to a new approach in the 

study of continuity and discontinuity that is able to explore the richness and the intriguing nuances of 

developing systems.  
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Abstract 

The study of early child development is often hampered by problems of interpretability of behavioral 

categories. This article discusses problems with interpreting early child language. We show that the 

solutions for solving ambiguities in observations may have considerable effects on the developmental 

curves that result from our observations. We offer a procedure for investigating the magnitude of the 

effect of decisions about how to categorize uninterpretable utterances. This so-called “what-if 

procedure” compares the effects of worst-case scenarios, i.e. scenarios where either all or none of the 

uninterpretable utterances are counted as real words. We show that the language development curves 

are relatively insensitive to how exactly uninterpretable utterances are scored. We end with a number 

of suggestions regarding the generalization of our procedure to other fields of early development.  
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5.1 Introduction 

 

5.1.1 Interpretability of early child speech 

In the study of early development, the interpretability of behavior poses a major methodological 

problem. Take for instance the development of smiling (see de Weerth, van Geert & Hoijtink, 1999, for 

an example). Whereas the smile of a twelve-month-old infant will definitely and unmistakably be 

interpreted as a smile, “smiles” of a newborn or a one-month-old may pose considerably more 

problems. Is the observed raising of the corners of the mouth really a smile? While counting the 

number of smiles in a very young infant, the investigator has to decide whether a specific grimace 

actually counts as a smile or not. If in doubt, the investigator may decide not to count the observed 

facial pattern as a smile. Such doubts will in general no longer occur with older infants.  Since smiling 

is known to develop during the first months of life, we expect the frequency of smiles to increase over 

that period. However, with the first smiles being considerably more difficult to interpret and assuming 

that doubtful smiles are not incorporated in the frequency counts, we might end up with the 

undesirable situation that the observed growth in the number of smiles reflects the increasing 

interpretability of facial expressions instead of the actual increase of the number of smiles. The 

problem of interpretability is often solved –or should we say by-passed –  by training observers until 

they reach an acceptable level of consensus (see van Geert and van Dijk, 2003, chapter 6 of this 

thesis). However, consensus does not solve the interpretability problem, it only solves the problem of 

agreement between observers.  

In this article, we will focus early child language where the problem of interpretability is considerable 

and widely recognized. We will suggest a simple and generalizable way to solve this problem. 

 

5.1.2 Utterance length as an index of language acquisition  

The concept of utterance length as a rough index of the child’s level of acquisition, is often used in the 

study of early child language. In this context the most widely accepted measure is Mean Length of 

Utterance (or MLU). Brown proposed MLU in 1973 as the best approximation of grammatical 

complexity in early child language (Shaffer, 1989). He also provided a set of guidelines to calculate 

MLU by dividing the total number of morphemes (excluding imitations, yes/no answers, ritualized 

speech such as songs and rhymes, etc.) by the total number of utterances in the first 100 utterances 

in a sample of spontaneous speech. MLU can also be calculated in words (MLU-w). While MLU in 

morphemes (MLU-m) and MLU-w are conceptually certainly not identical, research has shown that the 

two measures are highly correlated in normally developing children (e.g. Thordardottir & Weismer, 

1998; Arlman-Rupp, van Niekerk de Haan, van de Sandt-Koenderman, 1976). Because MLU-w is 

much simpler (both theoretically and in practice), it is often considered the preferred measure of the 

two (Thordardottir & Weismer, 1998). 

Since their introduction, both MLU-m and MLU-w have been widely used. According to Rosenthal-

Rollins, Snow and Willett (1996), one of the reasons for this popularity is that MLU is sensitive to a 

wide range of language aspects, for instance in the fields of morphology, semantics and syntax. Up till 
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today, MLU is a largely used measure, probably mainly because of its simplicity. For instance, in their 

study on subject omission, Valian, Hoeffner and Aubry (1996) use the MLU-3 boundary to test two 

competing hypotheses. McGregor and Johnsen (1997) also use the MLU stages in their study on the 

development of stress. Dunn (1996) considers MLU in combination with the total number of structural 

errors and age a solid diagnostic predictor for developmental disorders. There are also numerous 

studies in which MLU is not the focal point, but where it is used to describe the subjects (e.g. Watson 

& Scukanec, 1997; Rescorla, Roberts & Dahlsgaard, 1997). Furthermore, many studies on language 

disorders use control groups that are MLU matched (e.g. Hansson, 1997; Rescorla et al., 1997; Conti-

Ramsden & Jones, 1997).  

As an alternative to MLU, sentence length is also used to express linguistic development. Where MLU 

only specifies the average utterance length, sentence length states how many utterances contained 

only one word, how many contained two words, three words, etcetera. This measure is somewhat 

more informative because the distribution of the sentence lengths is also explicated.  

Naturally, these quantitative measures have also been criticized. This criticism is especially centered 

around the fact that complexity is mainly expressed in structural elements. By simply counting 

morphemes or words, this structural complexity is being ignored. Therefore, MLU (and sentence 

length) is often considered to be an inadequate complexity measure (Frijn & de Haan, 1994). Bates, 

Bretherton and Snyder (1988), however, state that MLU is an important measure of syntactic 

development, especially up to the third year of life. After this third year, the reliability of MLU declines 

because the acquisition of new syntactical knowledge is no longer reflected in a growing utterance 

length (Rosenthal-Rollins et al., 1996).  

There is however, one additional problem with MLU and sentence length, and that is the way they are 

calculated in early child language. In this article we will argue that there are two reasons to assume 

that the way they are traditionally counted may result in an under-inflated picture of development. The 

first reason is that early child language often consists of many partially intelligible utterances of which 

some are included and others are excluded from calculation. The second reason is the use of the “&”-

code for so-called “filler-syllables", which status is yet unclear.  

 

5.1.3 Partially Interpretable Utterances 

Early child speech is often difficult to understand and interpret. From experience, we know that it takes 

transcribers many hours to “get into” the individual pronunciation pattern of a specific child. However, 

even with extensive training, there is always a set of utterances that remains uninterpretable. 

Moreover, there is also a group of utterances in which some elements are uninterpretable, but in 

which other elements can be interpreted. For instance, in Dutch a child might say “Ik wil xxx” (I want 

xxx), where the first two words are perfectly understood, while the third element remains unintelligible. 

We will call this type of utterances Partially Interpretable Utterances (PIUs). 

The Childes handbook suggests various solutions to the problems involved in the coding of these 

uninterpretable elements. First, the Childes’ CHAT-manual (MacWhinney, 1991) recommends the use 

of the  “xxx” code for a set of unintelligible lexical elements with an unclear number of words, and the 

use of the “xx” code for a single unintelligible word. By doing so, one leaves room for ambiguity in the 
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transcripts which is definitely preferred over over-interpretation on the basis of an adult language 

model. The Childes handbook states: “The most difficult bias to overcome is the tendency to map 

every spoken form by a learner (be it a child, an aphasic of a second language learner- onto a 

standard lexical items in the adult language” (pp. 4 of the online Childes manual). Transcribers tend to 

assimilate non-standard learning strings to standard forms of the adult language (MacWhinney, 2003). 

Thus, we must avoid forcing child speech into adult language categories and instead consider the 

fundamental differences between both. 

An important question is: how can a transcriber decide if the unintelligible utterance contains one or 

multiple words, and thus choose between “xx” and “xxx”? The transcriber will probably do this by 

focusing on the number of distinguishable phonetic elements (sounds). As a consequence of this 

procedure, only the shorter uninterpretable elements will be coded as “xx”. For the phonetically longer 

uninterpretable units, the transcriber will probably resign to “xxx”. 

It is at this point that the eventually problematic consequences of the transcriber’s choice become 

manifest. In calculating MLU, Childes includes xx- but excludes xxx-coded tags. This leads to the 

situation that the shorter unintelligible utterances are included while the longer fragments are 

excluded. It might be argued that context may also contribute to a transcribers tendency to attribute 

“xx” versus “xxx”. Some contexts may suggest that the child utters only one word. For instance, if a 

child says “Ik wil xxx” (I want ?), while pointing at something, the transcriber might be inclined to 

attribute only one word, since the object is clearly intended. However, how can the transcriber be sure 

that the child did not say “Ik wil xx hebben” (I want xx have)? Therefore, we pose the question: how 

can the transcriber reliably assign any number of words to a part of the utterance he or she did not 

understand? In principle, this task amounts to an intrinsic impossibility, which we believe is reflected in 

often arbitrary choices which may undermine the reliability and validity of the measures of utterance 

length. To be more specific, the resulting curves of the increase of MLU over age may show a 

distorted picture of development, in particular since interpretability itself improves considerably over 

the course of development. Before proceeding to the question of how to solve this difficulty, we will 

first discuss another source of interpretation problems, namely filler syllables. 

 

5.1.4 Filler syllables 

In CLAN there is one other transcription code that might be problematic when employing quantitative 

measures. This is the “&”-code, which is meant for phonological elements with no lexical meaning, 

such as stutters and exclamations. However, it is often used for the transcription of so-called “filler-

syllables” (also called Prefixed Additional Elements, PAE, see for instance Veneziano and Sinclair, 

2000). Filler syllables are monosyllabic, often vocalic or nasalized elements that children add to their 

word-like productions, usually in the early period of acquisition (Veneziano & Sinclair, 2000). The 

question is whether these filler syllables can be considered grammatical elements or not. Filler 

syllables appear in the period of early language acquisition and their possible sources and functions 

has long been a subject of interest for many researchers. Researchers have been warning against 

crediting the child with early grammatical knowledge on the basis of the appearance of these 

elements. For instance, Braine (1963) concludes in his study on subject Steven “while it is quite likely 
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that these elements are an interesting distillate of the unstressed and phonetically often obscure 

English articles, prepositions and auxiliary verbs, there is no basis for giving them the morphemic 

status at this stage in Steven’s development” (as reprinted in 1973; pp. 415). One group of authors 

(e.g. Dolitski, 1983; Peters, 1990; Veneziano, Sinclair & Berthoud, 1990; Scarpa, 1993; Simmonsen, 

1993; Kilani-Schoch & Dressler, 2000) link filler syllables more specifically to the child’s development 

of grammatical morphemes, considering them “an intermediate form on the way to grammatical 

morphemes” (Veneziano & Sinclair, 2000; pp. 463).  

The discussion on filler syllables has received increased attention since Peters (2001) published a 

paper on the status of these elements in emerging grammar. In this paper, she claimed that it is 

especially difficult to integrate these filler syllables into theories of language acquisition, since they do 

not neatly fit into linguists’ notions about modules of language. Furthermore, Peters suggest that it is 

time to propose a reasonable set of criteria for identifying them, and suggests an approach to further 

studying them. The author suggests to distinguish two types of filler syllables: (1) premorphological, 

whose presence in the utterance is motivated by purely phonological considerations, and (2) 

protomorphological, which functions as placeholders for grammatical morphemes and eventually 

differentiate into various grammatical morphemes. It is also emphasized that the status of filler 

syllables has theoretical implications, for instance the contrasting predictions from nativist versus 

constructivist accounts. As a reaction to the Peters’ paper, Dabrowska (2001) suggests the presence 

of a third type of filler which sometimes appears when a child begins to generalize over a set of related 

words. Just as protomorphological fillers can provide valuable information about how children acquire 

function words, these generalized fillers may offer insight in how children form categories of function 

words. 

The interpretation of filler syllables is also related to the problem of interpretability, we discussed 

above. For instance, in Dutch a child might say “ik &6 wil &6 bal”, the &6 representing the “schwa”. 

However, it might be the case that this second “&6”-element is an early article, since the schwa is 

phonetically closely related to the article “de”. The basis for assigning “&6” versus “de” can in practice 

be very small, since it depends on the presence of a sometimes very subtle “d”-sound. Naturally not all 

&6-elements bear a possible meaning, but excluding all of them over the wide scope of an entire 

transcript would most definitely result in an underestimation of utterance length. For instance, in 

Dutch, the presence of this &6 category is sometimes abundant, especially in the stage from two-word 

sentences onwards. 

 

5.1.5 Consequences for calculating MLU and sentence length 

As we mentioned before, Childes conventions exclude the strings “xxx” and “&” for further calculation. 

This means that the utterance “ik wil xxx” will be regarded as a 2-word utterance. We know, however, 

that this is most likely an underestimation of the real number of words. The utterance most likely 

contains three, four or more words, and not two. However, although we can be sure that the utterance 

contains more than two words, we have no idea how many more. In the analysis of the development 

of the number of 1-word, 2-word, and 3-word utterances, we should expect to find a degree of 

underestimation to the advantage of the categories that specify smaller numbers of words. For 
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instance, we suspect that in the category of 3-word utterances, there are also a number of utterances 

that actually contain 4 or 5 words, and in the 2-word category there are a number of utterances that 

contain 3 words, etcetera. We have no reasons to expect that, intrinsically, one of the categories is 

more susceptible to this underestimation than the other. Relatively speaking, the 2-word category 

contains as many “false” classifications as the 3- or 4-word category. However, we do expect that the 

language of the child becomes better interpretable with age. Because pronunciation improves, the 

frequency of “xxx”-classifications declines with age. It is also known that the number of filler syllables 

declines when the syntactical abilities become more advanced. And because the 3-, 4- and more-word 

utterances appear relatively late in the developmental trajectory, we might expect that especially the 

earlier recordings (for instance before the age of 2) show this underestimation, while the effect 

diminishes with age.  

 

 

5.2 An empirical study of the growth of 1- and 2-word utterances 

 

As an illustration we will show the developmental trajectory of 1- and 2-word utterances of one child. 

The subject is Heleen, a Dutch girl who participated in a longitudinal study on variability in early 

language development (see for details van Geert & van Dijk, 2002).  

 

5.2.1 Method 

In the course of a year (from age 1;6 to 2;6) Heleen’s language development was followed employing 

60-minutes-recordings of spontaneous speech. These speech samples were collected in the child’s 

home, while child and parent engaged in normal daily routine. Heleen had access to her own toys and 

could move freely across the room. Recordings were made by means of a video-camera that was 

placed in a corner of the room, overviewing much of the living room space. A separate “wide-angle” 

microphone was connected to the camera in order to improve recording quality. The quality of the 

recordings turned out to be fairly good, only a small portion of fragments (less than 5%) was 

interrupted by environmental noise (such as a garbage truck loading outside). Such fragments were 

excluded from further analysis.  

In this case-study, the independent inter-observer reliability was calculated as inter-observer overlap 

of exact utterance length of individual utterances. In a subset of all transcribed material this amounted 

to 237 utterances of the total set of 268 utterances (88%), which, in our opinion, is fairly good.  

 

5.2.2 Subject 

Heleen is the first-born (and, during the observation period, only) child of middle class parents. The 

family lives in a suburban neighborhood in an average-size city in the North of the Netherlands. 

Heleen was raised in a monolingual Dutch environment. The family does not speak any apparent 

dialect. Heleen’s general cognitive development was tested with the Bayley Developmental Scales 

2/30 (van der Meulen & Smrkovsky, 1983) a few months before her second birthday. She scored 
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within the normal range (OI=100). In the beginning of the study, Heleen predominantly used one-word 

utterances, while at the end of the study her language showed various characteristics of the 

differentiation stage (see for characteristics of the Dutch differentiation stage Gillis and Schaerlaekens, 

2000).  

 

 

5.3 Results 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the development of the relative occurrence of 1- and 2- word utterances in 25 two-

weekly samples of Heleen’s language development. In summary, figure 5.1 shows a decline of the 

relative number of 1-word utterances and an increase of the number of 2-word utterances. 

Considering the underestimation problem we discussed before, we do not know how to interpret these 

curves. So far, it is possible that the trade-off between 1- and 2-word utterances is caused by the 

increased interpretability of the child’s utterances. It might be the case that while we heard the child 

say “xxx bal” (? ball) in the earlier recordings and interpreted this as a one-word sentence. In the later 

stages we hear the same utterance as “dat is mooie bal” (that is beautiful ball), which we interpret as a 

four-word utterance. In this particular case, the increase in interpretability causes the number of 1-

word utterances to decline and the number of more- word utterances to increase. To put it differently, 

the increase in more-word sentences is at least partly, an artifact of the increase in phonetic 

interpretability in the child. 
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Figure 5.1. The proportional occurrence of 1- and 2-word utterances (1 is 100% of all utterances) of Heleen (1;6-

2;6) (1 represents 100% of all utterances). 
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5.3.1 Solutions for eliminating the interpretability problem 

A first suggestion for dealing with this problem might be to eliminate all PIUs from the transcripts and 

only analyze the remaining utterances in which all the words were intelligible. CLAN offers this 

possibility using the postcodes [+ PI] (pp. 100 of the online Childes manual). Although this approach is 

considered an adequate solution, we believe that this approach has some fundamental drawbacks. 

When using this technique for very young children, for instance, the remaining sample would most 

likely be relatively small, since many utterances contain at least one uninterpretable component or 

filler. In our case-study we calculated that of the earliest files, 62% contained either unintelligible units, 

or instances of the &-code that might as well have contained fillers. Of the intermediate and, later files, 

around 40%, and 46% of all utterances respectively belonged to this category. Although the practice of 

excluding PUIs can be refined, so as to exclude a smaller percentage of utterances than we reported, 

we still have to question to what degree the remaining sample is selective to other linguistic factors. 

More importantly, if one considers the ambiguity a fundamental characteristic of child speech (an 

opinion shared by a constructivistic and dynamic systems approach) we would remove one of the 

essences from child speech out of the samples. The elimination of this characteristic would result in a 

very unrepresentative sample of child speech, and the question is whether the analysis of this sample 

has any relevance. However, if we state that the PIUs should be included in our sample, what status 

do the uninterpretable units have?  

 

5.3.2 The use of the what-if procedure, in particular the worst-case-scenario 

Although it might not result in a cut-clear solution to the problem, it is worthwhile to investigate how 

large the under-inflation effect might be. In case of a worst-case scenario, where all the excluded 

codes would have been actual words, how different would the resulting developmental trajectory be? 

We can address these questions by using a procedure that actually sketches this worst-case scenario, 

which is a procedure that assigns a fixed value of one word to every uninterpretable unit and possible 

filler in the PIUs. For instance, we can assign the value of one word to each appearance of xxx in the 

transcripts. In this case the utterance “ik wil xxx” would be considered a 3-word utterance, and the 

utterance “ik &6 wil &6 bal”  a five word utterance. This kind of approach is more commonly known as 

a what-if procedure, which is often applied in case of uncertainty about important parameters of a 

process or future event. The use of a worst-case scenario is comparable to the use of confidence 

intervals: by taking empirically unlikely but theoretically tenable boundaries for uncertain parameters, 

one obtains an idea of how seriously such unexpected but possible extremes can affect the outcomes 

of an investigation.  

Because we can still never be sure that each instance of xxx and & refers to only one word, a degree 

of uncertainty remains even after adding the xxx- and &-forms to our word count. However, we should 

note that &-strings are used to represent many different things, ranging from exclamations, stutters, to 

filler syllables as reported by Veneziano and Sinclair (2000). Assigning a fixed value to these units 

most probably leads to an (empirically unlikely) overestimation of the number of words in each 

utterance. However, with this procedure we only want to get an impression of the under-inflation effect 
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in a worst-case scenario. Therefore, the new values acquired using this procedure can only be 

interpreted in combination with the original values.  

In summary, the fixed value procedure assigns the value of one word to every occurrence of xxx and 

&. We know that this most likely results in an over-inflation of many utterances, while we are sure that 

the original scores underestimate the utterance length. Plotting these values together in a graph 

provides an estimation of the magnitude of the interpretability problem. If the trendline of the original 

values differs considerably from the values after assigning fixed values, we know that the problem 

might be large, and that we need to be careful in the interpretation of the resulting curves. If the 

trendlines are close together, the problem might be smaller than expected. Analyzing these lines as a 

bandwidth of scores also facilitates the analysis of the developmental trajectory.  

 

 

5.4 Illustration: a what-if or worst-case analysis of our language data 

 

In order to check the effect of the different ways of counting the number of words and utterances, we 

applied the combined (original and fixed values) procedure to Heleen’s language data.  

 

5.4.1 Utterance length 

Figure 5.2 depicts the resulting trajectory of utterance length. Visual inspection shows that the 

differences between the original scores and the fixed-value scores seem relatively small. We also see 

only slight widening or narrowing of this bandwidth, which means that the interpretability effect 

remains roughly the same for the entire developmental trajectory. This indicates that the results based 

on the original values and the results based on the fixed-value procedure are –surprisingly enough- 

not very different. The result is even more contra-intuitively if one considers the fact that after 

assigning the fixed values, the resulting total number of utterances on which the calculations are 

based increases sometimes dramatically. This is the case because after assigning a value to a 

dummy (an utterance consisting of only uninterpretable units) this unit ceases to be a dummy and 

adds one to the total number of utterances (which is the divisor, used to calculate mean length of 

utterances). The differences between these totals range from 62 up to 471 utterances11, which is 

large. Also, this difference declines with age. Obviously there are more totally uninterpretable 

utterances (dummies) in the earlier files, which is not too surprising, since early child language is 

known to become more understandable with age. Very early child speech (before the age of two) often 

contains many uninterpretable utterances.  

How can the finding that the two trajectories are surprisingly similar be reconciled with the fact that 

early utterances are considerably less interpretable than later ones? The answer to this question 

probably lies in the fact that by applying the fixed value procedure, one not only increases the number 

of words in the early utterances, but also the number of one-word utterances (transformed dummy 

utterances). Thus, on average, the ratio of 1- over 2- and 3-word utterances does not change. Instead, 

                                                      
11 The largest differences were, naturally, found in the earliest samples. 
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there is a balance in the trade-off between the different utterance categories. In itself it is comforting to 

know that the differences between the over-inflated (acquired after assigning fixed values) and the 

underestimated (based on the original values) are small. This can only imply that our initial data 

analysis is fairly adequate in the sense that the observed decrease of 1-word utterances and the 

increase of 2- (and 3-) word utterances remain intact. We can now assume that this is not solely 

caused by an increased degree of interpretability, as we speculated before, but that it reflects a real 

growth in utterance length.  

The same reasoning applies to MLU-w (Mean Length of Utterance in words, see Brown, 1973). We 

calculated Heleen’s MLU-w using the same procedure as described above, first calculating the original 

values and thus excluding the uninterpretable units, and second, calculating MLU-w after assigning a 

fixed value to these units. 
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Figure 5.2. Heleen’s proportional occurrences of 1-, 2- and 3-word utterances based on the original and fixed 

value scores (1 represents 100% of all utterances). 

 

 

 5.4.2 Mean Length of Utterance 

Figure 5.3 shows the results of both procedures (MLU-w based on the original values and after 

assigning the fixed values). Again, the resulting trajectories are very close together, which means that 

the differences in the results of the original MLUs and the MLUs-after-adding-fixed-value are small. 

Note that the slight difference between both lines can go in either direction: at some points MLU-

original is slightly lower than MLU-fixed, and at some points it is higher. Although it seems strange that 

MLU-original (which was assumed to underestimate utterance length) can be the highest of the two, 

one should realize that there is always a trade-off between 0-, 1-, 2- 3-, and more-word utterances. In 

the case were the MLU is lower after assigning fixed values, there are proportionately a large number 

of original 0-word utterances (dummies) that have become 1-word utterances. These were not 

included in the original calculation, but are included after assigning this fixed value. In this case, the 

MLU-divisor (which is the total number of utterances) increases more than the MLU-denominator (the 
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total number of words), thus resulting in a smaller MLU-w. However, visual inspection of figure 5.3 

shows that there is an almost perfect tradeoff between the two calculations. Again, it is comforting to 

know that the increase in MLU is not solely caused by an increased degree of interpretability.  
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Figure 5.3. Heleen’s development of MLU-w based on the original and fixed value scores. 

 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 

With regards to a solution to the problem of interpretability, filler-syllables and growing utterance 

length we outlined above, we suggest that this procedure of combining two trajectories might be 

fruitful. The two trajectories can be conceptualized as a bandwidth, with lower bounds based on 

interpretable words only and upper bounds based on fixed corrections for uninterpretable words. In 

our illustration, we used the most simple and rough way to overestimate utterance length. We did this 

in order to outline the results of a worst-case scenario. The procedure can (and probably should) be 

refined in order to win credibility, since naturally not al the elements to which we assigned a fixed 

value can reasonable be assumed to be meaningful. For instance, with the use of postcodes we can 

define which &-codes are definitely not lexical (e.g. exclamation), and which ones are possible fillers. 

This way, we can refine our transcripts by identifying which uninterpretable elements are likely to 

contain words.  

Finally, even while we cannot be sure that the resulting bandwidth of curves gives an accurate picture, 

we think that it gives us a better understanding of the effect of the interpretability problem on the 

quantitative representation of early child speech. We have also shown that, in the case of our subject, 

the bandwidths are relatively narrow if the proportions of 1- over 2- and more word sentences are 

plotted. A similar conclusion holds for MLU, which is also a proportional measure. This suggest that in 

this case, one might adequately use the original values of utterance length to represent to 

developmental trajectory. However, this might not always be the case. Some children speak more 

slurry than others, and some recordings have a better quality than others, depending on the recording 
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circumstances. Also different languages may differ with regard to the interpretation of filler syllables. In 

these cases, the sketching of the interpretability-bandwidth as we suggested above, might provide a 

better understanding of to what degree interpretability and filler-syllables distort the trajectory of 

development. 

 

We began this article by observing that the study of early child development can be seriously 

hampered by the fact that early behavior is sometimes difficult to interpret. Choices must be made 

about how uncertainties about the categorization of behaviors must be solved. Since interpretability 

itself depends on the developmental level of the behavior under observation, such choices may 

seriously affect the outcomes of our investigations and lead to misrepresentations of the underlying 

growth curves. Since we believe that problematic interpretability is an essential feature of early 

behavior, it cannot be solved by additional training of observers or ever increasing refinement of 

criteria for categorizing behaviors. Instead, we argue for a simple procedure that is often applied in 

cases where uncertainty about essential parameters occurs, namely the application of what-if 

procedures, more in particularly based on worst-case scenarios. In our example from child language, 

we defined the worst-case scenarios as those in which either none or all of the uninterpretable 

utterances of the uninterpretable utterances referred to a word. We compared the curves resulting 

from these extreme cases with each other and found that they did not contain serious differences. This 

finding supported the conclusion that our results are relatively insensitive to the choices we have 

made – in accordance with the Childes recommendations – with regard to transcribing the 

uninterpretable utterances. With our worst-case scenarios, we in fact specified confidence intervals for 

the curves that result from our observations. 

We will conclude our discussion with three remarks aimed at generalizing the method presented in this 

article. First, the procedure used to test what-if questions and in particular worst-case scenarios 

depends on the nature of the observed phenomena and the peculiarities of the observation 

procedures. Thus, a procedure that works well with language data is not necessarily adapted to 

problems with observing emotional expressions or cognitive and motor skills. Further work needs to be 

done to develop what-if and worst-case procedures for fields other than language development.  

Second, testing a worst-case scenario is akin to looking for statistical confidence intervals. Whereas 

such intervals can be calculated from known or assumed statistical distribution properties, the 

specification of worst-case scenarios requires a combination of theoretical and empirical insights. A 

worst-case applies to a condition that is theoretically possible (let us say, “reasonable”) but empirically 

unlikely (similar to, for instance, a 97.5 percentile case in a 95% confidence interval). For instance, we 

assumed that in the worst case every uninterpretable phoneme counts as one word, which is 

theoretically possible but quite unlikely. We did not assume that every such phoneme counts as three 

words, for instance, which would also be unlikely but also theoretically unfeasible. The specification of 

adequate worst-case scenarios for other variables than language requires further attention. 

Finally, what if the application of worst-case scenarios leads to the conclusion that the resulting growth 

curves – or anything else one whishes to extract from the data – are highly sensitive to the decisions 

made to solve the ambiguities and lack of interpretability in the data? With our language data, we 
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found that the results were quite insensitive to such decisions, which improves the credibility of our 

conclusions. If results depend very much on the way in which the interpretability problems have been 

solved, the researcher is faced with a problem of reliability, but possibly also with a problem of validity  

in the sense that it is possible that the categories chosen for the interpretation of the behaviors are just 

not adequate.  
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Chapter 6 

Ambiguity in Child Language 

The problem of inter-observer reliability in ambiguous observation data 

 

 

Published as: van Geert, P.& van Dijk, M. (2003). Ambiguity in Child Language, the problem of inter-

observer reliability in ambiguous observation data. First Language, 23(3), 259-284. 

 

 

Abstract 

In language acquisition, inter-transcriber agreement over linguistic categories assigned to recorded 

utterances is conceived as a measure of observer reliability. We argue that disagreement is not 

merely a reflection of observer errors or noisy data, but can be a reflection of the genuine ambiguity of 

early speech. Disagreement arises from the fact that the child is still building linguistic categories, and 

therefore, from the fact that the language is truly ambiguous. This ambiguity can be quantified by 

applying concepts from Fuzzy Logic, for which we demonstrate in a case study. After presenting an 

index of agreement and a Monte-Carlo procedure for calculating the probability of chance agreement, 

we introduce an index of ambiguity, based on the fuzzy logic notion of degree-of-membership. 
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6.1. Introduction 

 

6.1.1 Transcription and reliability 

Inter-observer reliability is an important issue in many branches of psychology. For instance, the 

handbook on developmental psychology by Shaffer (1989), a widely used textbook, states (p. 16) that 

reliability is one of the most important things to consider if naturalistic observation is employed:  

Reliability is most often measured by asking a second person to observe the same events that the first 

observer witnessed and then comparing the observational records of the two observers. If 

independent observers largely agree on what occurred the observational records are reliable. A lack of 

agreement indicates that the observation scheme is unreliable and needs to be revised.”(pp. 16). 

Although these statements sound simple and easy to apply, they convey a central assumption about 

the nature of observational data. This is that there are true observable values or categories of 

behavior that can be identified as such, with more or less difficulty, by the independent observers. This 

assumption stems from signal-transmission theory, where a signal (the true category) is being 

transmitted while ‘noise’ is added to the signal (e.g. Green & Swets, 1966). A lack of reliability is 

caused either by the observers themselves, or by things related to the observation procedure, such as 

the quality of the recordings. The suggestion to adjust the observation scheme seems obvious, but 

does not recognize the fact that developing behavior is often ambiguous by nature.  

This ambiguity is particularly characteristic of early language development. Often, it remains unclear to 

which linguistic categories the individual words in the utterances belong, even with a perfect voice-

recording system and perfectly trained observers (more specifically transcribers or coders). We will 

argue that differences between independent observers are, under these circumstances, not merely 

caused by observer mistakes or a vague measurement design, but can also be a reflection of the 

genuine ambiguity in the actual developmental data. In the second part of this article, we will also 

suggest a measure of ambiguity that is based on fuzzy logic principles. 

In the field of language acquisition research, it is common practice to study various aspects of child 

language by means of naturalistic recordings of spontaneous speech. Examples are: how does the 

child use verbs, how often and in which syntactical constructions does it use prepositions, how many 

different words are used, etc. To begin with, the observers must transcribe the child’s speech into a 

written form. One of the widely used standards for the transcription of language is provided by the 

Childes-project (MacWhinney, 1991). In the preface of the Childes handbook, MacWhinney points at 

the dangers that arise from the need to compress a complex set of verbal expressions into the narrow 

channel of written language. He considers the greatest danger facing the transcriber in the tendency 

to treat spoken language as if it were written language. The decision to write out stretches of vocal 

material using the forms of written language involves ‘major theoretical commitment’, MacWhinney 

states. ‘The most difficult bias to overcome is the tendency to map every spoken form by a learner – 

be it a child, an aphasic or a second language learner – onto a set of standard lexical items in the 

adult language’ (p. 2). To illustrate this bias, Fletcher (1985) noted that both adults and children 

produce ‘have’ as /uv/ before main verbs. As a result, forms like “might have gone” assimilate to 

“mightuv gone”. The question is whether children who produce such an utterance have already 
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acquired the full auxiliary ‘have’. Another example, in French, is the fact that the various endings of the 

verb are distinguished in spelling but homophonous in speech. If a child says /mAnZ/ ‘eat’, are we 

going to transcribe the first person singular mange, as a second person singular manges, or as the 

imperative mange (example from MacWhinney, 1991)?  

Childes offers two solutions: the first is to transcribe the utterance phonetically, the second is to use a 

standardized set of non-standard lexical forms that the Childes system recognizes (such as ‘mightuv’). 

Although these solutions may to some degree reduce inter-observer differences, there still is plenty of 

room for disagreement among observers. For instance, consider a Dutch child that says /mEis/ 

repeatedly. Although it resembles mij (me), and mijn (mine), and the child stretches its arms to reach 

something, the question remains if the child intends to use a personal pronoun, a possessive pronoun, 

or something completely different. In which form should it be transcribed? Using a neutral transcription 

solves little. In the case of the ‘mightuv’-construction, we know that at some point in time the child will 

acquire the full auxiliary ‘have’, but at what point in time is a transcriber going to replace ‘mightuv’ with 

‘might have’? Bear in mind that adults also use the ‘mightuv’ construction, and this would probably be 

transcribed as ‘might have’.  

In a review of the Childes handbook, Serratrice (2000) states that there are nontrivial problems in the 

classification of utterances into the different linguistic categories. She ascertains a lack of sufficiently 

clear guidelines for the coding of problematic borderline cases such as the treatment of certain 

adjectives and past particles, or particles, prepositions and adverbs. She states: ‘… there are no 

criteria for complex cases in which the coder is called upon to make a sometimes difficult choice” (pp. 

335), and “It would be extremely helpful if some criteria were provided in the manual to ensure that 

coders make consistent choices’ (pp. 336). 

 

6.1.2 Reliability in language acquisition research  

6.1.2.1 The use of reliability indices in language acquisition research 

Although the procedure of categorizing observed non-verbal behavior has many points in common 

with that of the transcription of language recordings, there are various ways of approaching the issue 

of inter-observer (inter-transcriber) reliability that are characteristic in the literature of language and 

language acquisition in particular.   

Whereas several studies do not mention reliability, other studies report a measure to indicate the 

overlap between two observers. If distinct transcribers are involved (which is not always the case), 

authors do not always make explicit how the transcribers co-operated in bringing about the 

categorization (independent scoring or not). Sometimes it is – implicitly or explicitly – indicated that 

transcriptions were not independent. For instance, a description of the reliability procedure might be:  

The principal investigator also listened to the speech samples in order to check his agreement with the 

interviewers.[..] Instances of disagreement were resolved through repeated listening and analysis, 

resulting in a perfect agreement in the irregularities. (example taken from Yairi, 1982) 

In order to obtain a general impression of how the inter-observer reliability issue is dealt with in recent 

publications, we examined randomly selected volumes of the Journal of Child Language (Volume 27, 
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2000) and First Language (Volume 22, 2002). In the Journal of Child Language, 11 studies out of 27 

articles use spontaneous speech samples of young children (the majority below the age of four) that 

were transcribed and/or categorized. Of these 11, four articles do not mention the inter-observer 

reliability (Grinstead, 2000; Huang, 2000; Prat-Sala, Shillcock & Sorace, 2000; Rowland & Pine, 

2000). It should be noted that two of these studies are based on corpus data: Grinstead used the 

Linaza corpus; Rowland used the Brown (1973) corpus. Two further studies address the reliability 

issue in an indirect manner (Maratsos, 2000; Parisse & Le Normand, 2000). Parisse and Le Normand 

make use of what they call an ‘automatic tagger’ on the Le Veile corpus. This automatic tagger takes 

three linguistic components at a time (morphology, syntax and distributional analysis), mapping the 

child’s language into an adult structure, using adult interpretation. The level of ambiguity of the two-

year-old language is quite high, ranging between 1.15 and 2.30 possible lexical categories for each 

word. Maratsos used transcripts made from the Kuczaj corpus, but when discussing these transcripts 

with the original transcriber, there were frequent disagreements (as high as 40%). Furthermore, two 

articles that acknowledge reliability have used observers who are not independent (Rescorla, 

Dahlgaard & Roberts, 2000; Veneziano & Sinclair, 2000). Three further studies use explicit, standard 

measures based on independent scoring (Bornstein, Haynes, Painter & Genevro, 2000; Goldfield, 

2000; Winsler, Carlton & Barry, 2000). Bornstein et al. report an intra-class correlation, ranging from 

0.943 to 0.998 for different variables (total number of utterances, number of child word roots, and 

MLU) in two-year-olds. Winsler et al. reported percentages of agreement and Cohen’s Kappas for 

independent observers, which ranged from 78% (Kappa 0.66) to 96% (Kappa 0.90) for the different 

variables (activity, speech and social context in three- and four-year-olds). Goldfield (2000) reports a 

Cohen’s Kappa of 0.72 (for the frequency of nouns and verbs in infants age 1;8).  

In the First Language volume, 10 out of 12 articles analyze spontaneous speech material. Of these 10 

articles, 6 mention the fact that there was independent scoring of two (or more) transcribers (Bouldin, 

Bavin & Pratt, 2002; Guidetti, 2002; Kunnari, 2002; Lacroix, Pomerleau & Malcuit, 2002; O’Neill & 

Holmes, 2002; Schiff, 2002). Furthermore, 5 studies report a measure of agreement between 

observers (O’Neill & Holmes, 2002; Kunnari, 2002; Lacroix, Pomerleau & Malcuit, 2002; Bouldin et al. 

2002; Guidetti, 2002). These range from 99% to 81%, depending on the type of languages that had to 

be coded and the age of the subjects. O’Neill & Holmes report an overlap of 99% (character speech 

and gesture types in 3 to 4 year olds). Kunnari’s percentages range from 99.2% (number of syllables 

in a word in subjects age 0;11–1;7) to 86% (syllable structure). Lacroix et al. analyze maternal 

utterances (adult language) in a free play session and report an overlap of 86%. Bouldin et al. reach 

an overlap ratio of 28 over 30 in a group assignment task (language had to be assigned to a group of 

subjects that had an imaginary companion and a group who did not). The Guidetti study transcribes 

early child speech (age 1;4–2;6) and reports an overlap of 81%. Five studies that concern 

spontaneous child speech do not report inter-observer reliability (Courtney, 2002; Farrar & Maag, 

2002; Joseph, Serratrice & Conti-Ramsden, 2002; Leonard, Caselli & Devescovi, 2002; Schiff 2002). 

In summary, although we have covered only a small sample of the literature, it has been made clear 

that the issue of inter-observer reliability is addressed in a wide variety of ways. Whereas a large 

group of studies does not explicitly mention reliability, other studies report detailed analyses. Of these 
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studies, the concept of overlap proportion or overlap percentage is often reported, sometimes in 

combination with a Cohen’s Kappa.  

 

6.1.2.2 Problems with commonly used indices of reliability 

The fact that reliability indices are reported that are based on inter-rater agreement, is in itself not 

sufficient. The index used must be informative about the kind of agreement that really matters for the 

topic at issue and, most importantly, the index used must be based on assumptions that are valid for 

the context in which the index is used. The widely used Kappa index, for instance, is now increasingly 

criticized. Its underlying assumptions often do not match the properties of the rating process to which 

the index is applied. For instance, its correction for chance agreement implies, first, that the marginal 

frequencies (frequencies of categories assigned) are fixed and, second, that the correction must be 

equal to the average of all possible agreements that arise from randomly assigning the fixed number 

of categories to the items (utterances, observations). However, the assumption of such random 

assignment is not in agreement with the assumption of fixed marginal frequencies. Random 

assignment implies the absence of any possible constraint on the link between an item and an 

assigned category. However, if, by implication, no such link exists, the frequencies of the assigned 

categories must also be completely random (note that all this applies under the null hypothesis that 

the agreement is based on chance alone and that the actual agreement must be corrected for 

chance).  

Moreover, the chance correction results in Kappa values that are crucially dependent on the size of 

the marginal frequencies (e.g., many instances of category A, few of category B), which implies that 

such values are often not comparable across rated samples and studies. Currently, there is a rather 

extensive literature on the problems associated with the use of Kappa and many alternative indices 

have been suggested (for a particularly informative overview and extensive bibliography, see 

Uebersax, 2001; see further: Cicchetti & Feinstein, 1990; Cook, 1998; Feinstein & Cicchetti, 1990; 

Guggenmoos-Holzmann, 1996; Gwet, 2001, 2002; Uebersax, 1987, 1988; Zwick, 1988). Uebersax 

(2001) makes the recommendation that researchers should use very simple indices of agreement 

(simple percentages of agreement, overlap ratios, etc.); these reveal more about agreement than most 

of the more complicated measures, which he sees as complements and not substitutes for the simpler 

methods. A problem with such simple indices is that it is not clear to what extent they capitalize on 

chance. In order to solve this problem, the researcher should specify a model of chance rating that 

matches the rating procedure at issue and then run a simple simulation study based on this model to 

determine the probability that a given rating is indeed based on chance (we will demonstrate this with 

our overlap ratio). 

However, the main point that we want to make in this article is not that current inter-observer 

agreement indices should be replaced by better ones. Our main goal is to argue for a change of view 

on the meaning of inter-rater agreement. Currently, agreement indices are seen as indicators of the 

quality of the rating and hence, of the competence of the raters (assuming, for simplicity, that the 

recording itself is impeccable). Our message is that inter-rater agreement which is based on the work 

of competent raters should be seen as information telling us something interesting about the nature of 
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the rated phenomenon. In order to arrive at this conclusion, we shall first introduce our case study and 

then proceed to the notion of fuzzy sets and ambiguity. 

 

 

6.2 The case study: filtering language for prepositions 

 

6.2.1 Overview of the study 

We encountered the issue of inter-observer reliability in our own case study on the acquisition of 

spatial prepositions in young children. Two observers had the task of filtering spatial prepositions out 

of videotaped samples of spontaneous speech. The total set of spatial prepositions consisted of in, uit, 

op, af, voor, achter, tussen, over, bij, naar, onder, boven, binnen, buiten, door (approximate 

translations are in, out, on, off, before/in front of, after/behind, between, over, near (to)/at, to, under, 

above, in/inside, out/outside, through). The two children were each recorded twice for 60 minutes, 

around their second birthday. The task of the observers was to watch these four 60-minute videotapes 

(two per subject) and only transcribe the utterances with spatial prepositions. The observers thus had 

to judge each utterance for the presence of a preposition, and transcribe the positively identified full 

utterance. This task is highly similar to the procedure in the study of Stockman and Vaughn-Cooke 

(1992) in which speech samples were filtered for possible locative expressions. Locative expressions 

included either a locative word or/and a verb that takes a locative argument.  

In our study, the total number of utterances varied for each tape of 60 minutes. Since not all 

utterances were transcribe, we cannot be sure about the total number of utterances in each recording, 

but our pilot study demonstrated a minimum of 100 utterances. Furthermore, we also learned from this 

study that the relative occurrence of utterances that contain a preposition varied from 0.8% to 18% of 

the total number of utterances recorded as such. The observers have formed their expectations on the 

basis of these data, and consequently are likely to expect a maximum of 20% preposition utterances. 

By selecting, for instance, 20 utterances as utterances containing a preposition, the observers 

implicitly agree on the remaining ones as utterances that do not contain a preposition. However, the 

exact number of the additional set is unknown. If we had used a fully transcribed corpus, we would 

have known the exact total number of utterances and thus also the number of non-preposition 

utterances over which the observers agree.  

Thus, the dataset we acquired has two typical characteristics that complicate the application of 

Cohen’s Kappa (see the preceding discussion of the Kappa). First, the marginal frequencies are highly 

skewed (the utterances without prepositions greatly outweigh the utterances with prepositions in 

number), and second, we have no knowledge of the exact frequency of these non-preposition 

utterances. Therefore, we calculate an index of agreement – more precisely an overlap percentage – 

based only on the positive cases (i.e., the utterances explicitly selected by the observers as containing 

a preposition). At this point, it is useful to elaborate on the concept of this overlap percentage based 

on the positive cases. 
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6.2.2 Overlap index 

The idea behind this index is as follows. Let n1 be the number of preposition utterances selected from 

the corpus by observer 1 (e.g., 10) and n2 the number selected by observer 2 (e.g., 15). The total 

number of utterances selected by the pair of observers is n1+n2 = m (e.g., 10 + 15 = 25). From the n1 

utterances selected by observer 1, s1 (e.g., 8) are similar to utterances also selected by observer 2 

(and from the n2 utterances selected by observer 2, s2 are identical to utterances also selected by 

observer 1; by definition, s1 = s2). From the first observer’s n1 selected utterances, a number equal to 

(n1–s1) = d1 are not identical to utterances selected by observer 2, and, the other way round, from the 

second observer’s n2 selected utterances, (n2–s2) = d2 are different from utterances selected by 

observer 1. For simplicity, we shall call s1 – and by definition also s2 which is equal to s1 – the 

overlap, d1 the non-overlap of observer 1 to observer 2, and d2 the non-overlap of observer 2 to 

observer 1. We define our measure of agreement – or, more correctly, our overlap – as the proportion 

of items in the set of n1+n2 items that have the property ‘identical’ over the total number of items in 

that set. We can express this measure in terms of the numbers of overlapping and non-overlapping 

items as follows: 

 

Overlap ratio = (s1+s2 ) / (s1+d1+s2+d2) 

 

In somewhat different terms, the equation reads as follows 

 

Overlap = (2 * overlap) /((2 * overlap) + (non-overlap Obs1:Obs2) + (non-overlap Obs2:Obs1)) 

 

It should be noted that this definition is highly similar to the definition used by Guidetti (2002). In the 

literature, we have encountered definitions that are somewhat different, dependent on the task and the 

available data. Table 6.1 shows the reliability results, in terms of overlap ratio, of two subjects in which 

the transcripts of the two observers were compared utterance by utterance. The first column, 

‘Overlap’, displays the total number of prepositional utterances that both observers agreed on (s1 or 

s2, since s1 = s2). The second and third columns respectively state the number of utterances that 

were transcribed by observer 1 (Obs1) as a prepositional utterance and not transcribed by observer 2 

(Obs2), and vice versa. In the final column, the overlap is calculated according to the equation 

specified above. In summary, the overlap percentage specifies the agreement between observers 1 

and 2 based solely on the items of interest, namely the utterances that contain – effectively or 

potentially – a preposition. 

 

 

6.2.3 Probability that the observed overlap is based on chance 

As can be seen in Table 6.1, the overlap ratios are both around 0.87. It should be noted that these 

values were achieved with recordings of good quality, and after extensive training of the observers. 

The question is what these numbers signify. First, we tested the probability that the positive overlap-

ratios found in our case study were based on accidental agreement. 
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Table 6.1 

Reliability results in the study of spatial prepositions (sum of two 60-minute recordings per subject) 

 

 Overlap Non-overlap 

OBS1-OBS2 

Non-overlap 

OBS2-OBS1 

Overlap ratio 

 

Subject L. 

 

98 

 

12 

 

18 

 

0.867 

Subject B. 17 4 1 0.871 

 

 

We did this by carrying out a resampling procedure (more specifically a Monte Carlo simulation), using 

Poptools (Hood, 2001),12 and found that the probability (p-value) that the observed overlap is based 

on chance is very small (p < 0.01), a finding which is probably not very surprising. This means that 

although the value of 0.87 is considered moderately high by psychological standards, it differs highly 

significantly from a chance model13. Second, the values we have reached in this case study are in the 

same order of magnitude as the value reported by Guidetti (2002) and Kunnari (2002), while the tasks 

or ages in both studies are highly similar. Thus, although the values of 0.87 are not very high, they do 

                                                      
12 The criterion value was the overlap-percentage generated with a random model (two blind observers 

categorizing 100 utterances on the basis of the 20:80 % distribution). With this technique we investigated the 

question what the chances are that our empirically obtained percentage of agreement is based on a 

categorization procedure carried out by two ‘blind’ observers. The total number of utterances was 100, a minimum 

we choose conservatively, because higher total numbers of utterances will only decrease the probability of 

accidental overlap and thus will increase significance. We tested the model by randomly permuting the values 

1000 times. 

 
13 Although Monte Carlo procedures are relatively easy to perform with standard software (e.g. Microsoft's Excel 

extended with a freely available add-in such as Greg Hood's Poptools or our own Functions), many researchers 

are unfamiliar with them. However, the 95% boundary of agreement by chance can also be approximated by 

means of the following equation 

1

0.05 0.15 ln( )95% 0.68 1.04 p pboundary N + ⋅= ⋅ ⋅  

for p the expected proportion of prepositions (or any other relevant category) and N the estimated - or known - 

total number of utterances in the sample. We obtained this equation by first running Monte Carlo procedures for 

calculating the 95% boundaries for a matrix of expected proportions of prepositions (ranging from 0.5 to 30%) with 

expected numbers of utterances in the sample (ranging from 10 to 230). We then fitted a power model to the set 

of 95% boundary values and estimated the parameters of the power model as functions of N (estimated number 

of utterances) and p (expected proportion of prepositions over non-prepositions). It goes without saying that the 

equation can be used with any type of syntactic categorization, based on a yes/no decision in a language sample 

with a known or estimated number of utterances. Note that the statistically relevant 95% boundary value is the 

value calculated for the largest possible expected p and the smallest possible expected N.  
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not only differ significantly from chance, but are also not uncommon in the literature on early child 

speech.  

 

 

6.3 Discussion: ambiguity and fuzzy sets 

 

6.3.1 Development and fuzzy categories 

We argue that in the case of early child language, there might be a ceiling effect on the reliability 

values that is not only caused by ‘mechanical’ issues, but also stems from the intrinsic ambiguity of 

early child speech. This means that even with two infallible observers and excellent recordings there 

will still be disagreement among observers. In the case of filtering out one or more language variables, 

observers have the task of deciding whether specific utterances belong to a particular linguistic 

category or not. We argue that early child language is intrinsically ambiguous because it has to be 

judged against categories that are not yet fully developed in the child language system. Note that this 

problem is closely linked to the theoretical assumptions of the researchers. In the full competence 

approach (posed by Chomsky, for instance 1986), the child has either set the parameter or not, and 

intermediate positions are theoretically not possible. This approach does not allow a fuzzy definition of 

the objects and categories of language acquisition. However, dynamic systems theory (Thelen & 

Smith, 1994) claims that behavior, more specifically language, is constructed in real time, by 

development that operates as a self-organizing system. While the child is still building linguistic 

categories, the language output is truly ambiguous. If the recording and transcription procedure were 

carried out under ideal circumstances, the resulting lack of inter-observer reliability is likely to be the 

direct effect of this ambiguity. If the acquisition of a particular linguistic category is constructed in real 

time (as stated by dynamic systems theory), and the child is still in the building-process, it may in 

some instances be impossible to decide whether or not a specific utterance belongs to this category-

under-construction. Another possibility is that our categories do not exhaust the empirical possibilities, 

i.e., that there exist many forms that belong to two different categories at the same time. These forms 

are intrinsically ambiguous.  

There is still one issue that needs to be addressed in relation to ambiguity in child utterances: it could 

be argued that only the child’s output is ambiguous, and not the linguistic categories themselves. This 

would mean that the child’s intentions are not ambiguous, but only the expressions. This form of 

ambiguity could be called ‘ambiguity-in-expression’, while ‘ambiguity-in-existence’, on the other hand, 

implies that the acquired linguistic categories are ambiguous themselves. In the case of ambiguity-in-

expression, the transcriber faces difficulties because the observable language lacks specific 

information about which linguistic categories the individual words belong to. Beneath the surface, the 

child has fully acquired the linguistic category at issue, only it is not clearly observable. In itself, such a 

theoretical position is defendable. However, one would still have to explain the discrepancy between 

the observable output and the child’s intentions. In this article we merely want to point at the 

theoretical possibility of ambiguity-in-existence, which means that the observed categories are 
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ambiguous themselves. Moreover, we argue that both types of ambiguity can be handled with the aid 

of fuzzy logic. 

 

6.3.2 Fuzzy Logic and the notion of degree-of-membership 

The concept of ambiguous categories is closely related to fuzzy logic, a mathematical theory that can 

be used to program computers to ‘make decisions’ based on imprecise data and complex situations 

(McNeill & Freiberger, 1993). It is a theory of fuzzy sets, sets that calibrate vagueness and ambiguity. 

Fuzzy logic rests on the idea that all things admit of degree. Temperature, distance, length, 

friendliness, all things come on a sliding scale. In contrast, most of traditional logic, set theory and 

philosophy have prescribed sharp distinctions. They have forced us to draw lines in the sand. 

Something belongs either to a category, or not. For instance, a novel might have 90 pages or more, a 

novella less than 90. Thus, a 91-page work would be a novel, an 89-page a novella. If the printer reset 

the novella in a larger type, it would become a novel. Fuzzy logic avoids such absurdities.  

Lukasievicz (1878–1955) took the first step towards a formal model of vague classes. He invented the 

substructure of fuzzy sets, an early logic based on more values than true or false. In this substructure, 

1 stood for true and 0 for false. But, in addition, 0.5 stood for possible. The third value acts as a 

wedge, cracking the traditional true/false division apart. This sliding scale yields greater precision and 

can quantify degrees of truth. In modern fuzzy logic, ‘objects’ (observations, objects, properties, etc.) 

are always assigned a degree-of-membership (for a particularly clear technical introduction, see Ross, 

1995; McNeill & Freiberger, 1993 provide a highly accessible introduction; see further: Kosko, 1993; 

1997; Nguyen & Walker, 1997; von Altrock, 1995). In mutually exhaustive classes, objects have a 

degree-of-membership of either 1 or 0 (for instance, a book is either a novel or a novella). In fuzzy 

logic, a book can have any degree of membership between 0 and 1. For instance, a book of 100 

pages has a degree of membership of 1 to the category ‘novel’, whereas a book of 90 pages has a 

degree of membership of 0.5 and a book of 85 pages has one of 0.2. According to Ross (1995: pp. 

13), fuzziness describes the ambiguity of an event or object. Maximal ambiguity arises if an object has 

a degree of membership equal to 0.5. In this case the object has a position at the exact mid-point 

between the two extremes. When this is the case, its ambiguity is equal to 1. If the degree of 

membership is either 0 or 1, ambiguity is 0.  

 

 

6.3.3 Developing linguistic categories as fuzzy sets 

The suggestion to treat linguistic categories as fuzzy sets is quite uncommon, to say the least.  

However, we suggest that this theoretical application is not far-fetched. For instance, the research 

dealing with ‘filler syllables’ (also called Prefixed Additional Elements, PAE) encounters a similar issue 

when discussing the status of this phenomenon (see, for instance, Veneziano & Sinclair, 2000). The 

question is whether these filler syllables can be considered grammatical elements or not. Filler 

syllables appear in the period of early language acquisition, and their possible sources and functions 

have long been a subject of interest for many researchers. Researchers have been warning against 
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crediting the child with early grammatical knowledge on the basis of the appearance of these 

elements. For instance, Braine (1963/1973, pp. 415) concludes in his study on subject Steven: “while 

it is quite likely that these elements are an interesting distillate of the unstressed and phonetically often 

obscure English articles, prepositions and auxiliary verbs, there is no basis for giving them the 

morphemic status at this stage in Steven’s development”.   

One group of authors (e.g. Dolitsky, 1983; Kilani-Schoch & Dressler, 2000; Peters, 1990; Scarpa, 

1993; Simmonsen, 1993; Veneziano et al., 1990) linked filler syllables more specifically to the child’s 

development of grammatical morphemes, considering them ‘an intermediate form on the way to 

grammatical morphemes’ (Veneziano & Sinclair, 2000: pp. 463). Thus, although the filler syllables are 

not yet considered to be articles, prepositions or auxiliaries, they take an intermediary position. In 

fuzzy logic terms, they might acquire the value of 0.5 on the dimension ‘grammaticality’, where the 

value of 0 stands for ‘not-grammatical’ and 1 for ‘grammatical’. In the case of the task of filtering 

language for prepositions, subject L in our case study produced the utterance ‘stok gaat onder de 

door’ (stick goes under /the N?(through)/). The adult form of this utterance probably is ‘stok gaat er 

onderdoor’ (stick goes under it). However, the child places the article ‘de’ before ‘door’ and thus 

suggesting a noun ‘door’ ((the) through). The question is how many prepositions there are in the 

utterance, one (just ‘onder’ or the combined form ‘onderdoor’), or two (both ‘onder’ and ‘door’)?   

Fuzziness is a characteristic of patterns or categories that are inductively formed by network devices 

(see, for instance, Jagielska, Matthews & Whitfort, 1999; von Altrock, 1995). Since the brain can be 

conceived of as such a network device, it is understandable why categories such as prepositions take 

the form of fuzzy classes, particularly during the period that the category is not yet fully consolidated. 

In figure 6.1, we compare a classical with a fuzzy logic approach to the issue of linguistic category 

membership. Assume that we ask ourselves whether words such as ‘on’ or ‘in’ that a child is using 

over the course of several months – for instance between months 20 and 32 – are prepositions. This 

question amounts to the issue of whether or not the child possesses the preposition category.  

 

Figure 6.1A shows the classical developmental or emergence answer: somewhere along the time 

scale the preposition category emerges (in this case around month 26). Since a word is either a 

preposition or not (has a degree of membership that is either 0 or 1), the preposition category must 

emerge in a discontinuous fashion. Figure 6.1B represents the classical competence view: the 

category preposition has been there all along and just waits to be filled with actual words (the degree-

of-membership is 1 all the time). Figure 6.1C shows how the preposition category gradually emerges 

and becomes fully established around 28 months (this age by way of example). This case represents 

the theoretical viewpoint of ambiguity-in-existence that we presented above. For instance, around the 

age of 25 months, words such as ‘in’ and ‘on’ have a degree of membership of about 0.5. This degree 

of membership could be qualified as ‘they are preposition-like, but are still not real prepositions’, or 

any other qualitative specification that expresses the fuzzy nature of those words during this stage of 

the child’s language development. Figure 6.1D shows a simplification of the continuous membership 

function in the form of a linear increase. The latter representation, which causes only minimal loss of 

information in comparison to the S-shaped function, is customary in fuzzy logic (for instance, see 
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Kosko, 1993, 1997; Nguyen & Walker, 1997; Ross, 1995; von Altrock, 1995). Finally, Fig. 6.1E shows 

that the degree of membership to the preposition class of words such as in and on is the complement 

of their degree of membership to the class of non-prepositions. 
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Figure 6.1. Classical and fuzzy logic representation of class membership. The class membership applies to a set 

of words (on, in, to, ...) and to the category “preposition”. Changes in class membership are represented over time 

in months. Figure 1A shows a classical, discrete emergence approach: prepositions emerge at the age of 26 

months. Figure 1B shows the discrete competence approach: the preposition category has been present all the 

time. Figure 1C represents the fuzzy logic approach: class membership increases continuously, until it reaches 

full membership around the age of 29 months. At the age of 25 months, words such as on, in, etc. have a 

preposition class membership of about 0.5. Figure 1D is an alternative representation of the fuzzy membership 

curve: the straight line provides a standard simplification of the continuous membership curve. Figure 1E 

compares the membership curve of the class “preposition” with the complementary membership curve of the 

class “ non-preposition”. 
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6.4 Inter-observer agreement and intrinsic ambiguity  

 

6.4.1 High agreement does not necessarily indicate competent rating 

In principle, a high level of agreement between observers is viewed as an indicator of the ‘goodness’ 

of the ratings made (see our discussion about problems with indices of agreement). Thus, the best 

rating and the best raters should produce an agreement of a 100%. However, the high agreement is 

only an indicator of a good rating if the following assumptions are accepted. First, the rated 

phenomena must correspond with ‘crisp’ categories, i.e., they must belong to a category or not. Stated 

otherwise, it is assumed that the phenomena are not ambiguous. Second, it is assumed that the high 

agreement is the result of genuine rating quality, carried out by correctly trained, competent observers. 

However, the high agreement could just as well have resulted from shared errors and biases among 

the observers. Thus, high agreement is not automatically a guarantee for high quality rating. It is only 

a guarantee if we accept that the rating has been carried out in the most competent possible way. As 

scientists, we usually accept this because we trust that our colleagues know their trade. In principle, 

researchers should justify the quality of the ratings presented by showing that they started from an 

explicit definition of the rated categories, by making explicit which empirical indicators have been used 

and where, eventually, cut-off points occurred. They should tell us whether the raters were trained and 

how this training took place, whether the raters were novices (students for instance) or experts and 

how disagreement has been treated. If we, the readers of the scientific articles, are informed about 

these issues and can conclude that the best possible care has been given, we should trust that the 

ratings have been done in a competent way and are, in that sense, maximally reliable, irrespective of 

whether the level of agreement is high, intermediate or low.  

If the phenomena themselves are truly ambiguous, truly ‘fuzzy’, high quality rating (in which raters 

have to decide about whether an item does or does not belong to a category) should result in a 

considerably lower agreement than in the case of basically unambiguous items. In this case, high 

agreement would be an indicator of low quality rating, for instance rating based on common errors and 

shared biases. If the quality of the rating has been justified in the way described above, we may trust 

that the rating is reliable, irrespective of the inter-observer agreement. 

This conclusion radically shifts the meaning of the level of inter-observer agreement. Whereas inter-

observer agreement is traditionally interpreted as an indicator of the quality of the rating, we must in 

fact see it as an indicator of the ambiguity of the data. Part of the ambiguity will most likely be of an 

extrinsic nature. For instance, a car drives past and the noise prevents the observer from 

understanding what the child exactly says. Another possibility is that the observer may have paid less 

attention than necessary and may have made an erroneous interpretation. In general, it must be 

possible to determine how often such problems may have occurred in the worst (reasonable) case14. 

                                                      
14 The point is not that we should try to find the ‘real’ amount of such cases, because we will probably lack the 

information to do that. Instead, we should try to determine a reasonable limit, for instance by asking the raters 

(always provided they are trained professionals) how confident they are that they made a real error, e.g. by being 

distracted, in 20% of the utterances, 10%, 5%, etc. Somewhere along this sliding scale we can establish a 
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The remaining part of the ambiguity, which in the case of good recordings and competent observers 

should be the largest part, is intrinsic by nature, i.e., it reflects the intrinsic ambiguity of the data. The 

ambiguity refers to the categories to which the data are assigned. If those categories are artificial 

(‘human made’), ambiguity may result from badly specified criteria for distinguishing them. In this case, 

the ambiguity reflects the inadequate definition of those categories. In the much more interesting case 

of ‘natural’ categories (whatever that may mean exactly), intrinsic ambiguity refers to the ambiguity of 

the categories itself, for instance, a child’s early preposition that is only a preposition to a certain 

extent (we have called this form ambiguity-in-existence earlier in this article).  

In case we wish to use the observer disagreement as an indicator of intrinsic agreement, we must 

have an idea about how much of the observed disagreement is indeed intrinsic, i.e., how much is in 

fact extrinsic. Although we do not know how much is extrinsic, we probably have an informed idea of 

the limits between which this extrinsic ambiguity will vary. At best, nothing is extrinsically ambiguous, 

at worst, a certain percentage is extrinsic (which we should estimate, given that we know the quality of 

our data). In this case, we recommend the use of a systematic what-if-procedure (see van Dijk & van 

Geert, submitted, chapter 5 of this thesis), which calculates an index of interest (in this case, an index 

of ambiguity) based on an informed worst-case scenario.  

 

6.4.2 (Dis)agreement as an indicator of ambiguity 

How can the level of (dis)agreement between observers be turned into an ambiguity index? Assume, 

to begin with, that there is no extrinsic ambiguity in the set (this is only a simplifying assumption, 

implying that we have not made transcription errors, that all utterances are clearly understandable, 

etc.; see below for a practical procedure). Assume, next, that in a set of utterances, the majority of the 

utterances can be unambiguously interpreted as either containing or not containing a preposition. Let 

us assume that ‘most’ means 90% here. Thus, for 90% of the utterances, an utterance either has a 

degree-of-membership of 1 or has a degree-of-membership of 0 to the category ‘contains-a-

preposition’. Consequently, the remaining 10% of utterances have a degree-of-membership that is 

neither 0 nor 1, i.e., a degree-of-membership that is somewhere between 0 and 1. Let us also assume 

that, of this remaining set of utterances, none of the possible degrees-of-membership is privileged, 

e.g., that degrees-of-membership of 0.1, 0.5 or 0.9, to name just a few, are equally probable. If this is 

a reasonable assumption, we can proceed as follows (if it is not a reasonable assumption, i.e., if we 

have reasons to believe that degrees-of-membership are not evenly distributed, we will need to follow 

a line of reasoning that is equal in terms of underlying principles to the one that we will continue here, 

but that differs in terms of numbers).  

If every possible degree of membership has the same probability of occurring in the sample, we can 

conclude that the average degree-of-membership (average DoM) to the category of prepositions is 0.5 

(which is exactly the middle value in the three-valued logic). We can also assume that the probability 

that the raters place an utterance in a particular category (e.g., prepositions) is proportional to the 

                                                                                                                                                                      
‘reasonable’ limit. It is recommended that such limit should be on the ‘safe side’ and that no discussion should be 

devoted to the question whether it is 1% or 2%, for instance, because that difference is not meaningful. 
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degree-of-membership. If the degree-of-membership is 0.5, the utterance is maximally ambiguous and 

the probability that it is placed in the preposition category is 0.5 (if the DoM is 0.8, the probability 

would be 80%).  Thus, the ambiguous cases will be randomly categorized as either P (preposition) or 

N (not-preposition) and will occur in the following combinations over the two raters: PP, NP, PN, NN. If 

all ambiguous prepositions had a degree-of-membership of 0.5, each combination would have equal 

probabilities. However, since the degrees-of-membership vary linearly between 0 and 1 (according to 

our assumption of even distribution), the probabilities of occurrence of the cases are different, namely 
1/3 for the PP combination, 1/3 for the NN-combination and 1/3 for a combination of not identical 

categories (i.e. PN or NP).  

It may come as a surprise that the number of PN or NP cases is 1/3 and not 1/2. If all utterances had a 

DoM of 0.5, and thus a probability of 0.5 to be categorized as either P or N, the distribution of 

combinations would be 1/4 PP, 1/4 NN, 1/4 PN and 1/4 NP, and thus 1/2 mixed (PN and NP). However, 

because the DoMs vary between 0 and 1, with all DoMs between 0 and 1 equally probable, the 

statistical distribution of the cases is different from the former cases: it is 1/3 PP, 1/3 NN and 1/3 mixed 

(NP or PN). Note that, for all cases belonging to the ambiguous set, the raters agree, on average, in 

two-thirds of the cases, but this agreement is truly chance agreement, since the utterances that were 

rated are truly ambiguous (the ambiguity pertains to the utterances in the present example, and does 

not entail any form of empirical statement). Thus, if all utterances in the ambiguous set have degrees-

of-membership that vary evenly between 0 and 1 (basic assumption) and if n ratings are mixed (PN or 

NP), then on average n ratings will amount to an accidental agreement about the P status and another 

n ratings will amount to an accidental agreement about the N status. This reasoning follows directly 

from our observation that the number of PP, NN and mixed (PN or NP) cases is equal, namely each is 
1/3 of the total number of ambiguous cases. 

We will now use this simple set of proportions to specify an index of ambiguity, based on 

disagreement between two competent observers. 

 

6.4.3 An index of ambiguity 

Since we are studying prepositions, we wish to have an index of the ambiguity of the set of 

prepositions (and assumed prepositions) that occur in our corpus. Thus, we calculate the ambiguity for 

the set of utterances that have a degree of membership to the category preposition that is greater than 

0. In the framework of fuzzy logic, ambiguity is expressed in terms of the degree of membership of an 

object (an utterance in this case) or a collection of such objects. From the previous section, we know 

that if raters disagree about n utterances and agree about p utterances (which they both identify as 

prepositional utterances), the total number of ambiguous utterances in the sample will on average be 

3n. The agreement set (the set for which both observers agree that the utterance contains a 

preposition) contains, on average, n utterances that are ambiguous (have a DoM smaller than 1). 

Let us take Subject L (see Table 6.2) as an example. The observers agreed on 98 utterances as 

utterances that contained a preposition. There was a non-overlap of 12 utterances for observer 1 

compared to observer 2 and a non-overlap of 18 utterances for observer 2 compared to observer 1. 

Thus, the number of utterances for which the observers disagreed was 12+18 = 30. With 30 items in 
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the disagreement set, the average number of ambiguous items will be 30*3 = 90. Of these 90 

ambiguous items, 30 will, on average, have ended up in the agreed-on preposition set (and another 30 

will be in the agreed-on non-preposition set, but these are not at stake here). Thus, of the 98 items in 

the agreed-on preposition set, 30 are, on average ambiguous and, thus 98–30 = 68 are non-

ambiguous, i.e., they have a degree-of-membership of 1. Note that, logically, there cannot be more 

ambiguous items than there are items in the set, and thus, that the result of the subtraction must at 

minimum be 015. Thus, for the set of utterances with a degree of membership bigger than 0, 68 have a 

DoM of 1 and 90 have DoMs that linearly vary between 0 and 1. Their average DoM is 0.5. The total 

average DoM is (68*1+90*0.5) / (68+90) = 0.72. The average DoM of subject B with 17 items in the 

agreement set and 4 and 1 in the non-overlap sets is also 0.72.  

 

 

Table 6.2  

A calculation of the average d-o-m of five session, based on an agreement set and a non-overlap from Obs1 to 

Obs2 and Obs2 to Obs1 

 

 agreement 

set 

non-

overlap 

Obs1-

Obs2 

non-

overlap 

Obs2-

Obs1 

non-

ambiguous 

P set 

ambiguous 

P set 

total set average  

d-o-m 

Level 

of ambiguity 

 

Subject L. 

 

98 

 

12 

 

18 

 

68 

 

90 

 

158 

 

0.72 

 

0.56 

Subject B. 17 4 1 12 15 27 0.72 0.56 

 

 

The equation for the average DoM of all items in the set of interest (in this case, the set of 

prepositions, whether they are ambiguous or not) is as follows. Let, in accordance with our overlap 

ratio equation, s be the overlap set, i.e., set of items for which both observers agree, d1 the non-

overlap of observer 1 compared to observer 2, and d2 the non-overlap of observer 2 compared to 

observer 1.  

 

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

( ) 3 ( ) 0.5
DoM =

( ) 3 ( )

s d d d d

s d d d d

− + + ⋅ + ⋅
− + + ⋅ +  

 

 

                                                      
15 Since the number of ambiguous items is an estimated number, namely the mean of the distribution of the 

possible number of ambiguous items, this estimated number could at times be bigger than the number of items in 

the agreement set (although empirically it seems unlikely that this should occur). If it occurs, however, the result 

of the subtraction is set to 0. 
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which simplifies to 

1 2

1 2

0.5 ( )
DoM

2 ( )

s d d

s d d

+ ⋅ +=
+ ⋅ +  

The degree-of-membership gives an indication of the average ambiguity of the utterances in the sets 

of utterances that were identified as preposition utterances by at least one of the observers. If the 

average degree-of-membership is 1, the set is entirely non-ambiguous. If the average DoM is close to 

0.5, the set is maximally ambiguous. We can use this principle to transform the average degree-of-

membership into a direct measure of ambiguity a. Let maximum ambiguity be equal to 1 and minimal 

ambiguity equal to 0. The required transformation then equals: 

 

a = 1 – 2 ( DoM – 0.5). 

 

An average DoM of 0.72 (see Table 6.2) corresponds with a level of ambiguity of 0.56 (somewhere 

midway complete ambiguity and complete non-ambiguity). This index of ambiguity is approximately 

equal to the proportion of the number of ambiguous utterances over the total number of utterances in 

the P-set. For instance, for subject L the total set is the sum of the ambiguous and non-ambiguous 

items, i.e., 90+68 = 158. The proportion of ambiguous items over the total set is thus 90/158 = 0.569, 

which approaches the level of ambiguity of 0.56 calculated according to the first method. This 

proportion is just another, intuitively simple expression of ambiguity. Whatever index one wishes to 

choose, its meaning comes alive only in relation with psychologically or linguistically meaningful 

variables. For instance, one may ask whether and how ambiguity changes in the course of the 

development of the variable at issue (prepositions, for instance) or whether there are differences 

between variables in terms of ambiguity (prepositions and verbs, for instance).  

 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

  

In the case study we have presented, we demonstrated a reliability procedure that can be used to 

establish the statistical significance of the overlap ratio (0.87 in the data) against a chance model. As it 

turned out, these values are way out of the range of a chance model. The values we found also 

correspond to values found in other studies where observers face a similar task of classifying 

spontaneous early child speech into adult linguistic categories. 

We have claimed that the strength of the inter-observer agreement does not necessarily indicate 

whether observers need additional training. It goes without saying that inter-observer differences 

between observers are not caused solely by ambiguity. Naturally, training should be optimized in order 

to reduce its negative effect on the reliability measure. But even if training is optimal, there might be a 

ceiling effect: a reliability value the observers cannot exceed, when parts of observed events are 

ambiguous. Conceiving linguistic categories in early child language as a fuzzy set, does not only 

explain a possible ceiling effect of the inter-observer reliability, it might also be a more adequate 

representation of how children acquire these categories.  
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Two final problems deserve further discussion. The first concerns the fact that in the above 

calculations we implicitly assumed that all disagreement among observers is due to intrinsic ambiguity 

of the categories (e.g., preposition versus non-preposition) and none to extrinsic ambiguity (e.g., due 

to noisy recordings, inadvertence and lack of knowledge from the side of the observers). Stated this 

absolutely, it is an unrealistic assumption. However, if all cases of notably noisy data have been 

removed from the sample and the observers are competent and have been adequately trained, the 

assumption that the remaining disagreement is due to intrinsic ambiguity can be used as a reasonable 

working hypothesis, with the additional assumption that, for instance, no more than 5% or 10% of the 

ambiguity is due to observer factors, such as misunderstanding the utterance (see also Endnote viii). 

We can also expect that the amount of ambiguity due to both extrinsic and intrinsic factors decreases 

as the child grows older (see van Dijk & van Geert, submitted, see chapter 5 of this thesis). The point 

is not that one should try to find the exact amount of intrinsic ambiguity, because such an exact 

amount does probably not exist, but that disagreement between competent observers can be viewed 

as a reasonable and informative indicator of the intrinsic ambiguity of the observed variable, and that 

the meaning of an ambiguity index only makes sense in comparisons between ages or variables. 

The second problem concerns the fact that the above calculations are based on average expected 

numbers of utterances in the ambiguous set. In practice, the actual number of items in that set will 

vary. This is not a problem per se, because a widely used index such as Cohen’s Kappa in fact 

corrects for accidental agreement on the basis of the mean of the distribution of statistically possible 

levels of accidental agreement. However, instead of using the average, it is more informative to look 

for an interval, for instance a 95% confidence interval. For any given number of utterances in the 

disagreement set (the sum of the non-overlap sets), an interval can be computed that covers the 

range between the smallest possible set of ambiguous items at the 2.5% level and the biggest 

possible set of ambiguous items at the 97.5 % level. 

Based on the claims we have formulated above, we have two further predictions. The first prediction 

concerns the use of fuzzy concepts in the study of inter-observer reliability. Instead of employing the 

two crisp categories ‘preposition-present’ and ‘no-preposition-present’, the observer might be able to 

apply the category ‘preposition-possible’ or ‘ambiguous-preposition’. Instead of classifying child 

utterances in one of these two extremes, the utterances can take an intermediate position. In the 

example, these utterances belong neither to the category preposition-present nor to the category 

preposition-not-present but belong to the category preposition-possible or ambiguous-preposition. We 

might expect that using such an intermediate category will improve the overlap percentages to some 

degree, since the ambiguity is acknowledged in the coding system. The advantage of such an 

approach is that results can be reported dependent on these degrees of certainty. For instance, a 

graph can be plotted with a single line that reports all prepositions (or any other linguistic category) in 

which the observers are certain and a line that incorporates all ‘possible’ instances. Comparing both 

lines expresses to what degree the results are sensitive to the uncertainty of the observers (for a 

generalization of this line of reasoning, see van Dijk and van Geert, submitted, chapter 5 of this 

thesis).  
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However, although it would certainly be informative to ask raters how sure they are about their rating, 

this procedure might also only replace the problem. Instead of having an assumption of two mutually 

exclusive (‘crisp’) categories, i.e., preposition and not-preposition, we now have the assumption of 

three mutually exclusive categories, namely preposition, ambiguous and not-preposition. If the 

categories are truly ambiguous or fuzzy, inter-observer (dis)agreement will now pertain to three 

categories instead of two. It is unsure whether this procedure results in higher reliability values (since 

the scoring procedure fits better with the ambiguous nature of the data) or if disagreement increases 

between observers with regards to the application of this third category. This question can be 

answered only in an empirical study in which these different scoring procedures are being compared.  

The second prediction we make is that in the course of development inter-observer reliability 

increases since ambiguity decreases. The participants in the case study were observed around their 

second birthday. We expect a much higher agreement between observers for the observations that 

were made later in the trajectory. In addition to the improvement of the phonological system, older 

children have better defined and stable linguistic categories, which result in a decreased intrinsic 

ambiguity. This prediction can be tested in a developmental study on how the level of ambiguity 

changes over time. 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusion and discussion 

 

 

7.1. Introduction: variability and ambiguity 

 

This thesis is composed of five articles that touch on fundamental and methodological issues in 

developmental psychology. The themes of these articles are: intra-individual variability, ambiguity and 

discontinuity. Although these themes refer to distinct problems, they are strongly interrelated. This 

chapter focuses on discussing these interrelations and summarizing the results of the studies so far.   

 

As all scientific disciplines, developmental psychology has several central assumptions. For instance, 

there is a strong focus on the gradual aspects of change, which is expressed in the fact that many 

developmental studies show average growth curves of a group of subjects. Underneath, there is the 

assumption that growth is in essence gradual. However, recent time serial data sets (sets of repeated 

measurements of the same individual through time), show a remarkable lack of smoothness. See for 

instance figure 7.1 (crying percentage, de Weerth, 1998). In this figure, crying behavior of one infant is 

reported in the percentage of time the child cried.  

 

Figure 7.1. Crying percentage as a percentage of the observed time (infant E), (taken from de Weerth, 1998) 

 

The graph shows a distinct downward trend, crying behavior obviously decreases with time. However, 

the individual trajectory is characterized by strong fluctuations. While some days crying is virtually 

absent, other days show fairly high percentages of crying. A similar fluctuating patterns are shown in 

other developmental studies, such as function words (Ruhland, 1998), motor and mental development 

(Freedland & Berthenthal, 1994), sleeping and waking pattern in infants (Dittrichova, Paul, 
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Tautermannova & Vondracek, 1992) and visual behavior (Canfield, Wilken, Schmerl & Smith, 1991). 

As it seems, variability is an empirical reality that turns up each time a data set carries sufficient 

individual measurements through time. 

A second central assumption in (developmental) psychology is that psychological categories are 

essentially explicit, in the sense that they are able to describe the observed behaviors in distinct true 

categories. Behaviors are assumed to belong to “crisp” categories that are mutually exclusive. For 

instance, a word is either a verb or not a verb. An infant has either acquired the concept of object 

permanence or not. A child either uses a certain mathematical strategy or not. However, in practice, 

observers are often confronted with difficulties when categorizing developing behavior that is 

essentially ambiguous. For instance, a child may use a word that has several characteristics of a 

certain category, but not all. An infant that is still in the one word stage may utter verbs as if they were 

nouns. These two assumptions of measuring developmental change are the focus of this dissertation.  

 

Traditionally, the problems of intra-individual variability and ambiguity are being dealt with as problems 

of measurement. In the case of variable scores, psychologists take refuge in the concept of 

measurement error, while in the case of categorization problems the validity and reliability of the 

observational scales is being questioned. As I describe in the chapters 2 and 3, intra-individual 

variability is traditionally considered to be the result of measurement error. This error-hypothesis is a 

concept from true score theory (Lord & Novick, 1968, Cronbach, 1960, Nunnally, 1970) and is deeply 

rooted in psychology. True score theory is based on the assumption that every psychological 

measurement is subjected to measurement error. The “true score” is conceived of as an abstract 

entity that represents the factual value of a variable. It is assumed that in practice, testing procedures 

are never perfectly consistent. Theories of test reliability have been developed to estimate the effect of 

inconsistency on the accuracy of psychological measurement. The basic starting point is that all test 

scores reflect two sorts of factors: (1) factors that contribute to consistency (stable characteristics of 

the individual or the attribute one is trying to measure), and (2) factors that contribute to inconsistency 

(features of the individual or the situations that affect the test scores but which have nothing to do with 

the attribute being measured) (see Murphy & Davidshofer, 1991, pp. 75). Note that with this definition, 

all instability is conceptualized as being error. This conceptual distinction can be represented in the 

following equation:  

 

Observed test score  =  true score  +  measurement error 

 

or: 

X  = T + e 

  

Measurement error is assumed to be unrelated to the true score, which leads to the conclusion that 

the mean of errors equals 0. Since these errors are independent of the true score, they are also 

assumed to be symmetrically distributed around the true level. Thus, in practice fluctuations as found 

in time serial data are considered to be added to development from an external source rather than 
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being a characteristic of the process of change itself. By averaging over the fluctuations, the true 

underlying level can be approached. The chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation have discussed this 

problem of intra-individual variability and true score theory and have concluded that the strong focus 

on gradual aspects of change and stability across development is no longer justified in the light of 

recent theoretical insights and empirical findings. In these chapters, I have focused on a radically 

different perspective that is posed by dynamic systems theory (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert, 

1994).  

 

The starting point of dynamic systems theory is that a developing system is maintained by a flux of 

energy. Every developing system is constrained by limited resources, such as memory, attention 

motivation, etcetera. This system is in constant complex interaction with its environment and internal 

sources. Its multiple interacting components produce one or many self-organized equilibrium points, 

whose form and stability depends on the systems constraints. These equilibria are called attractors. 

Growth is conceived of as an iterative process, which means that the present level of development 

depends critically on the previous level of development (van Geert, 1994). Furthermore, growth can be 

expressed as a mathematical equation (the logistic growth equation) in which growth is dependent on 

growth rate r, a power parameter p, the carrying capacity K, and feedback delay. Also models of 

connected growers can be formulated, expressing competitive or supportive relationships.  

Dynamic systems theory aims at explaining two levels of development with the same principles (see 

Thelen and Smith, 1994). The first level is the view from above, or the “grand sweep” of development. 

At this perspective, we see global structure, similarities across subjects. For instance, when infants 

learn how to walk, they perform roughly the same behavior. The second level of development takes a 

view from below. From here, we observe the messy details: behavior that is variable, fluid, and highly 

context dependent. We see, for instance, that not all infants use the same strategies when learning 

how to walk, and show large variability across time. This variability is viewed as an important internal 

developmental characteristic and not of something externally added to the process of development 

(such as noise). The theory radically rejects the automatic retreat to the error hypothesis and claims 

that variability bears important information about the nature of the developmental process. Dynamic 

systems theory stresses the importance of the context in which the behavior is displayed. 

Development takes place in real-time and is considered highly context-dependent. Therefore, it can be 

compared with an evolutionary process, which is also mindless and opportunistic. Thelen and Smith 

state: “There is no design, no blueprint, no pre-given specifications for the species that emerge. There 

is no end state, only context specific adaptations” (pp. 144). They also agree with the classical 

Darwinian emphasis on variability as the source of new forms. They state: “We believe that in 

development, as in evolution, change consists of successive make-do solutions that work, given 

abilities, goals and history of the organism at the time” (pp.144). Variability is considered to be the 

result of the systems’ flexibility and adaptability to the environment. From a dynamic systems angle, 

variability has been viewed as both the source of development (for instance Berthenthal, 1999; Thelen 

and Smith, 1994) and an indicator of a specific moment in the developmental process, namely in the 

presence of a developmental transition (van der Maas & Hopkins, 1998). 
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Traditionally, in case of problems in categorizing developing behavior, the concept of interobserver 

reliability is introduced. This concept is based on the risk of observer bias, which is the tendency of the 

observer to confirm one’s hypothesis by reading too much into naturalistic observations. In other 

words, the aim is that the observation is as objective as possible, and not influenced by individual 

observer interpretation (see general handbooks such as Shaffer, 1989). Thus, differences between 

observers are conceived of as one specific kind of error. Note that the concept of interobserver 

reliability is also closely related to the error hypothesis. By comparing scores (or transcripts) of two 

independent observers, this error can be estimated. If agreement between observers is too low (for 

instance below 0.75, see Murphy and Davidshover, 1988, pp. 103) the procedure of the study is 

assumed to be unreliable and has to be adjusted. However, in practice, reliability is critically 

dependent on the concept of true behavioral categories that are mutually exclusive. This practice is 

also criticized from the dynamic systems angle. For instance, in a criticism of Wimmers (1998), Thelen 

(1998) questions the method that he used to determine whether infants reached without grasp or with 

grasp. According to Thelen, these categories impose arbitrary criteria on what is in fact continuous 

behavior. She suggests that here may have been intermediate forms (regions of inaccessibility in the 

cusp model) but we would never know it, because by definition the system must live in one mode or 

another (pp. 154). 

The concept of ambiguous categories is closely related to Fuzzy Logic (McNeill & Freiberger, 1993). 

Fuzzy logic rests on the idea that all things admit of degree. Temperature, distance, length, 

friendliness, all things come on a sliding scale. In contrast, most of traditional logic, set theory and 

philosophy have prescribed sharp distinctions. This sliding scale yields greater precision and can 

quantify degrees of truth. In modern fuzzy fogic, “objects” (observations, objects, properties, etc.) are 

always assigned a Degree-of-Membership (see Ross, 1995, for a particularly clear technical 

introduction; see further Kosko 1993, 1997; Nguyen & Walker, 1997; von Altrock, 1995; McNeill and 

Freiberger, 1993, provide a highly accessible introduction). In mutually exhaustive classes, objects 

have a degree-of-membership of either 1 or 0 (for instance, a word is either a preposition or not a 

preposition). In fuzzy logic, an object can have any degree of membership between 0 and 1. Maximal 

ambiguity arises if an object has a degree of membership equal to 0.5. In this case the object has a 

position at the exact mid-point between the two extremes. When this is the case, its ambiguity is equal 

to 1. If the degree of membership is either 0 or 1, ambiguity is 0.  

 

 

7.2 Aim of this thesis 

 

If both variability and ambiguity are important characteristics of a developing system, there are two 

lacunas in developmental psychology. The first lacuna is that there is relatively few empirical 

knowledge on variability (fluctuations) and ambiguity. The only knowledge about these phenomena is 

in the context of measurement error and reliability. However, in this context variability and ambiguity 

are removed from the study, in the sense that they are being “averaged out”. The second lacuna that 

might be responsible for this lack if knowledge is that there is a lack of technical tools, in the form of 
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statistical methods and procedures, which can be used to describe and analyze patterns of fluctuation 

and ambiguity. It is the main goal of this thesis to contribute to a solution to both of these lacunas. 

Since empirical knowledge critically depends on the method of study, I have first contributed to the 

methodology of investigating these two phenomena in a developing system, by proposing various 

simple but powerful techniques. Secondly, I have started a study of variability and ambiguity in one 

specific domain of development, namely early language development. 

 

 

7.3 Methods to study variability in time serial data 

 

With regards to our first goal, I have aimed at the development of various simple techniques that can 

be used to analyze patterns of intra-individual variability and ambiguity. In spite of the potential 

importance of this variability phenomenon (as dynamics systems theory claims), the standard 

methodological toolkit of the developmental psychologist offers hardly any instruments to study it in a 

structured fashion. In this dissertation, I have discussed several well-known techniques and added 

several new procedures fur this purpose. The details of the techniques are described in chapter 3.  
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Figure 7.2. Boxplot of MLU-w of Jan and Eva. 

 

In chapter 2, I have demonstrated the use of the boxplot (see figure 7.2). The boxplot is a well-known 

graphic representation that displays the spread of scores within a defined time frame. It provides 

information about the median and the range of a set of observed scores. In a boxplot, 50 percent of all 

observed values are depicted as a box. The upper boundary of this box depicts the end of the third 

quartile, while the lower boundary of the box shows the end of the first quartile. The whiskers above 

and below the box reach to 1.5 times the boxlength (in observed values). Values that exceed this 

boundary are called outliers (till 3 times the boxlength) or extreme values (over 3 times the boxlength). 

This technique is useful for visualizing variability over a short period of time, where the role of 
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developmental increase is judged to be small. In data that cover a larger portion of time in which 

development is assumed to influence the distribution through time, the boxplot is not suited. For these 

instances (actually for all instances in which one is interested in how variability changes over time) I 

show alternatives in chapter 3: the moving min-max graph and the progmax-regmin graph. The 

underlying principle is the use of moving windows: a time frame that moves up one position each time. 

Each window largely overlaps the preceding windows, using all the same measurement occasions 

minus the first and plus the next. For instance, for every set of seven consecutive measurements we 

calculate the maximum and the minimum values. This is done by way of a predetermined moving 

window, such that we obtain the following series: 

  max(t1..t7), max(t2..t8), max(t3..t9), etc 

  min(t1..t7), min(t2..t8), min(t3..t9), etc. 
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Figure 7.3.AB. Application of the ordinary min-max method (top) and the Progmax-regmin method (bottom) to 

Heleen’s spatial prepositions. 
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Instead of displaying measurement points as simple dots, the moving min-max graph presents a score 

range for each measurement occasion. Thus, instead of a single line graph, the data are presented in 

a bandwidth of scores (see figure 7.3A). We can also plot some form of central score, or even “altitude 

lines” to indicate the position of the other scores in the predefined window.  

The progmax-regmin graph is a variant of the moving min-max graph is (see figure 7.3B). This type of 

representation also displays a score range or bandwidth, but specifies the range of the entire time 

period of the study, where the moving min-max graph analyzes local windows. For instance for a 

dataset that consists of 20 measurements, the window in the case of the progmax-regmin graph is 

determined as: 

 

 max(t1-t5), max(t1-t6), max(t1-t7), max(t1-t8), etc 

 min(t1-t20), min(t1-t19), min(t1-t18), min(t1-t17), etc. 

 

In addition, we demonstrate a technique that is able to detect sudden increases of variability: the 

critical frequency method. This method is developed in the field of motor coordination (e.g. Verheul & 

Geuze, 1999) and can be applied to developmental research in general. The method is based on the 

following assumptions. First of all, a system is supposed to be relatively stable over some initial period 

of time. Second, this period must be followed by a period in which this system becomes “unstable”, 

which results in large variability. The aim of this method is to establish if, and at what exact moment, 

the system loses its stability (see figure 7.4).  
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Figure 7.4. Application of the critical moment method to Heleen’s preposition data. 
 

In the application of this technique, we have to bear in mind again that we are dealing with a variable 

that shows a considerable increase, i.e. a growth trend. Since we do not want our general trend to 

influence the variability measure we first have to detrend the data. Consequently, we calculated the 

residuals of the original data based on a flexible regression model. The critical period, was determined 

by calculating a moving standard deviation (using a moving window of 5 observation points) on these 
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residuals. It is now possible to establish at what moment the variability in the system “critically” 

increases. This is the case when the moving SD exceeds the critical value (which is the upper limit of 

the reliability interval) for at least 6 consecutive moving SDs. I applied this technique to the data of 

Heleen’s spatial prepositions, and plotted both the preposition data and the moving SDs on the 

residuals of these data in figure 7.4. As can be seen, the critical value is exceeded once at 

measurement point 29 (September 16th) and exceeded again at measurement point 37 (October 

29th). But only after measurement point 42 (December 1st) is this value exceeded for the seventh 

consecutive time, which means that showing a significant increase in variability occurs after 

measurement 42 (December 1st). Also, a technique is proposed that is based on the symmetric 

distribution assumption of the measurement error hypothesis: the moving skewness graph. This 

methods rests on the assumption that measurement error is distributed symmetrically around the true 

score. When studying the distribution characteristics, we are especially interested in the skewness of 

the distribution since the skewness can give us information about the degree of consolidation of the 

acquired developmental variable. For instance, when a child begins to discover that he or she can use 

prepositions to express spatial relations, we expect outliers on the positive side of the distribution. It is 

highly likely that the child uses this new linguistic category (in this case spatial prepositions) in 

outbursts, but most of the time this new category is not used and the child simply sticks to his or her 

usual repertoire (for instance by pointing to a location).  

 

 
Figure 7.5. Negative skewness, also called left skewness (top) and positive skewness, also called right skewness 

(bottom). 

 

It is important to note that the study of variability also implies some methodological considerations, 

which I will only mention briefly. First, the techniques are especially useful for visualizing and 

describing intra-individual variability in time serial data on child development (minimally 10 to 15 

measurement points). Studying variability requires time serial data, which must first be studied at the 

individual level. Also, measurement points should be placed close together, dependent on the variable 

that is studied. Variables that are known to develop rapidly (such as language development) should 

Negative (left) skewness 

Positive (rigth) skewness 
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have sufficient measurement points to detect short term variability in the vicinity of possible 

developmental jumps. In fact, a case study (Heleen) showed that the addition of six so-called 

“intensive periods” contributed significantly to the pattern of variability that resulted from the study (see 

chapter 3). Therefore, the measurement design should be scheduled in such a way that both long(er) 

and short term variability can be detected. 

 

Again, in order to eliminate the influence of the general increase, it is important to detrend the data, 

using a trendline, for instance by calculating the residuals for a regression line. Subsequently, the 

distribution of these residuals can be studied for skewness, computing the skewness factor on moving 

windows, which move up one position at a time. The result is a flexible symmetry analysis for each 

part of the developmental trajectory (see figure 7.6). 
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Figure 7.6. Application of the moving skewness graph to Heleens spatial prepositions 

 

 

7.4 Resampling techniques 

 

In this thesis I have repeatedly demonstrated the use of resampling techniques, for various purposes 

(for a general discussion of the bootstrap and resampling methods, see for example Good, 1999 and 

Manly, 1997). For instance, I have used these techniques to test the “significant contribution” of the 

intensive day-to-day measurement in Heleen’s data set (in chapter 3) and the “significance” of the 

empirically found overlap-ratio of two independent observers (in chapter 6). I have also demonstrated 

a resampling procedure that aims at detecting “significant” characteristics of discontinuity (chapter 4). 

Note that I have used the term significant in quotation marks. This term is used if the resampling 

procedure has shown that there is a very low probability (below 5%) that the data are produced by a 

chance model simulated in the resampling procedure. In fact, resampling procedures can be used to 

test an infinite variety of research questions. 
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The procedure itself is extremely flexible and is assumption free. In the case of analyzing time serial 

data, this is an important feature, since the standard statistical methods (such as multilevel analysis) 

are not suited for data in which the lowest level measures are not independent. However, it should be 

noted that the testing model that is built in order to employ a resampling procedure is essential. In fact, 

a resampling procedure is as good as its model. If a model is formulated “too weakly”, its results are 

meaningless. 

 

The resampling procedure with regards to continuity versus discontinuity deserves some special 

attention. In dynamic systems theory, discontinuities are of special interest because they may indicate 

increasing self-organization in the system, that is a spontaneous organization from a lower level to a 

higher level or order (van Geert, Savelsbergh & van der Maas, 1997). In spite of its importance, the 

phenomenon of intra-individual variability is an underexposed aspect in the discussion on continuity 

versus discontinuity, mainly since there are no methods to study these phenomena in an integrated 

approach. However, (dis)continuity and variability are inherently intertwined. In chapter 4 we have 

proposed to describe discontinuity as follows: discontinuity is a transition from one variability pattern to 

a different variability pattern, in the sense that there is a sudden change in this variability pattern. In 

this chapter I have demonstrated a procedure that tests for the existence of two variability-centered 

criteria. The first is the existence of two clearly distinct sub-phases or sub-patterns in a trajectory. If a 

discontinuity occurs, it is likely to show in the form of two distinct patterns, e.g. distinct patterns of data 

in terms of distinct means, variability or trends. The second indicator is the existence of an anomaly in 

the data at the moment of the discontinuous shift. We expect that such an anomaly can be observed 

in the form of an unexpectedly large, local peak or “spike” in the production of prepositions.  

The resampling procedure consists of two steps. The first step consists of an analysis of the individual 

trajectories, based on bootstrap and resampling procedures (the procedures were carried out in 

Microsoft Excel, by means of a statistical add-in, Poptools, Hood, 2001).  The question I addressed is: 

do the individual trajectories show discontinuities in the developing range? Second, I performed a 

meta-analysis on the four individual trajectories in order to answer the question whether our 

conclusions with regard to discontinuities in the individual trajectories also applied to the four subjects 

as a group. The question I intend to answer by means of these procedures is "to what extent is a 

continuous model capable of producing the results of our four subjects?". This continuous model was 

estimated on the basis of the observed data. The continuous model was used to simulate data sets, 

each of which will therefore, by definition, be produced by the continuous model. If these simulated 

models are capable of producing the statistical indicators of discontinuity that we observed in our 

subjects, the null-hypothesis of underlying continuous development cannot be rejected. 

 

 

7.5 Methods to study ambiguity 

 

In the second part of this thesis (chapter 5 and 6), I have also demonstrated the use of several 

methods to analyze ambiguity and the effect that it has on our results. In chapter 5, I have described 
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how these choices made with the transcription of unintelligible speech may lead to an underestimation 

of indices of utterance length. A procedure is suggested to investigate the magnitude of this 

underestimation by using the original values (in which xxx and & are excluded and which 

underestimates utterance length) in combination with a worst-case-scenario. In this worse case 

scenario a fixed value procedure is used in which the utterance length is explicitly overestimated by 

assigning each instance of xxx and & with the value of 1. This way it is possible to acquire a 

bandwidth (between the original values and the values that result from the fixed values procedure), 

between which the values vary dependent on transcription practices. This also gives an impression of 

the maximal influence the partially interpretable utterances have on the developmental trajectory.  

In chapter 6, I have demonstrated how a lack of inter-observer reliability may be caused by an intrinsic 

ambiguity of the developing language system. In this chapter, it was analyzed how the original overlap 

can be transformed into a measure of ambiguity based on fuzzy logic principles. The suggestion to 

treat linguistic categories as fuzzy sets is quite uncommon in the language acquisition literature, to say 

the least. However, I have suggested that this theoretical application is not far-fetched. For instance, 

the research dealing with “filler syllables” (also called Prefixed Additional Elements, PAE) encounters 

a similar issue when discussing the status of this phenomenon (see for instance Veneziano and 

Sinclair, 2000). The question is whether these filler syllables can be considered grammatical elements 

or not. One group of authors (e.g. Dolitsky, 1983; Peters, 1990; Veneziano, Sinclair & Berthoud, 1990; 

Scarpa, 1993; Simmonsen, 1993; Kilani-Schoch & Dressler, 2000) linked filler syllables more 

specifically to the child’s development of grammatical morphemes, considering them “an intermediate 

form on the way to grammatical morphemes” (Veneziano and Sinclair, 2000; pp. 463). Thus, although 

the filler syllables are not considered to be articles, prepositions or auxiliaries yet, they take an 

intermediary position. In fuzzy logic terms, they might acquire the value of 0.5 (or any other value 

between 0 and 1) on the dimension “grammaticality”, where the value of 0 stands for “not-

grammatical” and 1 for “grammatical”. In chapter 6, we have illustrated how these fuzzy logic 

principles can be used to estimate the levels of ambiguity based on overlap between independent 

observers. 

 

 

7.6 Initial findings in early language development 

 

With regards to the second goal, namely to contribute to initial knowledge on variability in early child 

development, I have conducted a study in the domain of early language development. The domain of 

language development is especially suited for the study of variability for several reasons. First of all, 

because the study of variability requires a relatively large collection of measurement points per 

individual, the measurement procedure itself must be as non-obtrusive as possible. The collection of 

spontaneous speech samples easily meets this demand. Secondly, language is known to develop 

relatively quickly and shows a rapid increase in its complexity. Thus, meaningful data sets can be 

collected in relatively short periods of time (about one to two years, on average). Also, the domain of 

language development is suited for such a quantitative approach, since it poses the categorization 
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issue in a natural way (for instance “is this word a preposition?”). Although language development is 

predominantly studied from a qualitative, structural angle, language easily provides quantitative data, 

which can be plotted and used for further calculation.  

In this pilot, I have studied intra-individual variability in quantitative data of four infants (Heleen, 

Jessica, Berend en Lisa). Data sets of these infants consisted of 45-55 repeated observation 

(spontaneous speech samples) within the course of a year (from roughly age 1;6 to 2;6). The details of 

the study are reported in the chapters 3 and 4.  
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Figure 7.7A. Individual trajectories of MLU-w of Jessica (top) and Heleen (bottom) 

 

In chapter 2, I describe a pilot study in which intra-individual variability in early language development 

is studied on a very short time scale. This study was performed on spontaneous speech samples from 

two young children (Eva and Jan, age 2;4 and 2;8). Short-term variability was studied in terms of 

Mean Length of Utterance (MLU-m, Brown, 1973), a widely used language measure. The data of both 
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children showed considerable variability in MLU, even between measurement days. The two children 

in the case-study even fall into several MLU-stages within a period of weeks. Although this finding may 

be surprising at first sight (especially with regards to the assumed meaning of MLU in the literature) it 

corresponds to the finding of de Weerth (1998) in a different developmental domain. In this study, 

infant behavior (negative and positive emotionality and physical contact) was found to be highly 

variable both between weeks as on a day-to-day basis. In fact, there is no primal reason to suspect 

that behavior that is variable at the semi-short interval is not also highly variable at a shorter time 

scale. 

 

Furthermore, the longitudinal study showed that intra-individual variability was high for all four subjects 

(prepositions and MLU-w) and at all time scales (see figures 7.7A and B). In the case of Heleen and 

Jessica, this variability pattern has some further interesting characteristics. First, visual inspection of 

these two distinct language variables shows that each has a specific variability pattern: while MLU 

develops slowly, with an increasing variability, spatial prepositions show a jump-wise pattern (see 

figures 7.7A and B). 
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Figure 7.7B. The individual trajectories of prepositions-in-context, Heleen, Jessica, Lisa and Berend (jump aligned 

to point 0 at the x-axis).  

 

Additionally, in the case of Heleen, the distribution of fluctuations was tested by means of a moving 

skewness graph. As it turned out, the degree of symmetry is not equal in each part of the 

developmental trajectory. Instead, an oscillating pattern is observable, with four distinctive parts. The 

data start out with a near symmetric (only slightly positively skewed) distribution, which turns into a 

strongly negatively skewed distribution from July to midway September. Then, from midway 
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September to the end of November, a fairly strong positive skewness is detected, again followed by a 

part with only moderate negative skewness factor, after November. Note again that, in the standard 

approach, error is supposed to be symmetrically distributed around the central tendency, which is 

supposed to represent the best estimation of the true underlying variable. The oscillating skewness 

patterns that are found in Heleen’s spatial prepositions do not support this symmetry-assumption. 

When examining this pattern even closer, it turns out that there is a positive skewness right before the 

moment of the jump, which turns into a negative skewness at the moment of the jump itself. (see 

figure 7.6) Although this result is speculative, it suggest that variability is not symmetric but related to a 

specific moment in the trajectory (the jump). 

 

In addition, I have studied variability in language development in relation to the question of whether 

there are discontinuities in the development of spatial prepositions. First, the formal analyses have 

confirmed that the time at which the distance between the two distinct phases is maximal occurs 

around point zero, which was defined as the moment of the first major increase in the data, based on 

visual inspection. If the distance between the two sub-phases was estimated on the basis of the 

functional or average level of preposition production (which is what the linear estimation procedure 

accomplishes) there was no support for the hypothesis that the data reflected a discontinuity (see 

table 7.1). However, if this distance was estimated on the basis of the local maximum (which indicates 

the optimal performance at that point in time), there was strong support for the discontinuity in all 

subjects. With regard to the second variability-centered criterion, I found that two subjects showed an 

unexpectedly large peak. The meta-analysis that combines the results of the subjects showed a 

significant result which indicates that the four subjects combined show indications of discontinuity.  

 

Table 7.1 

P-values of the discontinuity criteria (distance criterion on functional level, distance criterion on local max/optimal 

performance, and peak criterion) in the four subjects 

 

 Distance  

(on funct. level) 

Distance 

(on local max) 

peak 

Berend 0.40 0.03 0.42 

Heleen 0.08 0.01 0.38 

Jessica 0.25 0.05 0.01 

Lisa 0.54 0.02 0.01 

Meta analysis 0.19 _ 0.01 

 

These analyses have demonstrated that variability and discontinuity are interrelated at the moment of 

the first major outburst (peak, jump) in the data. However, there are obviously different types of 

discontinuity, dependent of the combination of criteria for each subject. For instance, in the case of 
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Heleen almost all distance criteria were significant, while the peak criterion was not. In the case of 

Jessica, the peak criterion was highly significant while only part of the distance criteria were 

significant. This means that Heleens data can very well be characterized by a two stage model, while 

in the case of Jessica, the unexpected peak is a stronger criterion and might be responsible for the 

other types of discontinuity as found in the data.  

In this thesis it is argued that intra-individual variability is an intrinsic characteristic of a developing 

system. A system that has reached its “end-state” (for instance the end-state of language 

development) should not display this kind of variability to this degree. On the other hand, we must 

consider the possibility that the end-state of development is also not “stable”, but a state that is 

“dynamically stable” in the sense that the produced language still shows a considerably variable range 

dependent on situational factors. This range (of variability) should, however, be smaller than the range 

of preposition use in young children who are still in the process of development.  

There are indications that this is indeed the case for at least one aspect of early language 

development: children appear to be considerably more variable in their use of spatial prepositions than 

adults. A resampling procedure showed that, on average, variability of the four infants in the case 

study (Heleen, Jessica, Berend and Lisa) were larger than that of two adults samples. These results 

indicate that it is highly likely that the adult use of prepositions-in-context shows a lower variability than 

that of the children.  

 

With regards to ambiguity, I report results from a case-study (Heleen) showing that the curves of 1-, 2- 

and 3-word utterances and MLU reflect an underlying developmental pattern and are not just the result 

of increased interpretability. I have defended that ambiguity can be quantified in terms of 

uninterpretability and have provided information about the process of development. Also, a case study 

on the classification of this early child speech (utterance by utterance) into two mutually exclusive 

categories “preposition present” or “no preposition present” showed an inter-observer reliability 

(overlap ratio) of 0.87. Following a worse-case scenario in which all the disagreement is considered to 

result from ambiguity, this value of 0.87 van be transformed into a level-of-ambiguity of 0.72, which is 

fairly large (0 means no ambiguity, 1 means maximal ambiguity). 

 

 

7.7 Recommendations 

 

The study of variability and ambiguity in early child language is still in its infancy. In fact, the field is 

open to a wide variety of research questions. However, there are two specific recommendations for 

further research, that follow from this thesis. 

 

The first recommendation deals with the way a quantitative method such as presented in this thesis is 

compatible with a qualitative approach of linguistic theories. Traditionally, linguistic theories have been 

inspired by the fact that language is highly organized. Language has a structure in two senses: 

surface structure (sentence)  and deep structure (underlying structure in the shape of  a syntactic 
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tree). The idea of deep structure is a crucial element of generative grammars. The question is: how 

does a child acquire the rules that underlie this structure? This “learnability problem” has been the 

focus of a large portion of linguistic research (Pinker, 1988; Berwick, 1987; Clahsen, 1992 see Gillis 

and Schaerlaekens, 2000). The two extreme answers to this problem have been formulated by 

learning theories and nativist theories. Although the first set of learning theories such as Skinner’s are 

no longer considered as an adequate explanation of language development, it might be questioned 

whether it is justifiable to discard the influence of learning mechanisms on language acquisition 

altogether (van Geert in Gillis and Schaerlaekens, 2000). On the other extreme, Chomsky and his 

followers have argued that the acquisition of language is impossible without innate linguistic 

knowledge. This body of knowledge, known as Universal Grammar is a set of principles (constraints 

on the architecture of grammars) that sets constraints to the range of all possible human languages. 

The answer to the learnability problem is that languages do not differ in terms of their core 

grammatical architecture. In this core architecture, the universal principles are parameterized in such a 

fashion that the designs of specific languages vary over a limited range, each of which implements the 

principles differently.  

In this thesis, I have not dealt with the theoretical discussion between learning theories, nativists and 

other theoretical viewpoints. The point I want to make here is that structural accounts of language 

development do not need to be conflicting and can, in fact, be integrated with our quantitative 

approach. We agree with Thelen and Smith (pp. 26) that Chomsky’s theory is a strictly formal account 

of linguistic structure, excluding meaning and saying nothing about real language behavior and its 

development. The fact of development is not explained by a list of innate ideas. Or as Thelen and 

Smith state: “All the facts possible about the architecture of the end-state won’t tell you how it got 

there” (pp 36).  

 

In order to illustrate how this quantitative approach can be related to a qualitative question, I have 

conducted a pilot study on the acquisition of two types of early prepositional phrases (van Dijk & 

Krikhaar, 2002 unpublished raw data). In this study, I describe the developmental trajectory of two 

forms of prepositional phrases. These are PE(alone) (this means that the child only utters a 

prepositional element and no other lexical elements) and PE-NP (in which the prepositional element is 

used in combination with a nominal phrase which is the subject of the Prepositional Element - the 

adult form). In this study, the developmental trajectories of these different types of prepositional 

utterances of four subjects (Heleen and Lisa (see this thesis) and Matthijs and Peter (Groningen Dutch 

Corpus, Krikhaar & Wijnen)) were plotted. The trajectories of these four subjects showed interesting 

characteristics. First, all subjects had a stage in which many different types of prepositional utterances 

were used simultaneously. Secondly, while two subjects (Lisa and Matthijs) showed a gradual growth 

of the adult (PE-NP) form, two other subjects showed a jumpwise pattern (see figure 7.8). 

 

Also, intra-individual variability was large in all subjects. Furthermore, there were indications that there 

is a competitive relation between the PE-alone form and the PE-NP construction. This pilot study, we 

concluded that the development from PE-alone to the PE-NP construction seems to be the result from 
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a complex interaction between different elements (competitive and supportive relations with other 

types prepositional utterances, MLU, productivity, other related categories such as Verb-Particles). 

Further research has to be conducted in order to specify these relationships. However, this illustrates 

how a dynamic systems model leads to the analysis of different types of relations between linguistic 

categories than the usual generative approach (MacWhinney, 1998).  
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Figure 7.8. Examples of the PE-NP construction in preposition use (proportional, 1 is 100% of all prepositional 

utterances). Subjects Lisa and Matthijs show gradual growth patterns (top), and Heleen and Peter with jumpwise 

patterns (bottom).  

 

 

With regard to ambiguity, I have formulated two further predictions in chapter 6 that have yet to be 

tested empirically. The first prediction concerns the use of “intermediate” categories in a scoring 

system onto inter-observer reliability. Instead of classifying child utterances in one of two extremes 
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(“preposition-present” and “no-preposition-present), the utterances can take an intermediate position 

(“preposition-possible”). In the example, these utterances neither belong to the category preposition-

present nor to the category preposition-not-present but belong to the category preposition-possible or 

ambiguous-preposition. We might expect that using such an intermediate category improves the 

overlap percentages to some degree since the ambiguity is acknowledged in the coding system. One 

further advantage of such an approach is that results can be reported dependent on these degrees of 

certainty. For instance, a graph can be plotted with a single line that reports all prepositions (or any 

other linguistic category) in which the observers are certain and a line that incorporates all “possible” 

instances. Comparing both lines expresses to what degree the results are sensitive to the uncertainty 

of the observers (see also van Dijk and van Geert, submitted -chapter 5 of this thesis-, for a 

generalization of this line of reasoning). On the other hand, although it would certainly be informative 

to ask raters how certain they are about their rating, this procedure might eventually only replace the 

problem. Instead of having an assumption of two mutually exclusive (“crisp”) categories, i.e. 

preposition and not-preposition, we now have the assumption of three mutually exclusive categories, 

namely preposition, ambiguous and not-preposition. If the categories are truly ambiguous or fuzzy, 

inter-observer (dis)agreement will now pertain to three categories instead of two. It is unsure whether 

this procedure results in higher reliability values (since the scoring procedure fits better with the 

ambiguous nature of the data) or if disagreement increases between observers with regards to the 

application of this third category. This question can only be answered in an empirical study in which 

these different scoring procedures are being compared.  

The second recommendation with regard to further research on ambiguity concerns the expectation 

that in the course of development inter-observer reliability increases since ambiguity decreases, which 

I mentioned previously. The subjects in the case study were between one-and-a-half and two-and-a-

half years old during the time of the observations. We expect a higher agreement between observers 

for the observations that were made later in the trajectory. In addition to the improvement of the 

phonological system, older children have better defined and stable linguistic categories, which result in 

a decreased intrinsic ambiguity. This prediction can be tested in a developmental study on how the 

level of ambiguity changes over time.  

 

In this thesis, I have elaborated on the concepts of variability and ambiguity. I have argued that these 

two concepts are important, not only in the study of early language development, but also in other 

domains of child development. In this thesis, I have initiated a first step toward the development of 

approaches and techniques that are suited to study these phenomena in developmental data. This 

implicates a different view on development, which embraces ambiguity and variability as intrinsic 

characteristics of a developing system. Hopefully, it will be used as a source of inspiration to the 

development of new hypotheses and future research. 
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands 

 
 

De titel van dit proefschrift “child language cuts capers” kan in het Nederlands worden vertaald als 

“kindertaal maakt bokkensprongen”, verwijzend naar het grillige karakter van vroege taal. Grillig in 

termen van veranderlijk, maar ook als onvoorspelbaar, onregelmatig en zelfs wispelturig. Toch gaat dit 

proefschrift eigenlijk niet alleen over kindertaal, maar behandelt het twee fundamentele kwesties die 

van algemeen belang zijn in de ontwikkelingspsychologie. De eerste kwestie is intra-individuele 

variabiliteit, oftewel het vertonen van verschillen in scores bij herhaalde metingen, bij dezelfde 

personen. In de ontwikkelingspsychologie heeft dit begrip een bijzondere connotatie. Normaliter wordt 

ontwikkeling namelijk vaak gepresenteerd als een geleidelijke vooruitgang. De ontwikkelingscurven 

die worden gepresenteerd zijn vaak gebaseerd op groepsgemiddelden en deze groepsgemiddelden 

zijn vaak gebaseerd op een beperkt aantal metingen per individu. Tijdserieel (longitudinaal) 

onderzoek, met veelvuldig herhaalde metingen per individu, is nog redelijk zeldzaam. Echter, als we 

naar de resultaten van dit type onderzoek kijken valt een gebrek aan regelmaat op. In plaats van een 

geleidelijk ontwikkelingsverloop, zien we een grillige curve met scherpe pieken en dalen. Traditioneel 

worden deze grilligheden opgevat als het resultaat van meetfout. Volgens de “ware score theorie” is 

iedere score of waarde van een variabele in principe slechts te benaderen en is meetfout bij iedere 

meting aanwezig. Afwijkingen van een individueel gemiddelde worden vaak opgevat als een artefact. 

Ruim een decennium geleden is dit perspectief radicaal verworpen door een nieuwe algemene theorie 

over ontwikkeling: de dynamische systeemtheorie (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert, 1994). Deze 

theorie beschouwt variabiliteit als een ontwikkelingsintrinsieke eigenschap en niet als iets dat van 

buitenaf aan het proces is toegevoegd. Als zodanig bevat variabiliteit belangrijke informatie over de 

aard van het ontwikkelingsproces en haar dynamische eigenschappen.  

De tweede kwestie die in dit proefschrift wordt behandeld is ambiguïteit. In de literatuur wordt veelal 

aangenomen dat gedrag in principe categoriseerbaar is in elkaar wederzijds uitsluitende categorieën. 

Bijvoorbeeld, een reikbeweging is ofwel een reik- met grijpbeweging, ofwel een reik- zonder 

grijpbeweging. Een woord is ofwel een werkwoord ofwel geen werkwoord. Overeenstemming 

(agreement) tussen observatoren wordt gezien als een belangrijke maat van betrouwbaarheid. In de 

praktijk blijkt echter dat gedrag in ontwikkeling vaak niet in dit soort scherpe categoriegrenzen kan 

worden gecategoriseerd. De dynamische systeemtheorie bekritiseert dit concept van “ware” 

gedragscategorieën en houdt de deur open voor een meer continu type categorieën voor gedrag dat 

zich beweegt tussen twee categorieën. In kindertaal bijvoorbeeld kan een woord het midden houden 

tussen een werkwoord en (bijvoorbeeld) een voorzetsel. Dit begrip van continue, ofwel ambigue, 

categorieën sluit nauw aan bij Fuzzy Logic, een wiskundige theorie die wordt gebruikt om computers 

te programmeren beslissingen te nemen op basis van niet-precieze data. Moderne fuzzy logic is 

gebaseerd op het begrip van “klassenlidmaatschap” (degree of membership) (zie Ross, 1995; Kosko 

1993, 1997; Nguyen & Walker, 1997; von Altrock, 1995; McNeill and Freiberger, 1993), die kan 

variëren van 0 tot 1. In traditionele logica bestaan enkel de klassenlidmaatschappen 0 en 1 (een 
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woord is een werkwoord of niet), terwijl in fuzzy logic alle tussenliggende waarden ook mogelijk zijn. 

Een object (gedrag) is maximaal ambigu met klassenlidmaatschap 0,5.  

Deze relatief nieuwe opvattingen van de dynamische systeemtheorie plaatsen de 

ontwikkelingspsychologie voor twee problemen. Het eerste probleem is dat we nog relatief weinig 

weten over variabiliteit en ambiguïteit. Het ontbreekt op dit moment aan empirische kennis over beide 

fenomenen. Het tweede probleem dat hier nauw mee samenhangt, is het gebrek aan technische 

methoden (statistische technieken) om deze fenomenen mee te bestuderen. Dit proefschrift wil een 

bijdrage leveren aan de oplossing van beide problemen. Het eerste doel is een aantal eenvoudige 

methodes te demonstreren die specifiek zijn ontwikkeld om ambiguïteit en variabiliteit in beeld te 

brengen. Het tweede doel is het toepassen van deze methodes binnen een specifiek gebied van de 

ontwikkelingspsychologie (namelijk de vroege taalontwikkeling) en zo kennis te vergaren over 

variabiliteit en ambiguïteit.  

 

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een algemene introductie over intra-individuele variabiliteit, in de 

ontwikkelingspsychologie in het algemeen en de taalontwikkeling in het bijzonder. Daarnaast worden 

de resultaten van een studie naar korte termijn variabiliteit besproken in de gemiddelde uitingslengte 

(Mean Length of Utterance kortweg MLU, Brown, 1973). De twee proefpersonen die aan de studie 

deelnamen (Jan en Eva, met de leeftijden 2;4 and 2;8) vertoonden grote verschillen in MLU-m, zelfs 

tussen opeenvolgende dagen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt eveneens vooruit gelopen op de vraag hoe 

“meetfout” kan worden onderscheiden van betekenisvolle variabiliteit. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt verder ingegaan op deze methodologie voor het analyseren van patronen van 

variabiliteit. In dit hoofdstuk worden verschillende eenvoudige methodes beschreven waarbij het 

accent ligt op het in beeld brengen en beschrijven van deze patronen. Deze worden ter illustratie 

toegepast op data van de vroege taalverwerving (de ontwikkeling van MLU-w en voorzetsels, 

proefpersoon Heleen 1;6 tot 2;6 jaar oud). Tenslotte wordt in dit hoofdstuk gewezen op de 

mogelijkheden die worden geboden door resampling technieken, aangezien de reguliere statistische 

methoden vaak niet kunnen wordt toegepast bij dit soort datasets. 

Hoofdstuk 4 gaat in op een andere fundamentele vraag die regelmatig wordt gesteld bij specifieke 

studies in de ontwikkelingspsychologie. Deze vraag luidt: “is ontwikkeling continu of discontinu?”. Dit 

hoofdstuk heeft als doel deze vraag te bespreken in het licht van een variabel ontwikkelingsverloop en 

poogt tot een integratie te komen van het analyseren van (dis)continuïteit en variabiliteit. De nieuwe 

aanpak die in dit hoofdstuk wordt gepresenteerd is gebaseerd op het uitgangspunt dat discontinuïteit 

moet worden gespecificeerd als een discontinue overgang van het ene patroon van variabiliteit naar 

het andere patroon van variabiliteit. In het tweede deel van het hoofdstuk wordt deze aanpak 

toegepast op een dataset van de vroege taalontwikkeling, namelijk het gebruik van voorzetsels in 

verschillende contexten. Deze dataset is gebaseerd op de tijdseriële data van vier proefpersonen 

(Heleen, Jessica, Berend en Lisa, gevolgd van ongeveer 1;6 tot 2;6 jaar, ongeveer 50 metingen per 

proefpersoon). In het resultaten- en discussiegedeelte wordt de vraag of dit proces continu dan wel 

discontinu is kritisch besproken. 
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Hoofdstuk 5 bespreekt het tweede centrale onderwerp van dit proefschrift, namelijk ambiguïteit. Het is 

bekend dat onderzoek naar vroege ontwikkeling vaak te maken krijgt met interpretatieproblemen wat 

betreft het toepassen van verschillende gedragcategorieën. Wanneer er gebruik wordt gemaakt van 

discrete, wederzijds uitsluitende gedragscategorieën is het vaak moeilijk te beoordelen of een bepaald 

gedrag tot deze categorie behoort of niet. Dit is in het bijzonder het geval bij kindertaal waar de 

categorieën zijn ontleend aan een volwassen grammaticaal systeem terwijl het kind nog bezig is deze 

te verwerven. Ook de verstaanbaarheid van de kinderuitingen kan hierbij een rol spelen. Hoofdstuk 5 

begint met de vraag of we kunnen inschatten in hoeverre verschillen in interpretatie en codering van 

deze moeilijk te interpreteren uitingen de uiteindelijke ontwikkelingscurven van uitingslengte-maten 

(zoals MLU) vertekenen. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden wordt een procedure voorgesteld 

gebaseerd op “het slechtst mogelijke scenario”. Hierbij stellen we ons de volgende vraag: “wat nu als 

alle onverstaanbare uitingen in werkelijkheid woorden zijn?” (dit kan “het slechtst mogelijke scenario” 

genoemd worden omdat er in dit geval de meeste onderschatting heeft plaatsgevonden). Deze 

gedachtegang noemen we ook wel een “what if”-procedure. Zien de ontwikkelingscurven er dan 

wezenlijk anders uit? Ter illustratie van een dergelijk slechtst mogelijk scenario tonen we de data van 

één proefpersoon (Heleen, leeftijd 1;6 tot 2;6 jaar).  

Hoofdstuk 6 gaat dieper in op ambiguïteit in de vroege taalontwikkeling en definieert het als een 

intrinsiek aspect van een zich ontwikkelend taalsysteem. In ontwikkelingsonderzoek wordt 

overeenstemming (agreement) tussen transcriptors gezien als een belangrijke maat van 

betrouwbaarheid. In dit hoofdstuk beargumenteren we dat gebrek aan overeenstemming niet slechts 

wordt veroorzaakt door transcriptiefouten of onbetrouwbare data, maar dat het een reflectie kan zijn 

van de ambigue aard van kindertaal. Verschillen tussen transcriptors kunnen ontstaan door het feit dat 

het kind zijn linguïstische categorieën nog aan het bouwen is, terwijl het coderingssysteem is 

gebaseerd op een volwassen systeem. In dit hoofdstuk wordt aan de hand van data uit een 

gevalsstudie (proefpersonen Lisa en Berend, leeftijd 2 jaar) gedemonstreerd hoe begrippen uit de 

fuzzy logic kunnen worden toegepast om ambiguïteit in kindertaal te kwantificeren. Hier wordt getoond 

hoe aan de hand van een “what if”-procedure (“wat nu als alle verschillen worden veroorzaakt door 

ambiguïteit?”) een index van ambiguïteit kan worden berekend, gebaseerd op het begrip van 

“klassenlidmaatschap” uit de fuzzy logic. 

 

Zoals in de inleiding is gesteld had dit proefschrift tot doel een bijdrage te leveren aan de 

methodologie om variabiliteit en ambiguïteit te bestuderen. Ten eerste zijn er een aantal beschrijvende 

technieken gepresenteerd om variabiliteit in tijdseriële data in beeld te brengen. Deze zijn 

achtereenvolgens de glijdende min-max grafiek (moving min-max graph), de progmax-regmin grafiek 

(moving progmax-regmin graph) en de hoogtelijnen grafiek (altitude lines graph). Ook hebben we 

laten zien hoe de grilligheden in een ontwikkelingsverloop nader kunnen worden geanalyseerd aan de 

hand van de kritisch-moment methode (critical moment method) die het moment van “kritische” 

toename van variabiliteit bepaalt en de glijdende scheefheidsgrafiek  (moving skewness graph) die 

analyseert of de variabiliteit symmetrisch is verdeeld. Ook is getoond hoe resampling technieken in 
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een breed spectrum van variabiliteit- en ambiguïteitvragen kunnen worden ingezet om de robuustheid 

van de observaties te toetsen. Een uitgebreide illustratie van een dergelijke procedure is ingezet om te 

toetsen welke kenmerken van discontinuïteit de variabele data van vier jonge kinderen vertonen. Op 

het gebied van ambiguïteit is getoond hoe “what if”- procedures kunnen worden gebruikt om de 

gevoeligheid van ontwikkelingsdata te kunnen inschatten voor specifieke codeerbeslissingen. 

Tenslotte is een dergelijke “what if”-procedure gebruikt om de ambiguïteitsindex te berekenen op 

basis van principes afkomstig uit de fuzzy fogic.  

Wat betreft het tweede doel, het verschaffen van initiële kennis op het gebied van variabiliteit en 

ambiguïteit, zijn er de volgende conclusies. Om te beginnen blijkt de ontwikkeling van kindertaal een 

tamelijk variabel proces te zijn. Twee proefpersonen (Jan en Eva) toonden in een periode van enkele 

weken een dusdanige korte-termijn variabiliteit in MLU-m dat ze ruimschoots in verschillende MLU-

stadia passen. Gezien het feit dat MLU aanvankelijk bedoeld is als algemene maat voor grammaticale 

complexiteit in vroege kindertaal is deze variabiliteit groot te noemen. De longitudinale data van vier 

proefpersonen (Heleen, Lisa, Berend en Jessica) waren eveneens variabel op alle tijdschalen 

(tweewekelijks en korte-termijn) en beide variabelen (MLU-w en voorzetsels). Dit is in 

overeenstemming met eerder onderzoek van Ruhland (1998) naar de ontwikkeling van 

functiewoordgebruik en de Weerth (1999) naar de ontwikkeling van vroeg emotiegerelateerd gedrag. 

Variabiliteit lijkt een kenmerk te zijn in de vroegkinderlijke ontwikkeling dat opduikt in iedere dataset 

met voldoende meetpunten. Daarnaast lijkt er een verschil te zijn in de variabiliteitspatronen van MLU 

en voorzetsels. Terwijl de variabiliteit bij MLU geleidelijk lijkt toe te nemen met de geleidelijke groei 

van MLU, lijkt de ontwikkeling van dit patroon bij de voorzetsels eerder sprongsgewijs. Zo lijkt er 

sprake te zijn van een initiële fase waarin voorzetsels nog maar beperkt voorkomen en weinig 

fluctueren en een vervolgfase met een sterke absolute toename en scherpe pieken en dalen. Uit 

onderzoek naar de vraag of dit sprongsgewijze patroon ook kenmerken van discontinuïteit heeft, is 

verder gebleken dat dit per kind verschilt. Hoewel er bij alle kinderen bepaalde kenmerken van 

discontinuïteit bleken te zijn was de discontinuïteit afhankelijk van het specifieke criterium dat is 

gebruikt om variabiliteit te operationaliseren. Zo blijkt bij Heleen sprake te zijn van een tweefase model 

(met elk hun eigen centrale tendentie en variabiliteit) terwijl bij Jessica en Lisa er eerder sprake was 

van een onverwachte uitbarsting (piek). 

Wat betreft ambiguïteit bleek uit een gevalsstudie (Heleen 1;6 tot 2;6 jaar) dat de ontwikkelingscurven 

van uitingslengte relatief ongevoelig zijn voor codeerbeslissingen met betrekking tot verstaanbaarheid. 

Een “what if”-procedure toonde aan dat de ontwikkelingscurven er vrijwel hetzelfde uitzien als alle 

onverstaanbare uitingen als één woord worden geteld. Blijkbaar blijft de ratio 1-, 2-, 3- en 

meerwoorduitingen ongewijzigd. Uit een andere gevalsstudie (Berend en Lisa, 2 jaar) naar ambiguïteit 

bleek een interbeoordelaars overeenstemming van 0,87, die met een “what if”-procedure en met 

behulp van principes uit de fuzzy logic kan worden omgezet in een “ambiguïteitsindex” van 0,72 (0 

betekent geen ambiguïteit, 1 betekent maximale ambiguïteit). Vervolgonderzoek moet uitwijzen wat 

deze waarde precies betekent in een ontwikkelingsstudie. Als ambiguïteit inderdaad een intrinsieke 

eigenschap is van kindertaal kan worden verwacht dat deze in de loop van de tijd zal afnemen. 

Wanneer de linguïstische categorieën namelijk gaandeweg meer geconsolideerd raken en het 
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grammaticale systeem van het kind steeds meer op het volwassen systeem gaat lijken zal de 

ambiguïteitsindex naar verwachting afnemen.  

 

Het onderzoek naar variabiliteit en ambiguïteit staat nog in de kinderschoenen. Vanuit verschillende 

disciplines ontstaat er, dankzij de dynamische systeemtheorie, belangstelling voor deze fenomenen, 

zie bijvoorbeeld het verschijnen van een special issue over variabiliteit door het tijdschrift Infant 

Behavior and Development (nummer 25(4), 2002). Het huidige onderzoek is exploratief van aard, 

waarbij het belangrijkste doel is de interessante fenomenen zichtbaar te maken. Hopelijk inspireert 

deze bijdrage tot verdere exploratie van de rijke en intrigerende nuances van ontwikkeling.  
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In de vijf jaren dat ik op de sectie Ontwikkelings- en Experimentele Klinische Psychologie in 

Groningen werkte aan het onderzoek hing er boven mijn bureau een uitgeknipt krantenartikeltje met 

de titel “CBS: werkende moeders zijn het gelukkigst”. Ik had dit er neergehangen, deels om mijzelf 

hieraan te herinneren, maar ook als statement: in deze periode voelde ik me wezenlijk gelukkig. Ik heb 

me in deze periode zeer “thuis” gevoeld: met Ysbrand en Lisa in ons huis in Groningen, in mijn 
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iedereen bedanken die daarvoor heeft gezorgd en op enige wijze heeft bijgedragen aan de 
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complexiteit (voornamelijk uit angst dat uiteindelijk niemand het meer wilde lezen of begrijpen). In 

ieder geval heb je me geleerd dat wetenschap vooral ontzettend leuk is. Ik weet nog goed dat ik me 

op een keer na een hersenkrakend overleg had voorgenomen dan maar gewoon zo goed mogelijk 

naar je te luisteren omdat jij waarschijnlijk degene bent waar ik het meeste van zou kunnen leren over 

wetenschap en psychologie.  
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mijn eigen dochter Lisa. Ik bedank deze kinderen voor al hun praatjes. Zonder de medewerking van 

hun ouders was mijn dataset niet tot stand gekomen en had dit onderzoek niet kunnen plaats vinden. 

Ik bedank dan ook de ouders van Heleen en Jessica voor hun gastvrije onthaal van meer dan 50 uren 

observaties in de loop van een heel jaar, met per kind slecht één missing datapunt (een unicum!) en 

de sloten koffie die ik bij ze heb gedronken. De moeder van Berend dank ik voor het zo zelf keurig 

uitvoeren van de opnames, haar belangstelling en haar warm welkom tijdens de verschillende 

begeleidingsbezoekjes bij haar thuis. Het is fantastisch een dergelijke dataset “zomaar” aangereikt te 

krijgen.  

Het werken op de sectie Ontwikkelings- en Experimentele Klinische Psychologie heb ik als een warm 

bad ervaren. Ik wil dan ook alle leden van de sectie bedanken voor hun interesse, collegialiteit en het 

meedenken tijdens de research-besprekingen. Vooral bedank ik mijn mede-AIO’s: Carolina de 

Weerth, Jan Visser, Chiel Volman, Cor van Halen, Phillipa Butcher, Evelien Krikhaar, Henderien 

Steenbeek, Sabine Hunnius, Kitty Boosman, Rafaela Carriere en mijn kamergenoten Rick Ruhland, 

Martine Verheul en Els Blijd-Hoogewijs. Martine en Sabine, ook bedankt dat jullie op “de grote dag” 

als paranimfen aan mijn zijde willen staan. 

Ook dank ik enkele studenten voor hun bijdrage aan dit onderzoek: Elly Kuijk, Marjon de Bruin, 

Rianne van Bruggen, Joke Schothorst, Iris Westers, Gerdien Kleinovink en Monique Slot. In het 
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bijzonder dank ik Dieuwke de Goede voor haar afstudeerscriptie “Pieken en dalen” die de basis 

vormde voor ons artikel “Kindertaal met Bokkensprongen”. 

Ook dank ik Edwin Kiers en Pieter Zandbergen van het IDP voor de technische ondersteuning van de 

video-opnames en het transcriptieproces. 

Mijn collega’s van de Open Universiteit dank ik voor hun belangstelling in mijn onderzoek. Francis van 

den Burg, van studiecentrum Zwolle, bedank ik voor haar hulp, tijd en creativiteit bij het ontwerpen van 

de omslag. In het bijzonder bedank ik Prof. dr. René van Hezewijk, onderwijsdekaan van de faculteit 

Psychologie, voor zijn betrokkenheid bij mijn onderzoek en zijn deelname aan de oppositie tijdens de 

promotieplechtigheid. 

 

Tenslotte wil ik graag enkele mensen bedanken uit “het persoonlijke circuit”. Mijn ouders, Bert en Jel,  

bedankt voor jullie eeuwige vertrouwen en overdreven trots in mij als jullie enig kind. Ook mijn familie, 

schoonfamilie, vrienden en vriendinnen: bedankt voor jullie belangstelling voor dit misschien wel “niet-

dóór-te-komen” proefschrift. 

Ysbrand, mijn vriendje, mijn echtgenoot, mijn grote liefde, bedankt voor je onvoorwaardelijke steun en 

liefde. Werkende moeders zijn inderdaad het gelukkigst, Lisa en Sander, mijn lieve kinderen, bedankt 

voor jullie bestaan.
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